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Purpose
This resource responds to a need for Queensland to have its own program of 30-minute lesson plans for use in 
state schools in Christian religious instruction classes.  It is suitable for primary aged children and observes the 
Legislation, Education (General Provisions) Act 2006, Education (General Provisions) Regulation 2017 and the 
Religious Instruction Policy Statement of the Department of Education, Queensland.  It has undergone the review 
process set up by the Christian Alliance for RI in Queensland.
The lessons invite children to get to know the Jesus of the Bible through key stories that are age-appropriate.  
Children may or may not hold any personal Christian beliefs, but will learn what Christians believe about Jesus 
and what the stories reveal for those who choose to follow Jesus.  Using a variety of storytelling techniques, 
this resource invites children to dive into the stories of Jesus and explore their meaning through physical action, 
drama, fun, vocalisation and repetition.
Respectful and inclusive language is used throughout the program taking into account the multi-cultural diversity 
of Australian society and the level of Christian knowledge and practice (or lack thereof) amongst the children 
participating in RI lessons.  Volunteer instructors will also find the simple format for each lesson, based on 
storytelling, easy to use and prepare.  Owning and Grounding techniques are used throughout to leave children 
free to consider what Christians believe and what Christians value, without necessarily taking on these beliefs for 
themselves.  The state school classroom is not the place to indoctrinate, but Christian religious instruction can 
deepen knowledge and understanding for children from Christian families who choose for them to participate.

Other Uses
This program could also be used in church settings with primary aged children who attend holiday programs, 
kid’s clubs, Sunday School, Christian School classrooms, Bible classes and the like.

How to use the Program
The lesson plans can be used sequentially or as stand-alone lessons depending on individual needs.  Each 
lesson contains enough material to be used over two sessions and is based on storytelling, harnessing the 
power of story.  It also uses the teaching principles of repetition and a variety of approaches to engage the 
learner.  It takes into account the different learning styles of children so that Visual, Auditory and Kinaesthetic 
learners have been considered.
It models Owning and Grounding language and principles for respectful, inclusive engagement of learners and 
avoids indoctrination and presumptions about a child’s beliefs (E.g. “I believe …” and “Christians believe …” and 
‘in the Bible we read …’).
It offers a number of ways for children to engage with the story and provides optional activities suitable to 
Lower Primary, Middle Primary and Upper Primary aged children as an alternative to the drama techniques.
The author has been a volunteer Religious Instructor for more than 30 years and has been a biblical storyteller 
for all of that time.  She believes that it is important for children to hear the stories from the Bible as they 
have been handed down to Christians over millennia.  The creative techniques of Echo Mimes, Liquid Pictures 
and Number Stories invite children to explore and deepen their understanding of these stories that are so 
important to Christians.  These techniques also give permission for children to poke and prod the story and 
discover meaning for themselves.
The program includes: 
• 48 Lesson Plans:
• A recommended Book list to enhance lessons and connect learners to the Biblical story
• A list of formal prayers and creative prayer ideas
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Background for Instructors
It is important for instructors to be familiar with the Bible text, asking 
the questions of themselves, What does this story mean for me?   
What is important for 21st century children to know about this story? 
The author has provided some background information for reflection 
and prayer.

Preparation
The author has tried to keep preparation to a minimum, relying heavily 
on the children doing much of the work and the focus of the lesson 
being on the story.  A ’what to bring’ list accompanies each lesson. 

Acknowledgement of Country
This resource acknowledges the occupation and care of the land, 
waterways and sea by Traditional Custodians and their continual 
cultural connection to Country as expressed through their history, 
music, language, songs, art and dancing.  It  acknowledges that all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples have the 
oldest continuing cultures on the planet.  
(Thanks to Cynthia Rowan, Senior Birra Gubba woman).

A suitable acknowledgement for instructors to use has been included in each lesson.

Jesus Says
The ‘Jesus says’ segment for each lesson is designed to offer the learner more information about Jesus which could be 
used as a basis for prayer to commence or end each lesson.

Set-up and welcome
Each lesson provides an idea for a focal point (prayer space) to engage visual learners.  Some children (kinaesthetic 
learners) will love to help you do this, so a roster of names of interested children could be set up.

Good News Ambassadors 
This option is included in Lessons 1-7, however it could be used in any lesson, if time permits.  Invite the children to look 
out for people being kind to others, in the playground, at home, or in the neighbourhood.  Then at the commencement 
of each lesson, invite 2 children to tell their ‘good news’ stories.  They could wear a Story Stole (E.g. coloured scarf) while 
telling their stories and when finished, the Story Stole could be draped over the open Bible.  Instructor could say ‘Thank 
you God for this good news’!

Scripture - How to introduce the story to the children 
Some ideas for introducing the Bible story have been provided in each lesson  under the heading ‘With the children’.
A technique used in Godly Play called ‘wondering questions’ could be useful to encourage children to think about the 
story and delve deeper into its meaning.  E.g. ‘I wonder what would have happened if the children could not come to 
Jesus?’ (Lesson 1)
Another method for encouraging children to listen to the story, especially younger children, is to ‘turn on their ears’ and 
invite them to listen for words in the story.  At the end of the story, then ask children ‘What words did you hear?’

Re-tell the Story (with an Echo Mime; Liquid Picture; or a Number Story) 
An Echo mime, Liquid Picture and Number Story are provided for each lesson, but time may not permit to do them all.  
These drama techniques can be used with children of all ages (even adults), but younger children (lower primary) will 
particularly enjoy the Echo Mimes.  Children in middle and upper primary, will enjoy working in groups on the Liquid 
Pictures to present to the class and engaging with the Number Stories.

Each Lesson consists of: 
• Background for Instructors
• Preparation
• Acknowledgement of Country
• Jesus says 
• Set-up and welcome
• Scripture  
• Retell the Story (Echo Mime,  

Liquid Picture and Number Story) 
• Optional activities
• Closing Prayer
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Closing Prayer
The ‘Jesus says’ segment found in the speech bubble of each lesson can be used as a basis for a simple closing prayer.  
Other prayer suggestions and ideas (including craft options) are included on the following pages.

Suggested Books
TITLE AUTHOR
Car Park Parables series Rev Paul Clark
Don’t Let the Pigeon drive the Bus Mo Willems
The Giving Tree Shel Silverstein
Grandad’s Prayers of the Earth Douglas Wood
The Happy Prince Oscar Wilde
The Hurt Teddi Doleski
I’m Australian Too Mem Fox
I’m not a Scaredy Cat Max Lucado (for littlies)
The Invisible String Patrice Karst  
The Invisible Web Patrice Karst
The Little Refugee Anh Doh
The Lost Sheep Series Andrew McDonagh
Mr Nick’s Knitting Margaret Wild and Dee Huxley
Old Turtle Douglas Wood
The Rainbow Fish Marcus Pfister
Waiting for Wings Lois Ehlert
Wonderful Earth Nick Butterworth
You Are Special Max Lucado)

Echo Mimes
This storytelling technique assists 
children of all ages to understand 
and recall a Bible story.  The story is 
re-written in short, simple statements 
accompanied by an action.  The leader 
voices the statement, performs the 
accompanying actions and the rest of 
the group repeat (echo) the statement, 
and copies the action (mimes).
Say: ‘I am going to ask you to help me 
tell that story again.  I wonder if we 
will hear different words or phrases this 
time.  I will say a little part of the story 
and do an action.  I want you to copy 
what I say and do, until I say “the end 
of the story”.  
When finished ask, ‘What did you 
hear?’  Accept responses from children 
and then say ‘Great listening’.

Liquid Pictures
This storytelling technique is a form 
of drama that takes the key points of 
a story, uses short phrases and allows 
a story to be presented in a flowing 
manner.  Choose one child to say 
each phrase and do a simple action.  
Alternatively choose two children for 
each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. This is a 
simple way of involving more children. 
Children line up beside each other in 
front of the group and one by one 
they say and ‘act’ their line a couple of 
times, then freeze.  A leader introduces 
and closes the story.

Number Stories
This storytelling technique replaces 
words with numbers where possible.  
The leader indic8s numbers contained 
in the story by either holding a sign 
or showing the requisite number 
of fingers.  Children join in the 
storytelling by saying the numbers 
when indic8ed by the leader.  
Leaders may need to explain some 
terminology to the children  
(E.g. at 6’s and 7’s).

Optional activities
Age-appropriate optional activities are included for each lesson for  
Lower, Middle and Upper primary aged children as an alternative or  
addition to the drama techniques.
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The Lord’s Prayer

Loving God Prayer
Say: Today I would like to share a regular prayer you can 
say to God.  I think you will like this prayer as you can do 
actions with the words’.  Christians pray.  They pray because 
they know God is their friend.  Prayer is talking to God.   
Just as we talk to our friends, we can talk to God.  Christians 
believe that God is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.   
The Bible says that God knows you by name and loves you.  
I invite you to stand if you would like to learn this prayer.

Loving God
(Make a large circle in the air with arms)

I give you today
(hands in front of body, palms upward)

All that I think and do and say
(Place index finger on side of head,  

make fists and stack one on top of other. 
Move two hands outward from mouth)

I give you the good times
(thumbs up)

As well as the bad
(thumbs down)

The times when I’m happy
(smiling face)

The times when I’m sad
(sad face)

Fill me with grace
(start from feet and move hands up body)

And make me strong
(flex arms showing muscles)

With you by my side
(indicate beside you with your hand)

I can never go wrong.
(Move hands in scissor action, shaking head)

Amen.
(Praying hands)

Shalom Peace Prayer
Shalom, peace to you,  

(Make a circle in the air with your arms)
Shalom peace to you 

(Make a larger circle in the air with your arms)
Shalom! Shalom! 

(Extend arms above head, then complete a large circle)
May peace be with you,  

(Extend one arm towards group)
May peace be with you 

(Extend other arm towards group)
Shalom!  Shalom! 

(Bow with hands joined in prayer)

Make Me a Servant 
Could be used in any lesson where Jesus shows 

us how to be of service to others.  

Make me a Servant  
(Bend low)

Humble and Meek 
(Cross arms across chest)

Lord let me lift up those who are weak 
(Raise two arms above head)
And may the prayer 

(bring palms together above head)
of my heart always be 

(hands on heart)
Make me a Servant 

(bow)
Make me a servant  

(bow lower)
Make me a servant today  

(bow lower again)
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Prayer Chains 

Provide strips of coloured paper for children to write 
prayers, then staple and link them together to form  
a chain.  

Treasure Chest/Gold Box Prayers  
Ask children to write on strips of paper the names of 
people that are precious to them, then pass a Treasure 
chest or Gold Box around the group in which to place 
the names.

Rainbow Prayers  
Use 7 strips of paper (3cm X 21cm) in the colours of 
the rainbow stacking them one on top of the other 
and stapling one end before making an arc separating 
each colour.  Use this to pray for peace in our world. 

 
Hand (or Foot) Prayer  
Provide a cardboard hand or foot shape for each 
child and designate a different kind of prayer for each 
finger and thumb (or toe) 
(E.g. Praise, Sorry, Ask for, Thanking, Blessing)

Star shape Prayers  
Provide a cardboard star for each child and invite 
them to write a prayer thanking God for their gifts.

Fruit of the Spirit Prayers  
(Love, Joy, Peace, Patience, Goodness, Kindness, 
Gentleness, Faithfulness, Self-Control)   
Provide a fruit shape for each child and ask them to 
choose one of the nine fruits that they are good at.  
Write it on the shape and thank God for this.

Stone/Rock Prayers 
Provide a small stone for each child and ask them to 
think about times when they have hurt others with 
words or actions.  Place their stone into a bowl of 
water, watch the ripples and say ‘I am sorry”.

Leaf Prayers 
Provide a leaf shape for each child, invite them to 
write a blessing prayer and attach each leaf to a green 
rope or a bare branch.

Cardboard cut-out people Prayers  

Provide a cut-out shape for each child, ask them to 
decorate it to look like themselves and then string 
together with fishing line, illustrating that Christians 
believe we are connected by God’s love.  The Invisible 
String storybook would work well with this activity.

Gift Box Prayers  
Pass a gift box around the group and invite children to 
name a gift they see in someone else.

Flower shape prayers  
Provide a flower shape, a yellow centre and a green stem 
for each child and invite them to write a ‘Thank You’  
prayer for something beautiful in the natural world.

Band Aid Prayers  
Place band Aids on a globe 
of the world to pray for the 
needs of our world – places 
or peoples who might need 
God’s healing.  

Globe of the world Prayers  
Pass a globe around the group and ask children to pray 
for the needs of people in various parts of the world. 

Use the ‘Jesus Says’ 
quote provided in 
each lesson to make 
up a simple prayer

Je
sus Says

Je
sus Says

Whatever you ask for 

in prayer with faith, 

you will receive  



Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture or 

Number Story (or multiple if you have time) 
- Print these off to take to class.

• Decide if you want to complete the Optional 
Activity 

 - Prepare heart shapes on coloured paper  
    or cardboard, one per child
• Other items to take
 - Your Bible, Story stole (E.g. Coloured scarf)

Background for Instructors 
Jesus was a Rabbi (a holy man or a teacher) and the 
disciples thought children would be wasting his time, 
but in this story we hear that Jesus gets angry with his 
disciples for sending the children away.  
Children had no status in society at the time of Jesus, but 
he corrects his disciples, telling them to let the children 
come to Him.  Christians today bring children to Jesus by 
sharing stories from the Bible, teaching them to pray and 
bringing them to Church.  Some of the children may have 
been christened, baptised or blessed.

With the Children
Introduction:

• Set-up: Claim the space by setting up your Bible, Story Stole and your name card.

• Greet the children: Use a flash-card or write your name on the board to introduce yourself to the children 
and explain that you are here for religion or religious instruction.  

• Say:  My name is “x”.  I hope I will get to know your names over the next few weeks.  I am here for Christian 
Religious Instruction (it will be helpful to use the full name rather than the abbreviation RI to help the 
children become familiar with this language).  All the Christian churches in our area have formed a team 
of instructors to help you learn a little about God, and what Christians believe.  Christians are people who 
believe in and follow Jesus Christ.  

• Write ‘Jesus Christ’ on the board and add “ian” after ‘Christ’, that is, Christian.   

• Identify the classroom rules (ask the children to name some for you).  

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  
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Lesson 1 – Jesus Blesses the Children

The First Lesson
• Introduce yourself to the classroom teacher, and consider offering your contact details for ease of 

communication. 



Optional Activity
Provide a heart shape for each child and invite them to write 
their name on it and something they like about themselves.  
Collect the children’s completed shapes and take them home to 
string together with fishing line.  This could be brought to class 
each week as a reminder that Christians believe that God knows 
each of our names and has gifted us each with different gifts.

• Say:  These are very good rules. I would like to add one more rule and that is  
“Please put your hand up if you would like to ask or answer a question. 

Good News:

• Say:  Christians have a sacred book.   
Does anyone know its name?  The Bible, that’s right!   
Bible means ‘library’ and is made up of many books  
written over many hundreds of years.   
Christians believe that the Bible is the Word of God.   
Show your Bible to the class and say: Put your hand up if you have a Bible at home.  

• Say:  Christians regard the Bible as ‘good news’ which can help people become the best version of themselves.  
I wonder if you could be ‘Good News ambassadors’ this week.  Look out for people doing kind, thoughtful 
things for others.  I will ask some of you to share your story with the class next lesson.   
You can wear my ‘Good News’ story stole while telling your story. (show the children the Story Stole)

• Brainstorming:  (Year 2-6) Say: What do you like about RI?  
   (Year 1)   Say: What do you know about Jesus? 

• Take answers from children who raise their hands, writing them on the board if possible.

• Scripture: Introduce the Bible story. Say: I would like to tell you a story about Jesus welcoming little 
children. Read or tell Mark 10:13-16 from your Bible. 

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus
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Je
su

s S
ays

Je
su

s S
ays

Do not send them away!   
Let the children come to me.



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Hands together in front, palms open
Jesus was with the people Indicate people present with arms
And some of them Indicate a few people
Brought children to him Use hands to show small people in front of you
For him to bless them Hold hands palms open over heads
But Hold up one finger
The disciples Wave left arm to the side
Sent them away Use hands to ‘shoo’ children away
‘Go away! Point away from you
Jesus is busy! Point to your watch
When Jesus saw this Right hand over eyes, seeing
He was angry! Hands on hips, looking stern
Do not send them away! Hold up right hand as a STOP sign
Let children come to me! Open arms in welcoming gesture
The kingdom of God Make an arc with two arms
Belongs to these little ones Hands down, palms open over small children
Truly I tell you … Cup hands around your mouth
Anyone who does not Wave 1 finger, shaking head
welcome children Bend down, arms open 
Will never enter Turn back, pushing arms away
the Kingdom of God. Make an arc with two arms.
The end of the story Close palms as though closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 1 – Jesus Blesses the Children
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Liquid Picture

Leader: People were bringing little children to Jesus,  
  but the disciples sent them away …

• Bless our children! Please!  Please!

• Jesus is busy!  Busy!  Busy!

• Go away!  Go away!  Go away!

• Don’t send them away!  Don’t!  Don’t!

• Come to me!  Come!  Come!

• God’s kingdom is yours!  Yours!  Yours!

• Welcome children!  Bless you!  Bless you!

Leader: Jesus took them in his arms,  
  laid his hands on them and blessed them.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture
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1 day Jesus was with a gr8 crowd of people. 

1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 of them brought their little 
children 2 Him 4 Him 2 bless them but the 
12 disciples sent them away.  

When Jesus saw the 12 do this, He was ir8 
and said 2 them, ‘Do not send the children 
away!  Let them come 2 me!  4 it is 2 such 
as these little 1’s that the gr8 Kingdom of 
God belongs!  Truly I say 2 you, any1 who 
does not welcome the Kingdom of God as 1 
of these little 1s will never enter in2 it!’  

Then he took them in2 His 2 arms, laid his 2 
hands on them and blessed them.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 1 – Jesus Blesses the Children

Mark 10:13-16



Optional Activity
Give each child a sheet of A4 paper and ask them to 
fold it in half, then in half again, and in half again.  
With the page now divided into 8 segments, invite the 
children to draw the story of the birth of Jesus.

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space  

by setting up your Bible, Nativity set and your name card.

• Greet the children and wait for their response.  Ask if anyone has a ‘Good News’ story to share.   
Select two (2) and drape Story Stole around each child’s neck before they start their story.   
At the end say: Thank you God, for this good news!  Replace Story Stole over the Bible after each story.

• Hand out religious Christmas cards highlighting the Biblical Christmas message.   
Say: For Christians, the real meaning of Christmas is that Jesus was born.  Christmas means “Christ born”.   
For Christians, this is an important time to go to Church, to gather with family and friends and give presents 
to celebrate the birth of Jesus.  Christians have been celebrating this event for almost 2,000 years, believing 
that Jesus is a gift from God.  

• Scripture: Read Luke 2:1-7 from your Bible

• Re-tell the Christmas story up to the birth of Jesus, using a Nativity set by placing the figures as you tell  
the story, ie  Mary, Joseph, baby Jesus, animals, stable.   
Say: What words did you hear as you listened to the story?  Take answers from the children.

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)
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Je
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I have come as light into  

the world, so that everyone 
who believes in me should 

not remain in the  
darkness.

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- 1 x A4 piece of paper per child 

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible, Story Stole, name card  
- Christmas cards with Nativity scenes  
- A Nativity set, if you have one  

Background for Instructors 
For Christians, the real meaning of Christmas is that 
Jesus was born.  Christmas means ‘Christ born’.  
Christians celebrate Christmas with family, friends, food, 
gifts, praying, giving to the poor and attending church 
services.  Christians believe that Jesus is God and have 
been celebrating the birth of Jesus for almost 2,000 
years by giving to one another.  St Nicholas (where we 
get the name, Santa Claus) was a follower of Jesus and a 
person who gave gifts to the poor.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
The Birth of Jesus

Luke 2:1-7

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 2 – The Birth of Jesus



SAY DO
A Story from the Bible Join hands in front, palms upwards
Emperor Augustus Stand tall, looking regal
The Emperor of Rome Use muscle arms to indicate great power
Ordered everyone Indicate with arm the whole group 
To go to their home town March on the spot
For a census Mime writing, taking names
So that he could tax them Rub fingers together, looking greedy
So Joseph and Mary Use left hand for Joseph and right hand for Mary
Travelled to Bethlehem Walk on the spot, looking weary
And when they got there Sigh of relief, wipe forehead
The town was full of people Look left and right and mime pushing through a crowd
And there was no room Knock on doors, shaking head
For Mary and Joseph Use left hand for Joseph and right hand for Mary
One innkeeper Hold up one finger
Gave them his stable Point over your shoulder
which was warm and dry Hug yourself
for Mary and Joseph to rest Cradle head on hands, as though sleeping
And then … Show anticipation
Mary had her baby Fold arms as though cradling a baby
It’s a boy! Jump up and down with joy.
They named him Jesus More jumping for joy.
Mary wrapped the baby Use arms as though wrapping a baby
And laid him in a manger Place baby in a cradle
A feedbox for animals Chewing motion
The end of the story for now Bring open palms together as closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 2 – The Birth of Jesus

Luke 2:1-7



Liquid Picture

Leader: Caesar Augustus ordered everyone to go to their 
         hometown to be registered, so Joseph said …

• Mary, we must go to Bethlehem!  To Bethlehem!  To Bethlehem!

• The baby is due soon!  The baby!  The baby!

• Do you have a room?  A room?  A room?

• No room!  No room!  No room!

• I have a stable!  A stable!  A stable!

• You can rest there!  Rest there!  Rest there!

• It’s a boy!  It’s a boy!  It’s a boy!

Leader: And they named him Jesus, meaning God saves!

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 2 – The Birth of Jesus

Luke 2:1-7



The gr8 Emperor, Caesar Augustus, sent 
orders 2 every1 2 go 2 their hometown 2 
be registered 4 a census, so that he could 
tax all the people. 1 man, Joseph, who was 
engaged 2 Mary, said 2 her, ‘We must go 2 
Bethlehem 4 that is where I was born.

So the 2 of them set out 4 the town of 
Bethlehem and when they got there, there 
was no room 4 them at any 1 of the inns.  

1 innkeeper said 2 Joseph, ‘there is a stable 
out the back which is warm and dry.  You 
can rest 4 a while’.  

And Mary gave birth 2 a baby boy, and she 
gave the name ‘Jesus’ 2 him.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 2 – The Birth of Jesus

Luke 2:1-7



Optional Activities
• Play the Carol: Angels We Have Heard on High
• Use the Pinterest website to find a simple angel shape 

for children to decorate, cut out and make.

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible and Nativity set.  
• Greet the children and wait for their response.  Ask if anyone has a ‘Good News’ story to share.  Select 

2 and drape Story Stole around each child’s neck before they start their story.  At the end say: Thank you 
God, for this good news!  Replace Story Stole over the Bible.

• Recap last lesson:  
- Show your Nativity set and say: Put up your hand if you remember the Bible story I told last week?   
- Invite children who remember some of the story to place the figures in the crib  
  (stable, animals, Mary, Joseph, baby Jesus. OR 
- Move the characters from the Nativity set around as children recall  
  the story. Have shepherds and angels ready to add to the crib as                          
  you continue to tell the story from Luke 2:8-20.

• Scripture:  
- Say: Last week we heard only a part of the story of the birth of Jesus. 
- Show your Bible and indicate the next part of the story.   
- Say: I wonder what happened next?  Invite responses from children. If no response, say: It involves some  
  shepherds.  Put your hand up if you know what a shepherd is?  Take responses.  
- Comment:  In Australia, shepherds look after thousands of sheep. Introduce the modern Australian  
  shepherd role, ie using motor bikes, helicopters, sheep dogs, horses etc.  In the time of Jesus, shepherds  
  stayed with the sheep to protect them from wild animals, especially at night, but this was a lowly job  
  so shepherds were probably poor. Jesus is represented as ‘The Good Shepherd’ in the Bible. 
- Continue the story from your Bible adding shepherds and angels to the crib.  Read: Luke 2:8-20

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 
• Complete the Optional Activity
• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

3333Introducing Jesus
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Blessed are the poor  
for theirs is the kingdom 

of heaven.

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or Liquid 

Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- A copy of the song Angels we have Heard on High  
- Angel shapes (to cut out)

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible and Story Stole  
- Christmas cards with Nativity scenes  
- A Nativity set, if you have one  

Background for Instructors 
Shepherds were not always people of good character and 
were poor, yet God chooses these unlikely messengers 
to reveal the incarnation and to witness the glory of God.  
Luke has these poor shepherds as the first witnesses of the 
birth of Jesus and they tell everyone they meet about their 
experience and everyone is amazed.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have  
walked upon and cared for this land for thousands of years  
and acknowledge the continued deep spiritual attachment  
and relationship of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander  
peoples to this country.’  

 
Good News Messengers

Luke 2:8-20

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 3 – Good News Messengers



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Hands open, palms upwards as in reading a book
When Jesus was born Hold arms as though cradling a baby
There were some shepherds Mime standing looking over a flock, hand over eyes
Who looked after sheep Raise other hand over eyes, looking over flock
Suddenly, an angel of the Lord Arms raised in surprise
Appeared to them Rub eyes, checking what you see
The glory of the Lord shone Shade eyes as though being dazzled
Around them Turn slowly in a circle, looking amazed
The shepherds were very afraid Pretend to tremble in fear
But the angel said to them Cup hand around mouth
‘Do not be afraid!’ Shake head from side to side
I bring you ‘Good News’ Thumbs up
Of great joy Jump up and down in excitement
Today, in King David’s town Point over children’s heads
A Saviour has been born Hold arms as though cradling a baby
Christ the Lord! Look joyful and amazed
You will find Hand over eyes, looking
A baby wrapped in cloths Cradle arms
Lying in a manger Look surprised
A heavenly host of angels appeared Open mouth in more amazement
Singing Hand to ear, listening
Gloooooooooooooooria Sing
In excelsis Deo Sing
The shepherds said Cup hand around mouth
To one another Nod head to others
Let us go and see this strange sight March on the spot
That has been revealed to us Point at yourself, looking amazed
They went and found Mary, Joseph More walking on the spot
And the baby Jesus Sigh in wonderment – Ooohhh!!!
Just as the angels had said Point up
The end of the story Close palms as in closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 3 – Good News Messengers

Luke 2:8-20



Liquid Picture

Leader: Poor shepherds were in the fields looking after the sheep  
  when …

• What is that light?  So bright!  So bright!

• Do not be afraid! Do not be afraid!  Don’t be afraid!

• Good news!  Good news!  Good news!

• A saviour is born!  A saviour! Jesus Christ!

• A baby in a manger!  A manger!  A manger!

• A special baby!  Special!  Special!

Leader: The shepherds told everyone what the angels had said  
  to them.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 3 – Good News Messengers

Luke 2:8-20



1 night when 1, 2, 3, 4, some shepherds were 
10ding 2 the flocks, suddenly a gr8 light appeared 
2 them in the sky and the glory of God shone be4 
the 1, 2, 3 4 shepherds.  

The angel said 2 them, ‘Don’t be afraid!  I have 
good news of gr8 joy 4 you.  2day in the gr8 city 
of David, a Saviour has been born 4 you, Christ 
the Lord!  This will be a sign 4 you.  You will find 
a baby wrapped in cloths and lying in a manger.  

Then a gr8 heavenly host appeared 2 the 1, 2, 3 4 
shepherds, singing Gloria in exclesis Deo’.

They said 2 1 another, let us go 2 see 4 ourselves, 
so they went and found the baby just as the 
angels had told them.  

The 1, 2, 3 4 shepherds told Mary what the angels 
had said 2 them about the baby and she kept 
these things 2 herself.  They told every1 they met 
what God had said 2 them about the baby and 
every1 was gr8ly amazed.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 3 – Good News Messengers

Luke 2:8-20



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Draw a picture of Jesus being found  
    by his parents.

• Middle Primary Make a list of feelings for Jesus and  
    his parents from this story

• Upper Primary What can you do now that you could  
    not do last year?

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space  

by setting up your Bible and Story Stole.

• Greet the children and wait for their response.  Ask if anyone has a ‘Good News’ story to share.   
Select 2 and drape Story Stole around each child’s neck before they start their story.   
At the end say: Thank you God, for this good news!  Replace Story Stole over the Bible after each story.

• Say: Last week we heard the story of the shepherds telling everyone about the birth of Jesus and this week we 
hear that Jesus has an adventure in Jerusalem and his parents find him listening to teachers in the temple.  
They found him safe and well and he went home to Nazareth with them and he was obedient to them.  

• Scripture: Read Luke 2:41-52 from your Bible, pointing out the passage in your Bible.

• Say:  I wonder if you have ever been left behind somewhere and were then found?  How did you feel?  
How did your parents feel?  Take some responses from the children.

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

4444Introducing Jesus
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I must be about  
my Father’s business

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: 1 x A4 piece of paper per child  
- Middle/Upper Primary: no resources required

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible and Story Stole 

Background for Instructors 
This text is chosen to give children an insight into the 
loving family to which Jesus belonged, and comes straight 
after the story of Jesus being left behind in the Temple.  

It provides an opportunity to think about how each of the 
children are growing in wisdom and strength, able to do 
new things as they learn and try new things.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Jesus Grows Up

Luke 2:41-52

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 4 – Jesus Grows Up



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Hands open as in reading a book
One day Hold up one finger
When Jesus was about 12 years old Indicate height with your hand
Jesus was left behind Look worried, hands to mouth
After a trip to Jerusalem Walk on the spot
With his parents, Mary and Joseph Use each hand to indicate each parent
And a great crowd of relatives Sweep arms over a large crowd
And when Mary and Joseph Use each hand to indicate each parent
Went looking for him Hand over eyes, searching
They found him in the Temple Look surprised
Sitting with the Jewish teachers Nod head
And listening to them Put hands up to ears
Mary and Joseph Use each hand to indicate each parent
Were very relieved Let out a big sigh
To find Jesus safe and well Hold out arms
The family Indicate three people
Returned to their home town Walk on the spot
Called Nazareth Use hands above your head to show a sign
And Jesus was obedient Hands to ears, listening
To Mary and Joseph Use each hand to indicate each parent
Mary treasured everything in her heart Place hands over heart
And Jesus grew Move hand upward to indicate growing
In body Use muscle arms to indicate strength
And in wisdom Nod wisely
Gaining favour with God Nod in approval
And with people. Nod around the group.
The end of the story from the Bible Palms closed as in closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 4 – Jesus Grows Up

Luke 2:41-52



Liquid Picture

Leader: When Jesus was 12 years old, he had an adventure …

• Where is Jesus?  Where is he?  Where?

• In the temple!  Temple!  Temple!

• Listening to teachers!  Listening!  Listening!

• We found him!  Found him!  Found him!

• Let’s go home!  Go home!  Go home!

Leader: In Nazareth, Jesus grew in body and wisdom,  
  obedient to his parents.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 4 – Jesus Grows Up

Luke 2:41-52



1 day when Jesus was 12 years old, he 
was left behind after a trip 2 the gr8 city 
of Jerusalem 4 each of his parents, 1 was 
Mary and 1 was Joseph, thought he was 
with the other 1 among a crowd of relatives 
travelling 2gether.  

His 2 parents went back 2 look 4 him and 
found him in the gr8 temple lis10ing 2 the 
Jewish teachers.  His parents were gr8ly 
relieved 2 find him safe and well.  All 3 went 
back 2 their hometown called Nazareth 
and Jesus grew in body and wisdom, being 
obedient 2 his parents.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 4 – Jesus Grows Up

Luke 2:41-52



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Draw a picture of the story
• Middle Primary Find the Jordan River on a map
• Upper Primary Ask the children what stood out for  

   them in this story.   Discuss 

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space  

by setting up your Bible and Story Stole.

• Greet the children and wait for their response.  Ask if anyone has a ‘Good News’ story to share.   
Select 2 and drape Story Stole around each child’s neck before they start their story.   
At the end say: Thank you God, for this good news!  Replace Story Stole over the Bible after each story.

• Recap last lesson: Say: Last week, we heard the story of Jesus being found listening to teachers in the 
temple and then growing up with his parents in Nazareth.  Today, we hear that Jesus is a grown man and  
is ready to begin his work for God amongst the people.  Listen to the story from the Bible.

• Scripture: Read Mark 1:9-13 from your Bible

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

5555Introducing Jesus
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Worship the Lord your God 
and serve only God.

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: 1 x A4 piece of paper per child 
- Middle Primary: A map of Israel 
- Upper Primary: no resources required

•  Other items to take: 
- Your Bible and Story Stole

Background for Instructors 
In previous lessons, we have been hearing about Jesus 
as a child growing up and these stories are unique to the 
Gospel of Luke. This week, we hear a story from the Gospel 
of Mark with Jesus a grown man beginning his public 
ministry and choosing to be baptised by John the Baptist.
Mark’s Gospel presents believing Christians with a new 
genre, Gospel, which literally means ‘Good News’.  It is a 
well-constructed drama having a beginning, a middle and 
an end with a clear purpose stated in the opening line 
which leaves us in no doubt that Jesus is the long awaited 
Messiah, the Son of God.  Before it was ever written down, 
the various stories contained within the gospel would have 
been passed on orally.

Acknowledgement of Country:  ‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon and  
cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship  
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Jesus is Baptised and Tested

Mark 1:9-13

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 5 – Jesus is Baptised and Tested



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
When Jesus was grown up Use hand to indicate height
About 30 years old Count on your fingers
He left home Wave ‘goodbye’
And came to the Jordan River Walk on the spot
Where John was baptising Duck down as though being dunked
Jesus went into the river Wade through water
And when he came up Stand tall
Out of the water Wipe water out of eyes
He saw heaven opening Look up
And the Spirit descending Look amazed, eyes moving down
And he heard God speak Hands to ears, listening
‘You are my dear son Hug yourself
And I am pleased with you’ Nod head in approval, smiling
At once the Spirit made him go Point finger away from you
Into the desert Hand over eyes, looking into the distance
Where he stayed for 40 days Look hot, wipe forehead
And 40 nights Shiver with cold
There were wild animals Growl
But angels took care of him Spread arms in protective gesture
The end of the story from the Bible Palms closed as in closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 5 – Jesus is Baptised and Tested

Mark 1:9-13



Liquid Picture

Leader: After Jesus was baptised, the Holy Spirit drove him  
  into the wilderness …

• Hot!  Dry!  Thirsty!

• 40 Days and 40 Nights!

• Take the easy way out Jesus!

• No!  God’s way is the only way!

• Wild animals!  Growl! Growl!

• Angels are with me!

Leader: When John the Baptist had been arrested,  
  Jesus went into Galilee telling everyone  
  ‘Turn back to God and believe the Good News!’

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 5 – Jesus is Baptised and Tested

Mark 1:9-13



1 day when Jesus was about 30 years old 
he said ‘goodbye’ 2 his family and travelled 
2 the Jordan River where he saw the gr8 
prophet John the Baptist telling people 2 be 
baptised and turn back 2 God.  

Jesus was baptised 2 and when he came up 
out of the water the heavens were opened 
be4 him and God’s voice from heaven 
spoke, saying 2 Jesus, ‘You are my dear son 
and I am gr8ly pleased with you.  

At 1ce, the Spirit sent Jesus in2 the 
wilderness 4 4tydays and 4ty nights. There 
were wild animals, but angels came 2 him 
and took gr8 care of him.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 5 – Jesus is Baptised and Tested

Mark 1:9-13



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Make fish shapes cut from cellophane/paper and 

   stick a magnet to the back.  Make a fishing pole 
   with a small stick, fishing line and a magnet for the  
   hook. Invite some children to ‘fish’.

• Middle Primary Make a list of qualities in a person worth following
• Upper Primary Who do you ‘follow’ on TV or online and why?   

   Discuss

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space  

by setting up your Bible and Story Stole.

• Greet the children and wait for their response.  Ask if anyone has a ‘Good News’ story to share.   
Select 2 and drape Story Stole around each child’s neck before they start their story.   
At the end say: Thank you God, for this good news!  Replace Story Stole over the Bible after each story.

• Say: Last week we heard the story of Jesus being baptised.  Put your hand up if you can tell me something 
that you remember about that story.  Take responses. 

• Scripture: Read Mark 1:14-20 from your Bible, showing the children the passage in your Bible.  

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)
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Come follow me

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: prepare fish and line 
- Middle/Upper Primary: no resources required

•  Other items to take: 
- Your Bible and Story Stole 

Background for Instructors 
In this story, Jesus takes up where John left off, 
announcing the kingdom of God and calling people to 
turn back to God and believe the Good News. 
He does not do this alone, but rather calls others to 
follow him and become his disciples.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Jesus Calls Four Fishermen

Mark 1:14-20

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 6 – Jesus Calls Four Fishermen



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Hands open as in reading a book
After John had been put in prison Make fists and cross them
Jesus went to Galilee Walk on the spot
And told everyone he met Hand cupped around mouth
The Good News from God Thumbs up
The time has come Point to wrist
And the Kingdom of God is near Look around the group
Believe the Good News Hands folded over heart
As he walked along Walk on the spot
the shore of Lake Galilee Kick sand as you walk on the spot
he saw two fishermen, Hand over eyes, looking
Simon and his brother, Andrew Indicate 2 people with each hand
Catching fish with a net Cast a net and haul in
Jesus said Cup hand to mouth
‘Come with me Wave arm to follow
And I will teach you Point to self
To catch people for God. Spread arms toward group
They left their nets Wave goodbye
And went with Jesus. Walk on the spot
Then he saw two more brothers Hold up 2 fingers
James and John Indicate each person with 2 hands
Jesus called them Cup hand around mouth, wave arm to follow
They left their father, Zebedee Wave goodbye
With the hired men Wave goodbye to them
And went with Jesus. Walk on the spot
The end of the story from the Bible Palms together as if closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 6 – Jesus Calls Four Fishermen

Mark 1:14-20



Liquid Picture

Leader: After John the Baptist was put into prison,  
  Jesus told people that the Kingdom of God is near ...

• Believe the Good News!  Believe! Believe!

• Simon and Andrew, follow me!  Follow me!  Follow me!

• You will catch people, not fish! People!  People!

• Yes, we will follow you!  Follow you!  Follow you!

• James and John, follow me!  Follow me!  Follow me!

• Yes, we will!  We will!  We will!

Leader: They left their fishing nets and went with Jesus.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 6 – Jesus Calls Four Fishermen

Mark 1:14-20



1 day after John had been put in2 prison, 
Jesus went 2 Galilee and told every1 that 
the Kingdom of God is near 2 them.  As 
he walked along the shore of the gr8 Lake 
Galilee he saw 2 fishermen, 1 was Simon and 
1 was Andrew and they were 2 brothers.  

Jesus called 2 them, ‘Come follow me and I 
will teach you 2 2 catch people.  At 1ce, they 
left their nets and followed him.  He went 
a bit further and saw 2 more brothers, 1 
was James and 1 was John with their father, 
Zebedee, in a boat.  Jesus said 2 them, 
‘Come follow me’ and at 1ce they 2 left 
their father with the 1, 2, 3 hired men and 
followed Jesus.  Jesus now had 4 disciples 2 
teach about God.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 6 – Jesus Calls Four Fishermen

Mark 1:14-20



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Think about people who look after you when you are sick  
• Middle Primary Use a globe of the world to think about people who do  

   not have easy access to medical help 
• Upper Primary Wrap a bandage around a globe of the world and ask 

   children to name some things that need healing in  
   our world

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space  

by setting up your Bible and Story Stole.

• Greet the children and wait for their response.  Ask if anyone has a ‘Good News’ story to share.   
Select 2 and drape Story Stole around each child’s neck before they start their story.   
At the end say: Thank you God, for this good news!  Replace Story Stole over the Bible after each story.

• Say: Today, we will hear how Jesus is ‘good news’ for many people, some he taught and some he healed who 
were sick in mind and body.  

• Scripture: Read Mark 1:21-45 from your Bible

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)
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I have come that 

you may have life, 

life to the full.

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: no resources required 
- Middle Primary: Globe of the world 
- Upper Primary: Globe of the world, bandage

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible and Story Stole

Background for Instructors 
In this passage we find a well-constructed drama having a 
beginning, a middle and an end with a clear purpose stated 
in the opening line which leaves us in no doubt that Jesus is 
the long awaited Messiah, the Son of God.  

In this lesson, we will explore how Jesus goes about 
announcing the kingdom.  He is a man of action, 
worshiping in the synagogue, driving out demons, 
healing many people, and making time to pray alone  
by rising early.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Jesus Heals Many People

Mark 1:21-45

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 7 – Jesus Heals Many People



SAY DO
From the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
Jesus went to the synagogue with his disciples Indicate group
He taught with authority Stand tall, right hand raised
And people were amazed Mouth open with a look of wonder
A man who was sick in the mind Touch head gently
Screamed at Jesus Cup left hand to open mouth
Who rebuked him Wag finger
Jesus said ‘Come out of him’ Sweep arm away from you
And the man was calm and in his right mind Calm face with a gentle smile
After this, they went to Peter’s house Walk on the spot
And found that Peter’s mother in law Hands on either side of face
Was sick with a fever Wipe brow
Jesus took her hand Link hands
And the fever left her Bright face, looking amazed
That evening Use right arm to indicate sun going down
People brought their sick Walk slowly on the spot, bent over
And Jesus healed many of them Use hand to touch various people
Early the next morning Stretch and yawn
Jesus went to a quiet place to pray Arms above head
The disciples came looking for him Walk on the spot, hand over eyes
Jesus said, ‘We must go on’ Point into the distance
A man with a skin disease came to Jesus Look at arms, touching skin
‘Please heal me, if you want to’ Begging posture
Jesus said, ‘Of course I want to’ Cup hand to mouth
Then he touched the man’s skin Gently slide hands down arms
And the man was healed Look joyful and excited
He went and told everyone about Jesus Run on the spot, cup hand to mouth
The end of the story from the Bible Close open palms as in closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 7 – Jesus Heals Many People

Mark 1:21-45



Liquid Picture

Leader: Jesus announced the kingdom of God by his words  
  and actions ...

• It is the Sabbath!  Sabbath!  Sabbath!

• Make me well!  Please Jesus!  Please!

• Come out of him! Come out of her! Be healed!

• Peace and quiet!  To pray! To pray!

• Everyone’s looking for you!  Looking for you!  Looking for you!

• Cure my skin!  If you want to!  Cure me!

• Of course I want to!  Be healed!  Be healed!

Leader: The word spread among the people about  
  the amazing things Jesus was doing and saying.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 7 – Jesus Heals Many People

Mark 1:21-45



Jesus said 2 the 4 disciples and every1, ‘the kingdom of 
God is near 2 you’ and then he went 2 the synagogue 
2 observe the Sabbath.  He taught with such authority 
that the people were amazed and gr8ly impressed.  

1 man who was sick in his mind screamed out 2 Jesus 
and quickly Jesus said ‘Come out of him at 1ce’ and 
he was str8 away in his right mind.  Then they went 2 
Peter’s house 4 a meal but Peter’s mother in law had a 
gr8 fever, so Jesus touched her hand and she was well 
1ce more.  

Early in the morning Jesus went 2 pray alone, but 
4 disciples came 2 find him saying 2 him, ‘Every1 is 
looking 4 you!’  Jesus said 2 them, ‘We must go on 2 
the next place, but on their way, 1 man with a dreaded 
skin disease came 2 Jesus and said 2 him ‘If you want 
2, you can heal me’.  ‘Of course I want 2 heal you’ said 
Jesus 2 the poor man and he touched his skin and he 
was healed str8 away.  The man told every1 what Jesus 
had done 4 him.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 7 – Jesus Heals Many People

Mark 1:21-45



Optional Activity
• Teach the following song:

‘Sing Hosanna!  Sing Hosanna!   
Sing Hosanna to the king of kings. 
Sing Hosanna, Sing Hosanna,  
Sing Hosanna to the King.

• Choose children to play the parts of Jesus, some disciples 
(girls and boys), some branch wavers, and singers.
Use a length of brown fabric for the road and lay it  
down for children to walk on.
Read the story again, as children act it out.   
You can do this several times as it is very short.

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space  

by setting up your Bible and your palm branch/es.  

• Greet the children and wait for their response.  

• Say: As you can see, I have some palm branches with me today.  I wonder why.   
Put your hand up if you know or would like to guess.  Take responses.

• Invite children to listen to the story.  

• Scripture: Read Mark 11:1-11 from your Bible

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided.  
OR do the Optional Activity.

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)
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Peace be with you

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Simple costumes such as scarves, sashes, tea  
  towels for head gear, palm branches, length  
  of brown fabric for the road 
- Prepare to teach a ‘Hosanna’ song such as  
  ‘Sing Hosanna’.

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible  
- Palm branch or several palm branches 

Background for Instructors 
By going to Jerusalem, Jesus is in much more danger 
from his enemies than he would be if he stayed in 
the countryside.  His fame has spread so there is a 
triumphant welcome for him as the long-awaited 
Messiah the people hoped would liberate them from the 
occupying Roman forces.  
Where was the army Jesus needed to bring this about?  
Mark leaves us in no doubt that Jesus is the Messiah, 
for Jesus rides on the colt of a donkey that has not been 
ridden, which is a reference to the prophecy from Isaiah, 
‘The Messiah will come riding on a donkey, the colt of a 
donkey, that has not been ridden’.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Jesus Rides into Jerusalem

Mark 11:1-11

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 8 – Jesus Rides into Jerusalem



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
Jesus and his disciples Use left and right hands to indicate each
Came to Jerusalem Walk on the spot
Jesus rode on a donkey Riding action
So people knew Touch forehead
That he was the Messiah Arms wide looking up
A large crowd Sweep arm over group
Waved branches Wave arms in the air
And threw their cloaks Throwing action
For Jesus to ride on Riding action
The people called out Cup hand to mouth
‘Hosanna to the King!’ Wave excitedly
The end of the story Palms closed as in closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 8 – Jesus Rides into Jerusalem

Mark 11:1-11



Liquid Picture

Leader: Jesus and his disciples came to Jerusalem, the Holy City …

• It’s Jesus!  It’s Jesus!  Jesus!

• Riding on a donkey!  Messiah!  Messiah!

• Wave our branches!  Welcome!  Welcome!

• Throw down our cloaks!  He is our King!  Our king!

• Hosanna!  Hosanna!  Hosanna!  

Leader: The same crowd of people turned against Jesus  
  a few days later.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 8 – Jesus Rides into Jerusalem

Mark 11:1-11



1 day Jesus and the 12 disciples came 2 the 
gr8 city of Jerusalem 2 be greeted by a gr8 
crowd of people.  

Jesus sent 2 disciples 2 find a donkey 4 him 
to ride in2 the city.  They put their 12 cloaks 
on the donkey and Jesus got on2 the animal 
and rode in2 the gr8 city.  

The gr8 crowd began waving branches 2 
welcome Jesus 4 they knew that he was the 
long aw8ed Messiah who had come 2 save 
them from the Roman 4ces.  They cried out 
2 Jesus ‘Hosanna 2 the King!  Blessed is he 
who comes in the name of the Lord.’

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 8 – Jesus Rides into Jerusalem

Mark 11:1-11



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Draw your family having a meal together
• Middle Primary Make a list of celebrations that take place with a meal
• Upper Primary Work in groups of 6 to present the Liquid Picture to the class

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible, flat bread, a goblet/

chalice.  

• Greet the children: Ask: I wonder if any of you have ever been to a communion service in a church?  The 
story we are about to hear is the last meal Jesus has with his disciples before he is crucified.  Because of this, 
Christians take very seriously what Jesus said at that Passover meal, and have followed his instructions to 
“Do this in rememberance of me” ever since – over 2000 years.  The Passover was an ancient Jewish custom 
still practiced today by Jewish people, but Christians who follow Jesus now break bread and share wine as 
part of their church service.  When Christians do this, they remember the death and resurection of Jesus, and 
look forward to his return. 

• Scripture: Read Mark 14:22-25 from your Bible, showing the children the passage in your Bible.  

• Ask: Does anyone have special meals where they remember an event or a person? Perhaps a birthday party 
or anniversary? 

• Say: Christians have communion to do just that - to celebrate and experience the life of Christ.

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)
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Do this  
in memory of me

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: paper for drawing 
- Middle/Upper Primary: no resources required

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible, flat bread, a goblet/chalice

Background for Instructors 
Jesus is following Jewish custom by celebrating Passover 
with his disciples but he breaks with tradition and 
introduces the ritual of breaking bread and sharing it, 
declaring it to be his broken body and inviting disciples 
to drink from the cup of covenant, and by doing so 
taking a blood oath.  Christians have continued this 
practice for 20 centuries, taking seriously the words of 
Jesus, ‘this is my body’ and ‘Do this in memory of me.’  A 
question for prayerful reflection might be: How do we 
experience the body of Christ today?

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Jesus has a Last Supper with his Disciples

Mark 14:22-25 

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 9 – Jesus has a Last Supper with his Disciples



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
When it was near to Passover Use right arm to make an arc in front of you
Jesus and his friends Hold up one hand for Jesus and the other  

for his friends
Ate together Put hand to mouth 
And while they were eating Put hand to mouth several times
Jesus took some bread Hold out two hands holding bread
And blessed it Raise your hands 
And broke it Use a breaking action with two hands
And gave it to the disciples Hand around bread
Saying, ‘Take and eat Take bread from one hand and put it to your mouth 

and chew
This is my body Say these words reverently
Then he picked up the cup of wine Mime holding a goblet of wine
And gave thanks to God Hold goblet above your head
Then gave it to his disciples Mime passing the cup around
They all drank Lift cupped hand to mouth
Then Jesus said Cup hand to mouth
‘This is the blood of the covenant Stand tall miming holding cup with two hands
My blood, poured out for many Hold arms out to your side making a cross
Then Jesus said Cup hand to mouth
‘Do this in memory of me’ Left hand in a fist and right hand pointing to head
The end of the story from the Bible Close hands as though closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 9 – Jesus has a Last Supper with his Disciples

Mark 14:22-25 



Liquid Picture

Leader: Jesus wanted to celebrate Passover with his disciples and 
during the meal he took some bread and broke it …

• Take this bread!  Take this bread!   Take this bread!

• Eat it!  Eat it!  Eat it!

• This is my body!  This is my body!  This is my body!

• God, bless this cup!  Bless this cup!  Bless this cup!

• Drink it!  Drink it!  Drink it!

• Do this in memory of me!  In memory of me!   
 In memory of me!

Leader: Then Jesus went to a garden to pray.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 9 – Jesus has a Last Supper with his Disciples

Mark 14:22-25 



When Passover was about 2 take place, 
Jesus wanted 2 celebr8 with his 12 disciples 
so he sent 2 disciples 2 prepare the meal.  

During this gr8 memorial meal, Jesus did 
something different.  He took 1 piece of 
bread, broke it in2 2 pieces and said 2 the 
12 disciples and their families, ‘take this 
bread and eat it 4 this is my body.  Next he 
took 1 cup of wine, prayed 2 God 2 bless it 
and then gave it 2 the 12 disciples saying, 
‘Take and drink from the 1 cup 4 this is the 
gr8 covenant in my blood poured out 4 
many people.  Do this 2 remember me’.  

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 9 – Jesus has a Last Supper with his Disciples

Mark 14:22-25 



Optional Activity
Make a cross book mark

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space  

by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children: Say: Jesus wanted to give the people he met a different understanding of God.  He told 
them to think of God as a loving father.  The religious leaders were following the ancient Law of Moses but 
had become ‘bogged down’ with trivial rules and these strict rules put huge burdens on people.  Jesus came 
to lift the burden from people and give them hope in a God of love and compassion.

• Then say: So Jesus made enemies, even among his chosen twelve.  One of them, Judas Iscarriot, betrayed 
him for thirty pieces of silver.  Listen to the story.  

• Scripture: Read Mark 14:1-2, 10-11 from your Bible

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)
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No-one knows  
the day or the hour

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Pieces of card (to make crosses) 

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible

Background for Instructors 
Because Jesus teaches with authority ‘not like teachers of 
the Law’ and reaches out to and consorts with those who 
are considered by the religious leaders to be sinners such 
as sick people and tax collectors (collecting taxes for the 
Roman Emperor), he has made enemies.  His message is 
so radical that even one of his chosen twelve, Judas, is 
prepared to ‘sell him out’.  

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Jesus Makes Enemies, Judas Betrays Jesus 

Mark 14: 1-2, 10-11

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 9b – Jesus Makes Enemies, Judas Betrays Jesus

Alternate Lesson for Older Children



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
It was two days Hold up two fingers
Before the great Jewish festival Open arms wide
And the Chief Priests Fold arms across chest, stand tall
And the teachers of the Law Stand tall looking stern
Were looking for a way Hand over eyes, looking
To arrest Jesus secretly Hold arm over face, looking secretive
And put him to death Spread arms out, indicating a cross
They plotted amongst themselves Indicate a huddle, looking furtive
They said to one another Cup hand around mouth
‘We must not do it Shake head from side to side
During the festival’ Hold up two fingers
The people will rise up against us Cross arms in front of face
We must wait for the right time’ Rub hands together nodding
Then Judas Iscariot Speak in a grim voice
One of the Twelve disciples Hold up one finger
Came to the chief priests Tip toe, looking sneaky
To betray Jesus to them. Hold out your hand, rubbing fingers together
Judas told them Cup hand to mouth
Where they would find Jesus Hand over eyes
And they were very pleased Look pleased, nodding head
And promised to give Judas money Rub fingers together.
So Judas started looking Hand over eyes
For an opportunity to hand Jesus over Point an accusing finger
The end of this part of the story Close palms and is in closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 9b – Jesus Makes Enemies, Judas Betrays Jesus

Mark 14: 1-2, 10-11



Liquid Picture

Leader: The Chief priests and teachers of the Law were looking  
  for a way to get rid of Jesus …

• We must get rid of Jesus!  Get rid of him!  Get rid of him!

• We must be careful!  When?  When?

• Not during the Festival!  Festival!  Festival!

• I can help you!  I can help you!  Help you!

• I know where to find him!  Find him!  Find him!

• Money!  Money!  Money!

Leader: So Judas started looking for an opportunity to hand  
  Jesus over to them.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 9b – Jesus Makes Enemies, Judas Betrays Jesus

Mark 14: 1-2, 10-11



2 days be4 the gr8 festival of Passover, the 
Chief Priests and some teachers of the Law 
were plotting 2gether against Jesus and 
looking 4 a way 2 get rid of him.  They said 
2 1 another, ‘Not during the gr8 Festival – 
the people will retali8 and riot’.  

Then Judas Iscariot, 1 of the 12 came 2 them 
in secret and said 2 them, ‘I can help you!  
I know where he will be.  The Chief Priests 
and teachers of the Law were very pleased 
that Judas, 1 of the 12, was a tr8or, so they 
promised him money – 30 pieces of silver.  

Judas began 2 look 4 a chance to hand 
Jesus over 2 them.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 9b – Jesus Makes Enemies, Judas Betrays Jesus

Mark 14: 1-2, 10-11



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Provide materials to make an Easter card or give 

 children the word ‘Alleluia’ to decorate
• Middle Primary Invite children to decorate a cardboard cross
• Upper Primary What does it mean to be called a Judas?  Discuss

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space  

by setting up your Bible and cross.

• Greet the children: Say: This is our last lesson for the term, so we will be doing something different to learn 
about the story of the betrayal, arrest and death of Jesus.  One of the twelve whose name was Judas, betrays 
him to his enemies.  His other friends go with him to pray, but fall asleep and when he is arrested, they 
run away in fear.  Jesus is left alone. The Bible tells us that the women stood at a distance from the cross, 
watching all that took place.

• Use the following script as you open each of the Resurrection Eggs or invite a child to open each one.  

• If you choose to gather the objects listed above, then they could be placed in a story bag or a special box 
and children could be asked to draw them out one at a time.

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)
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Father, forgive them,  
they know not what they do

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or Liquid 

Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: materials to make an Easter Card  
- Middle Primary: a cardboard cross for each child 
- Upper Primary: no resources required 

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible and a cross 
- A set of Resurrection Eggs (see Background info)

Background for Instructors 
Keep in mind that the children in your class may be 
nominally Christian or ‘no religion’, so care needs to 
be taken when telling the story of the death of Jesus.  
Resurrection Eggs available from Christian bookstores 
such as Koorong provide a simple way to give 
children the sequence of the story without going 
into too much detail.  If you do not have a set of 
Resurrection Eggs, then you could use pictures of 
each of the objects that are found inside the ‘eggs’. 
Here is a list of the objects – donkey, cup, praying 
hands, silver coins, piece of rope (whip), crown of 
thorns, hammer or nails, cross, dice, cloths, stone.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Jesus is Killed on a Cross

Mark 15:33-37

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 10 – Jesus is Killed on a Cross



EGG NUMBER SAY

1 - Donkey  
This Bible story starts when Jesus rides a donkey into a big city called 
Jerusalem and the people all waved palm branches and cloaks to 
welcome him.  Some people did not like Jesus.

2 - Cup This part of the story is where Jesus has a special meal called Passover 
with his friends.

3 - Praying hands Then the Bible says that Jesus went to a garden to pray to God with his 
friends, but his friends went to sleep.

4 - Money The next part of the story is about one of Jesus’ friends who received 
money from some people who did not like Jesus.

5 - Rope/Whip This part of the story is when Jesus is arrested and all his friends run away.

6 - Crown of Thorns The Bible story tells us that Jesus was taken to the Roman Governor who 
was cruel to Jesus.  Poor Jesus!

7 - Hammer  The soldiers used a hammer to put nails in Jesus’ hands.
8 - Cross Then the story tells us that Jesus was killed and his friends were very sad!

9 - Dice Then the story says that some people played a game to see who would 
get the clothes that Jesus had worn.

10 - Cloths The story says that some friends of Jesus wrapped his body in cloths.  
They were sad.

11 - Stone Then the story says that these friends put his body in a cave and rolled a 
big stone in front of it.

12 - Empty

When some of the women friends of Jesus came to take care of his body, 
they found the cave empty and only the cloths lying there.  One of them 
whose name was Mary Magdalene saw Jesus alive again and told everyone 
the good news!
That is why some people give Easter eggs at Easter. An egg is a symbol of 
‘new life’!

Resurrection Eggs

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 10 – Jesus is Killed on a Cross



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Provide an egg-shaped card for each child  

   to write an Easter message for their families.
• Middle Primary Divide into groups of 8 to prepare  

   the Liquid Picture
• Upper Primary Same as Middle Primary

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space  

by setting up your Bible

• Greet the children: Ask children to put up their hands if they still have some Easter eggs.  Say: For 
Christians, Easter is such good news that they celebrate not for just one day but for 6 weeks, so Happy Easter 
to you all.

• Show the seeds and egg to the class and say: For Christians the Easter story is a story of hope that love and 
goodness cannot stay dead for very long, but always spring to new life.  Just as this egg holds the promise of 
a new life emerging from the shell and these seeds will bring new life when planted and watered, the Easter 
story brings new life and hope that death does not have the last word and that evil can be defeated by the 
power of God’s love, mercy, justice and compassion.

• Scripture:  Read Mark 16:1-8 from your Bible, showing the children the passage in your Bible.

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

11111111The Risen Jesus
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I am the resurrection 

and the life

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: Egg shaped card for each child 
- Middle/Upper Primary: no resources required

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 
- An egg and some seeds 

Background for Instructors 
Most Biblical scholars agree that Mark’s Gospel ends at 
Chapter 16 verse 8 with the women running away from 
the empty tomb, terrified, and telling no-one about what 
they had seen and heard.  
The remaining verses were likely added at a later date.  
The women obviously did tell others because we have 
this account in the Bible and where would Christianity be 
if they had not told the story?  Christianity continues to 
grow because people who encounter the love and life of 
Jesus are compelled to share it with others.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Jesus is Alive

Mark 16:1-8

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 11 – Jesus is Alive



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
Early on Sunday morning Stretch and yawn
The women who were friends of Jesus Clasp hands together showing solidarity
Went to the tomb Walk on the spot
Carrying spices Cradle arms as though carrying a jar
They asked each other Turn head right and left, questioning
‘Who will roll away the stone for us? Use two hands to push away something large
Then they saw Eyes wide, mouth open in surprise
That the stone was gone Look amazed
And Jesus was gone Look around, up and down
A young man in a white robe said Look frightened
‘You are looking for Jesus Hand over eyes looking everywhere
He is not here Indicate empty space
He has been raised Lift hands from waist height upwards
Go Point finger away from you
Tell the others Cup hands around mouth
That he will meet them in Galilee Hold arms out in greeting
The end of the story Close palms as in closing a book
Or is it the beginning? A questioning look, nod head

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 11 – Jesus is Alive

Mark 16:1-8



Liquid Picture

Leader: The women who followed Jesus waited until  
  after the Sabbath to take care of his body,  
  so early on Sunday morning …

• Who will move the stone for us?  Who?  Who?

• The stone is gone!  Gone!  Gone!

• Jesus is gone!  Gone!  Gone!

• Are you looking for Jesus?  Are you?  Are you?

• He is not here!  Not here!  Not here!

• He has been raised!  Raised!  Raised!

• Go, tell the others!  Go!  Go!

• Jesus is alive!  Alive!  Alive!

Leader: This is the story of the first Easter Sunday.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 11 – Jesus is Alive

Mark 16:1-8



Early on Sunday morning be4 the sun was 
up, 3 women went 2 the tomb 2 take care 
of Jesus’ body.  They carried 1, 2, 3 jars of 
spices and said 2 1 another, ‘Who will roll 
away the gr8 stone 4 us?’  

When they got 2 the tomb they saw that the 
gr8 stone had been rolled away already and 
Jesus was not there.  

A young man dressed in white was sitting 
there and asked the 3 women who they 
were looking 4.  Jesus is not here!  He has 
been raised!  Go 2 the others, especially 
his number 1 disciple, Peter, and tell them 
that he will come 2 them in Galilee.  The 3 
women ran away 4 they were very afraid.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 11 – Jesus is Alive

Mark 16:1-8



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Ask the children ‘What is Peace?’  

 (E.g. Sharing, Including others in a game)  
 ‘What is not Peace?’  
 (E.g. Keeping for yourself, Spoiling a game).  

• Middle Primary Use the word peace as an acrostic – P  E  A  C  E  
 and ask the children to find other words which  
 mean peace starting with each letter.  
 (E.g. P – prayer, pacify;  E – enjoyment, empathy)

• Upper Primary   Choose 2 children to read the 2 voice reflection 
    (printed on the same page as the Echo Mime)

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible

• Greet the children and wait for their response.  

• Hold up your ‘Peace’ sign and ask the children if they can give you some other words that mean peace.   
Take answers.  

• Then say: Today’s story is about Jesus bringing peace to his troubled disciples.  

• Scripture: Read John 20:19-23 from your Bible

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas). 

• Following the prayer, invite the children to turn to someone near them and shake hands  
and say: Peace be with you.

12121212The Risen Jesus
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Receive the Holy Spirit

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower/Middle Primary: no resources required 
- Upper Primary: copy of the 2 voice reflection

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 
- A sign with the word ‘Peace’ 

Background for Instructors 
This post-resurrection story is significant because the 
first words Jesus says to the disciples after they had seen 
him killed on a cross is ‘Peace be with you’.  In fact, he 
says it twice to the disciples, who were gathered together 
in fear. Jesus appears in the midst of the disciple’s fear 
and confusion, wounds and all, and breathes into them 
the Holy Spirit of peace which dispels fear, distrust 
and isolation replacing these with joy, courage and 
commitment. Christians believe that Jesus brings peace in 
times of fear and disappointment.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Jesus Says ‘Peace Be with You’

John 20:19-23

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 12 – Jesus Says ‘Peace Be with You’ 



SAY DO
A story from John’s gospel Open hands as if reading a book
The doors were locked Make fists and cross wrists
Where the disciples were hiding Hunch over, looking frightened
Because they were afraid Pretend to shake with fear
But Jesus came and stood among them Stand erect looking around group
He said “Peace be with you” Hold up right hand in peace gesture
“As the Father has sent me Point to self
So I send you” Point away from self
He breathed on them Purse lips in blowing gesture
Saying, “Receive the Holy Spirit” Raise arms out over group
The disciples were overjoyed Jump around on the spot
That Jesus was alive! Raise arms above your head.
The end of the story so far Close hands as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 12 – Jesus Says ‘Peace Be with You’ 

John 20:19-23

VOICE 1 VOICE 2
The disciples were afraid of the religious leaders! Afraid they would come after them!
So the disciples locked themselves in a room. Out of sight, out of mind!
Fear was no barrier for Jesus, who greeted them with ‘Peace be with you!’
Jesus promised them the Holy Spirit
He breathed on them giving them courage and hope
To calm their fears and strengthen their resolve!
They recognised Jesus and were overjoyed!
Peace brings harmony! Peace leads to unity.

2 Voice ReflectionOptional Activity:  2 Voice Reflection



Liquid Picture

Leader: Jesus appeared to the disciples who were hiding  
  in a locked room because they were afraid ...

• It’s Jesus!  It is Jesus!  It is Jesus!

• Peace be with you!  Peace be with you!  Peace be with you!

• Do not be afraid!  Do not be afraid!  Do not be afraid!

• Receive the Holy Spirit!  The Holy Spirit!  The Holy Spirit!

• Jesus is alive!  Jesus is alive!  Jesus is alive!

• We must tell Thomas!  Thomas!  Thomas!

Leader: But Thomas was not with them when Jesus appeared.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 12 – Jesus Says ‘Peace Be with You’ 

John 20:19-23



L8er on that gr8 day, Easter Sunday (day 1 
of the week), 10 of the disciples were hiding 
in a locked room 4 they were frightened 4 
their lives and at 6s and 7s.  Jesus came in2 
the room and said 2 them “Peace be with 
you!  Just as the Father sent me, so I send 
you 2.”  

Then he breathed on them and said 2 them 
“Receive the Holy Spirit!”  The 10 disciples 
were el8ed to see the Lord, but 1 of them 
was not there 2 see Jesus.  This 1’s name was 
Thomas.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 12 – Jesus Says ‘Peace Be with You’ 

John 20:19-23



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Invite children to close their eyes  
  and think about a quiet place.  
• Middle Primary Ask children to close their eyes  
  and try to be silent for one minute.
• Upper Primary   Choose 2 children to read the 2 voice reflection 
  (printed on the same page as the Echo Mime)

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and hold up your Peace sign.  

• Ask children to name some places they go to be quiet and at peace.  Take answers.  

• Then say: Many Christians find some quiet time every day to pray to God and meditate in silence as a way  
of being at peace. 

• Scripture: Recall last week’s lesson. Then continue the story of Thomas, reading John 20:24-29 from your 
Bible.  

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)
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Do not doubt, 

but believe.

Background for Instructors 
This story of Thomas is so well-known that the expression 
‘doubting Thomas’ has become synonymous with those 
who demand physical proof before believing what 
someone else tells them. For Thomas, seeing is believing!  
He also wanted to touch the wounds of Jesus and Jesus 
invites him to do so.  
Christians throughout the centuries have identified with 
Thomas and have drawn great comfort from this story 
when doubts and lack of faith assail them.  The last words 
of Jesus are also reassuring for followers of Jesus today, 
‘Happy are they who have not seen and yet believe.’

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Jesus Appears to Thomas and the  

Other Disciples 

John 20:24-29

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 13 – Jesus Appears to Thomas 

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower/Middle Primary: no resources required 
- Upper Primary: copy of the 2 voice reflection

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 
- a sign with the word ‘PEACE’  



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Hold hands open palms upwards
But one, called Thomas Hold up one finger of one hand
Was not there to see Jesus Shake head from side to side
When the others told him Cup hand to mouth
“We have seen the Lord” Look excited and amazed
He refused to believe them. Fold arms in stubborn gesture, shake head
Eight days later Count eight on your fingers
Jesus came again Stand erect looking around group
And said to them again Cup hand to mouth
‘Peace be with you’ Hold up two fingers on your right hand
‘Thomas, give me your hand Hold out your hand
Look at my hands Hold out your hands, palms upwards
Look at my side Indicate your right side
Then he said to Thomas Cup hand to mouth
“Do not doubt Shake head from side to side, wag finger
But believe!” Pleading gesture
Thomas fell to his knees Bend knees, praying gesture
“My Lord and my God!” Worshipping pose
Jesus said Cup hand to mouth
“Blessed are those who have not seen Cover eyes with hands
and yet have come to believe!” Palms joined in praying pose
The end of the story from the Bible Close hands as in closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 13 – Jesus Appears to Thomas 

John 20:24-29

VOICE 1 VOICE 2
Now Thomas, called the Twin
Missed all this and found it hard to believe.
You have seen Jesus! So must I!
You have been touched by his presence, but I must touch his wounds.
8 days later, Jesus came again and Thomas was there
The barriers were still up and doors still locked!
‘Peace be with you Touch my wounds Thomas!’
Touch and believe! Thomas touched and believed!
‘My Lord and my God! Happy are those who have not seen and yet believe!

2 Voice ReflectionOptional Activity:  2 Voice Reflection



Liquid Picture

Leader: The disciples were excited to tell Thomas  
  that they had seen Jesus …

• Thomas, Jesus is alive!  Alive!  Alive!

• I won’t believe!  I won’t believe!  I won’t believe!

• Unless I see and touch!  See and touch!  See and touch!

• It’s Jesus!  It’s Jesus!  It’s Jesus!

• Peace be with you, Thomas!  Peace be with you!  Peace!

• My Lord and my God!  My Lord and my God!   
 My Lord and my God!

Leader: Jesus said, “Happy are those who have not seen me  
  and yet believe.”

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 13 – Jesus Appears to Thomas 

John 20:24-29



When they saw Thomas, they were el8ed and 
told him that Jesus had appeared 2 them, but 
Thomas refused 2 believe unless he could 
touch the 2 holes the nails had made in 
Jesus’ 2 hands and touch the 1 hole the spear 
had made in Jesus’ side.

8 days l8er, Jesus appeared 2 them again 
saying 2 them, “Peace be with you!”  

2 Thomas, he said, “Put your fingers in2 the 
holes and put your fist in2 my side.  Do not 
doubt, but believe!” 

Thomas was gr8ly ashamed and fell to his 2 
knees saying 2 Jesus, “My Lord and my God!”

Jesus said 2 him “You believe 4 you have seen 
me!  Happy are those who have not seen, yet 
believe! How 1derful they are!”

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 13 – Jesus Appears to Thomas 

John 20:24-29



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Give each child a cellophane or paper fish with  

 a magnet attached and show them how to use  
 your magnetic fishing rod to catch them.

• Middle Primary Have some cellophane fish with magnet attached  
 in a clear glass bowl and invite some children to  
 use your magnetic rod to catch one.

• Upper Primary   Choose 2 children to read the 2 voice reflection 
 (printed on the same page as the Liquid Picture)

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible and fishing net

• Greet the children and show your fishing net and say that today’s story from the Bible is about a large 
catch of fish.  Ask the class to put up their hands if they have ever been fishing in a boat or caught a fish.   

• Scripture:  Read the story from your Bible John 21:1-14 

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)
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Cast your net to the 

other side of the boat.

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower/Middle Primary: prepare fish and line ... 
 Fish can be made from cellophane or paper  
 and magnets. The line can be a stick with a  
 piece of string and a magnet (or use a  
 children’s magnetic fishing game) 
- Upper Primary: a copy of the 2 voice reflection  
  (on same page as Liquid Picture)

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 
- A fishing net (A simple net can be made using 
 netting from onion bags)

Background for Instructors 
The Gospel of John is thought to be written around 60 
or more years after the death and resurrection of Jesus. 
In this passage, the disciples, in their disappointment 
at the crucifixion, had gone back to doing what they 
knew – they’d gone fishing all night and caught nothing!  
Jesus calls to them from the shore and suggests a new 
way – try the other side – and the catch is overwhelming. 
Interestingly, the specific number of fish caught is 
provided - 153. This number signifies abundance, and 
reminds us that in our own strength we might struggle, 
but with Jesus there is abundance. 
For Christians, Jesus calls his followers to try new 
ways and to trust in him and allow him to bring an 
abundance.  

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
The Disciples Catch Many Fish

John 21:1-14

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 14 – The Disciples Catch Many Fish



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in holding a book
Jesus appeared again Nod head, looking amazed
To his disciples Use two arms to indicate a group of people
It was by the Sea of Galilee Make a large circle with your arms
And this is what happened Use a storyteller pose,  palms open in front of you
Peter and 6 others Show 1 finger, then count another 6
Went out in their boat Wave arms indicating a rocking boat
And fished all night Mime throwing a fishing net, again and again
And caught nothing Look miserable and disappointed
Jesus stood on the shore Point away from you
And called out to them Cup one hand around your mouth
‘Have you caught anything, friends?’ Cup other hand around your mouth
When they answered ‘No!’ Use voice to show annoyance, looking annoyed
Jesus said Cup hand around mouth
‘Throw your nets to the other side Mime throwing a fishing net to your other side
And you will catch something!’ Nod head in assurance
So they tried it Mime throwing a fishing net to your other side
And caught so many fish Mouth open looking amazed
That they could not haul in the net Mime hauling in a fishing net full of fish
They recognised Jesus Smile and nod
And went ashore Wave arms indicating a rocking boat
And found Jesus waiting for them Look happy to see Jesus
With breakfast cooked for them Sniff the air, smelling fish and bread baking
Jesus said to them Cup hand around mouth
‘Come and eat’ Wave arm, beckoning, putting hand to mouth
The end of the story Close palms as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 14 – The Disciples Catch Many Fish

John 21:1-14



Liquid Picture

Leader: Peter and six of the disciples decided to go fishing all night … 

• We’ve caught nothing!  Nothing!  Nothing!
• Have you caught anything, friends? Anything?  Anything?
• Nothing at all!  Nothing!  Nothing!
• Try the other side of the boat!  Try the other side!  The other side!
• Wow! So many fish!  So many fish!  So many!
• It’s Jesus!  Jesus!  Jesus!
• Come and eat!  Come and eat!  Come and eat!

Leader: And the disciples ate breakfast with Jesus.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 14 – The Disciples Catch Many Fish

John 21:1-14

VOICE 1 VOICE 2
After the resurrection Jesus appeared on the seashore. 
Seven disciples were there including Peter. 
We’re going fishing! All night! 
But by morning... nothing! 
Friends! Who us? 
Caught anything? Nothing! 
Try something different... try the other side of the boat. 
And they did! And there were the fish! 
Peter, look who it is... It’s the Lord! 
Straight away Peter jumped into the water. 
The others stayed with the boat and the large catch of fish. 
When they got ashore, they saw... bread and fish cooking on a fire. 
Jesus spoke... Come and eat!
Who us? They ate 
and were fed. in order to feed others.

2 Voice ReflectionOptional Activity:  2 Voice Reflection



Jesus appeared 2 Peter and 6 other disciples and it 
happened in this way:  

Peter said 2 the other 6 ‘I am going out 2 fish’, so 
the others said ‘We 6 will come 2’.  So they got in2 
a boat and fished all night but caught not 1 fish. 

In the morning, Jesus was on the shore and called 
out 2 the 7 ‘Have you caught anything, friends?’ 
and when they answered ‘No’ he said 2 them 
‘Throw your nets 2 the other side of the boat’.  
They did this and caught so many fish, 153, that 
they could not haul the net in2 the boat.  Then 1 
of the 7 recognised Jesus and all 7 went ashore 
dragging the net of 153 large fish with them.

Jesus was waiting 4 them with a fire and bread 
and fish cooking on it.  The 7 disciples were at 6s 
and 7s, knowing it was the Lord.  He said 2 the 7 
disciples, ‘Come and eat’ and he handed 2 them 
some bread and some fish.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 14 – The Disciples Catch Many Fish

John 21:1-14



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Invite the children to think of some kind things  
  they could do. 
• Middle Primary Play a Chinese whispering game, and see if children  
  are able to correctly pass the message on.
• Upper Primary   Use the Chorus Play to help the children understand  
  how and why Christians follow Jesus. 
  (printed on the same page as the Liquid Picture)

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children: Hold up your relay baton (or cardboard cylinder) and say that today’s story from 
the Bible is about Jesus passing on the baton to his followers and 2,000 years later, Christians continue 
following his instructions.  These instructions are: to be Good News for others; to bring hope to the 
hopeless; food to the hungry; water to the thirsty; care for the sick; friendship to newcomers; shelter for 
the homeless.  Christians do this through hospitals and other works of charity.  

• Ask the children if they can name some charities who help others.   
Take responses and share some of your own ideas.  

• Scripture:  Read the story from your Bible Matthew 28:16-20

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

15151515The Risen Jesus
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Go and make 

disciples of all nations.

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or Liquid 

Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: no resources required 
- Middle Primary: relay baton (cardboard cylinder) 
- Upper Primary: copy of the Chorus Play 

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
Jesus told his disciples: ‘Go and preach the good 
news to everyone in the world.’  These words of 
Jesus, called the ‘great commission’, are addressed 
to each person who claims the name of ‘Christian’. 
The Ascension of the Lord is a celebration of 
mission – go forth and do the same as Jesus did 
and in your going forth, expect marvellous miracles 
to accompany you.  Nothing is impossible for God 
and those who follow God and proclaim the Good 
News will find themselves empowered with grace in 
abundance. Jesus has run the good race and passed 
the baton onto his followers.  

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Jesus Farewells His Disciples

Matthew 28:16-20

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 15 – Jesus Farewells His Disciples



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
After Jesus had risen Look of wonder
He appeared to the eleven Hold up 10 fingers plus 1
(Because Judas had gone) Sweep right arm away from you
and told them Cup hand to mouth
to go to a mountain Point upwards indicating a high place
When they got there Walk on the spot
And saw Jesus Look of amazement
They worshipped him Bend knees, hands with palms together
But some doubted Look puzzled, shake head from side to side
Jesus came near Step towards the group
And said to them Cup hand to mouth
‘I have been given all authority Stand tall
In heaven and on earth Make a large circle with your arms
Go Point away from you
To all people everywhere Point in different directions
And tell them about me Cup hand to mouth
And teach them to obey Cup hands to ears (obey means to listen)
Everything I have commanded you Hold both hands over heart (Love one another)
And I will be with you always Use two arms to hug yourself
To the end of the age Hand over eyes looking into the distance.
The end of the story Close hands as in closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 15 – Jesus Farewells His Disciples

Matthew 28:16-20



Liquid Picture

Leader: Now the eleven disciples went to Galilee,  
  as Jesus had told them to do. When they saw him,  
  some believed, others did not …

• Teacher!  Lord!  Jesus!  

• I’m not sure!  Not sure!  Not sure!

• Go! Make disciples!  Make disciples

• Teach them about me!  Teach them!  Teach them!

• I will be with you always!  Always!  Always!

• Until the end of the age!  Until the end!  Until the end!

Leader: And the disciples who believed did  
  as Jesus commanded them.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 15 – Jesus Farewells His Disciples

Matthew 28:16-20

Leader Chorus
Go and be good news! Speak kindly!
Go and be good news! Clean up your room !
Go and be good news! Help someone!
Go and be good news! Be friendly!
Go and be good news! Say you are sorry!
Go and be good news! Bring joy to others!
Go and be good news! Be grateful for what you have!
Go and be good news! Share what you have with others!

Chorus PlayOptional Activity:  Chorus Play

Instructor reads the Leader part.  Choose a child to read the Chorus part and instruct the class to echo  
what that child says.



After Jesus had been raised 2 new life, the 
11 disciples (because Judas made 12) went 
2 the mountain near Galilee that Jesus had 
told them 2 go.  

When they saw Jesus, the 11 were at 6s 
and 7s, 4 some believed and some did 
not.  All 11 did vener8 him and Jesus said 
this 2 them ‘I have been given all authority 
in heaven and on earth.  Go then 2 all 
peoples everywhere and make them in2 
my disciples; baptise them in the name of 
the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit and 
teach them 2 lis10 (obey) 2 everything I 
have commanded you 11 2 do.  

I will be with you always and 4ever until the 
end of the age.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 15 – Jesus Farewells His Disciples

Matthew 28:16-20



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Invite the children to count to 11  
  then add 1 more to make 12 
• Middle Primary Invite the children to make a list of the 
  names they can remember from the story
• Upper Primary   Discuss with the children what they do when  
  they have to make a choice

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible

• Greet the children:  Say: Today we are going to learn the names of the apostles and how they formed a 
community of believers of Jesus Christ, along with some women, and Mary, the mother of Jesus.

• Scripture:  Invite the children to count as you read the names from Acts 1: verse 13 
- Peter and John, James and Andrew, Philip and Thomas, Bartholomew and Matthew,  

James son of Alphaeus, Simon the Zealot, and Judas the son of James.  
Then ask for answers to ‘how many?’ – 11.
Say: It was important to have twelve apostles representing the tribes of Israel from the Old Testament so they 
needed to choose someone to replace Judas Iscariot, who betrayed Jesus.  

Then read verses 21-26.  Ask the children to name the person they chose to join them – Matthias.  

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

16161616Early Church - In the Spirit of Jesus

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- no resources required 

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
The Book of Acts, the second volume written by Luke, 
gives us an insight into the lives of the followers of Jesus 
as they began to form a community of believers.  In this 
lesson, we learn about the apostles dedication to prayer 
and their choosing of a new member to make 12.  They 
choose Matthias to replace Judas, who betrayed Jesus.   
This lesson will assist the children to understand the 
beginnings of the Church we know today and to learn 
that these early believers centred all their activities 
around what they knew and remembered about Jesus 
Christ, crucified and risen from the dead, especially the 
things he taught them.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon and  
cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the continued  
deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal and Torres Strait  
Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
The First Community in Jerusalem

Acts 1:13-14,21-26

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 16 – The First Community in Jerusalem
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You will be 
filled with power



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Hands open as in reading a book
After Jesus left them Wave ‘goodbye’
The apostles Use your finger to count people
Went to Jerusalem Walk on the spot
To the upstairs room Mime climbing stairs
There were Peter and John Count off on your fingers
James and Andrew Count two more
Philip and Thomas Count two more
Bartholomew and Matthew Count two more
Simon the Zealot Count one more
And Judas, the son of James Count one more
But that makes only 11 Count 11 on your fingers
We need one more person Hold up one finger
To make twelve Look puzzled, scratching your head
Let us pray about this Close eyes, hands in praying posture
Some women and Mary prayed too Nod and use praying hands
Then they chose two men Hold up two fingers
One was named Justus Hold up one finger
And another was named Matthias Hold up another finger
They asked God to help them Hold arms above head
Then they chose Matthias Nod, looking pleased
And he became one of the twelve Count twelve on your fingers.
The end of the story Palms together as in closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 16 – The First Community in Jerusalem

Acts 1:13-14,21-26



Liquid Picture

Leader: After Jesus left them, the eleven apostles needed to choose  
  someone to replace Judas Iscariot, who betrayed Jesus …

• Let us pray!  Pray!  Pray!

• Women pray with us!  Pray with us!  Pray with us!

• Whom shall we choose?  Who?  Who?

• Justus or Matthias!  Justus or Matthias!  Justus or Matthias!

• God help us choose!  God help us!  Help us!

• We choose Matthias!  Matthias!  Matthias!

Leader: Matthias joined the twelve, replacing Judas.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 16 – The First Community in Jerusalem

Acts 1:13-14,21-26



Mary, the mother of Jesus and some other 
women went back 2 the gr8 city of Jerusalem 
with the 11 apostles. 1 was Peter, 1 was John, 1 
was Andrew and 1 was James, 1 was Philip, 1 was 
Bartholomew, 1 was Thomas, 1 was Matthew, 
1 was James son of Alphaeus, 1 was Simon the 
Zealot, 1 was Judas the son of James. 

They all went 2 the upper room where they were 
staying and began 2 pray 4 someone 2 replace 
Judas Iscariot, who had been a tr8tor 2 Jesus.  

They did not know which 1 2 choose, they were 
at 6’s and 7’s.  They chose 2 men.  1 was Justus 
and 1 was Matthias and then they prayed 4 help 
from God 2 choose the right person 4 the job.  
They drew lots 2 decide which 1 they would 
choose and they chose Matthias 2 join the 12 
apostles.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 16 – The First Community in Jerusalem

Acts 1:13-14,21-26



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Talk about wind being something we can’t see but can feel 
  and/or read the story The Invisible String by Patrice Karst
• Middle Primary Make a fan by folding a sheet of A4 paper
• Upper Primary   Chorus Play - Choose a child to read the Chorus part and  
  instruct the class to echo what that child says.

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and show them your battery candle as you turn on the light.  

• Say: Today’s story is sometimes referred to as the birthday of the Christian church because it is the day that 
the Holy Spirit inspired the Apostles to begin their missionary work. This story tells of the power of the Holy 
Spirit which can inspire fisherman and tax collectors to become some of the most compelling and inspiring 
preachers the world has ever seen. Christians believe this same Holy Spirit is given to all Christians, and is 
even with us now. 

• Scripture: Read the story Acts 2:1-12  from your Bible

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

17171717Early Church - In the Spirit of Jesus
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Do not be afraid

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary:  A copy of the story  
  The Invisible String by Patrice Karst 
- Middle Primary: A sheet of A4 paper per child 
- Upper Primary: A copy of the Chorus Play   
   (included in this lesson)

•  Other items to take: 
- Your Bible  
- Battery operated candle 

Background for Instructors 
The Christian feast of Pentecost (meaning ‘fifty’ in Greek) 
marks the end of the Easter Season and is the name given 
to the Jewish feast of ‘Shavuot’ (meaning ‘weeks’) which 
was celebrated for the seven weeks (or fifty days) after 
the Passover. This Jewish feast, a harvest festival, also 
commemorated the giving of the Law to Moses on Mt Sinai.
This story tells about the coming of the Holy Spirit upon 
the disciples with wind, fire, and speaking in tongues. The 
Hebrew word for ‘Spirit’ is ‘ruah’ meaning ‘wind’ or ‘breath’.  
The reading also refers to the disciples (now apostles) 
‘speaking in tongues’ to ‘people from every nation’. By 
the empowering of the Holy Spirit, the apostles were able 
to communicate clearly with all people. EVERYONE could 
understand the language of God and receive the Good 
News of Jesus Christ.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
The Birthday of the Christian Church

Acts 2:1-12

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 17 – The Birthday of the Christian Church



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Hands open as in reading a book
After Jesus had been killed Hold arms out at shoulder height making a cross
The disciples ran away Run on the spot
And hid Crouch with hands covering your face
In a room Sweep arm around the room
With locked doors Make fists and cross them in front of you
Because they were afraid Pretend to shake and tremble
Suddenly, Look alert
A wind came from heaven Swirl your arms above your head
And filled the entire house Sweep arms around the room
Where they were hiding Turn around on the spot
And fire appeared among them Look alarmed
And rested on each one of them Place hands on your head
They were filled with the Holy Spirit Move hands from your knees to the top of your head
They were no longer afraid Jump up and down with joy
They went outside Run on the spot
And found people from every nation Look around in amazement
Who all spoke different languages Cup each hand to mouth,  

moving head from side to side
But all understood the disciples Cup hand to ear, nodding
Speaking about Cup hand to mouth
God’s mighty deeds of power Hold up your arms, flexing muscles.
The end of the story Palms together as in closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 17 – The Birthday of the Christian Church

Acts 2:1-12



Liquid Picture

Leader: When the day of Pentecost came the disciples  
  were together in one place and suddenly …

• I’m afraid!  Very afraid!  So afraid!

• So am I!  So am I!  So am I!

• What’s that noise?  What is it?  What is it?

• It sounds like a cyclone!  A cyclone!  A cyclone!

• There’s fire!  Fire!  Fire!

• I’m not afraid anymore!  Not afraid!  Not afraid!

• God’s spirit is here!  God’s Spirit!  God’s Spirit!

Leader: And they went out and told everyone  
  about God’s great deeds of power.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 17 – The Birthday of the Christian Church

Acts 2:1-12



When the day of Pentecost (meaning 50) came, 
the 12 disciples, Mary the mother of Jesus and 
others were 2gether in 1 place when all at 1ce a 
gr8 wind filled the whole house where the 12 and 
others were sitting.  

Fire appeared among them and rested on each 1 
of them.  The 12 and the others were at 6s and 7s 
and were filled with the Holy Spirit.  They began 
2 speak in other languages as the Spirit gave 2 
them the ability.  

At the noise a gr8 crowd gathered and were 
amazed and astonished.  They said 2 1 another 
‘Are not all these speaking Galileans?  How is 
it that we can understand what they are saying 
2 us in our own languages?  4 the people in 
the gr8 crowd were from many different places 
and spoke their own language and yet they 
understood what the 12 disciples were saying 
about God’s g8 deeds of power.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 17 – The Birthday of the Christian Church

Acts 2:1-12



Instructor reads the Leader part.  Choose a child to read the Chorus part and instruct the class to echo  
what that child says.

Leader Chorus
They were all there … Who?
The disciples! Where?
Hiding in a room! Why?
They were afraid! What Happened?
God’s Spirit came to them. God’s Spirit!
Yes and it was powerful! Powerful!
Like a fire! Fire!
And it was strong! Strong!
Like a mighty wind! A Mighty Wind!
God’s Spirit changed them. Who?
The disciples! How?
They became powerful! Powerful!
Like a fire! Fire!
And strong! Strong!
Like a mighty wind! A Mighty Wind!
And everyone was excited! Really Excited!
And amazed! Really Amazed!
And so surprised! So Surprised!
Because they were different! Different!
They could do great things for 
God! Great Things!

It was a great day! A Great Day!
God’s Spirit is HERE! God’s Spirit is Here!
Alleluia! ALLELUIA!

Optional Activity:  

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus

Chorus PlayChorus Play

Lesson 17 – The Birthday of the Christian Church

Acts 2:1-12



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Read a story about sharing E.g. Wombat Divine by Mem Fox
• Middle Primary Read The Giving Tree by Shel Silverstein
• Upper Primary Discuss ways in which sharing happens in the community

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children:  Say: Today we are going to hear about how the early followers of Jesus organised 
themselves and cared for all those in need.  At this stage they still considered themselves Jewish and met to 
pray in the Temple but it would not be long before they were no longer welcome in the Temple and began 
meeting in homes, often in secret, to become the Christian church that we know today.  It has millions of 
followers throughout the world, 2000 years later.  They believed in Jesus so strongly that they were happy to 
sell what they owned and share it amongst the needy in their group. This still happens today.

• Scripture: Read Acts 2:42-47 from your Bible

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

18181818Early Church - In the Spirit of Jesus
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Where two or more are 
gathered in my name there 
am I in the midst of them.

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: A copy of Wombat Divine  
  by Mem Fox 
- Middle Primary: A copy of The Giving Tree  
  by Shel Silverstein 
- Upper Primary: no resources required

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
In this text from the Book of Acts, we catch a glimpse of 
the way in which the first followers of Jesus lived their 
lives centred around the teachings of the apostles, the 
prayers and the fellowship in the breaking of bread.  
Many were filled with awe at the many signs and miracles 
being done by the apostles in the name of Jesus.  They 
met in the Temple, they broke bread together in their 
homes, they sold what they had and shared the proceeds 
with those who were in need.  
So today, Christians still carry out this work by gathering 
on Sundays to break bread together, to listen to the 
Scriptures, to give to those in need and to pray for the 
needs of our world.  Churches also have outreach teams 
who visit the sick, the needy, those in nursing homes and 
distribute food to the hungry.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
The Common Life of Believers

Acts: 2:42-47

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 18 – The Common Life of Believers



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Hands open as in reading a book
Those who were baptised Bend knees as though being dunked
By the twelve apostles Use hands to indicate 12
Listened to their teaching Cup hands to your ears
And were filled with joy Dance around on the spot
They joined them to pray in the temple Hands in praying pose
And to break bread together at home Mime breaking bread and sharing it
Everyone was in awe Mouth gaping open
Of the many wonders and signs Mouth open, turn head in wonder
Being done by the apostles Use hands to indicate 12
All the believers in Jesus Use arms to indicate a large group
Were together Clasp hands in gesture of solidarity
And everything was shared Use hands to show sharing
To those in need Hold out hands in begging gesture
They praised God with generous hearts One hand on heart, the other raised in praise
People were pleased with them Nod in approval
God added to their number Count on your fingers
More and more people Use arms to indicate a bigger and bigger group
The end of the story Palms together as in closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 18 – The Common Life of Believers

Acts: 2:42-47



Liquid Picture

Leader: The twelve apostles taught everyone they saw  
  about Jesus and how he had been raised from the dead.   
  Many people were baptised …

• Listen to our story!  Listen!  Listen!

• Good news!  Good news!  Good news!

• We want to follow!  Follow!  Follow!

• Praise God!   Praise God!  Praise God!

• Let us pray together!  Pray!  Pray!

• Let us share food!  Share food!  Share food!

Leader: They had the good will of all the people  
  who saw their joyful, generous acts of kindness.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 18 – The Common Life of Believers

Acts: 2:42-47



When the church began, 3 thousand 
people were baptised by the 12 apostles 
and each 1 followed their teaching about 
Jesus and each 1 was devoted 2 fellowship, 
2 the prayers in the gr8 Temple and 2 the 
breaking of bread 2gether in their homes.  
Every1 was in gr8 awe at the many 1ders and 
signs that were being done by the 12.  

All the believers were 2gether and shared 
every 1 of their possessions with 1 another.  
Each 1 would sell what they owned and give 
2 those in need with glad and generous 
hearts.  They gave praise 2 God and all the 
people approved of their gr8 goodness. 
Day by day, more and more people came 2 
believe in Jesus and wanted 2 join them.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 18 – The Common Life of Believers

Acts: 2:42-47



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Say a prayer of thanks for feet and legs on which to walk
• Middle/Upper Primary Act out the story using some simple costumes

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and show them the walking stick.  Ask the children to put up their hand if anyone can 
tell you what it means to be lame.  Take responses.  

• Then say that today’s story is about Peter, who was Jesus’ friend, healing a man begging outside the 
Temple where people were going to pray.  

• Scripture: Read the Bible story Acts 3:1-10 to the children.

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

19191919Early Church - In the Spirit of Jesus
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My yoke is easy  
and my burden is light.

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: no resources required 
- Middle/Upper Primary: simple costumes  
  to act out the story

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 
- A walking stick  

Background for Instructors 
After Pentecost, the church, or ‘the people of the way’ 
flourished and every day more people joined them.  Many 
miracles and wonders were being performed through the 
apostles in the name of Jesus Christ.  Eventually this band 
of followers became known as ‘Christians’.  They are fearless 
in preaching the good news, selling their property and 
possessions and sharing the money among all according 
to what each one needed.  Every day they met as a group 
to pray in the Temple and had their meals together in their 
homes, humble, grateful and praising God.
This choice of story is to help the children understand 
how the Jesus movement grew and flourished, and 
eventually, through Paul, spread throughout the world.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Peter Heals in the Name of Jesus

Acts 3:1-10

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 19 – Peter Heals in the Name of Jesus



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Hands open as in reading a book
One day Hold up one finger
Peter and John Use each hand to indicate two people
Went to the Temple to pray Praying hands
They saw a man Hold hand over your eyes
Who had been lame Limp on the spot
All his life Shake head sadly.
Everyday he was carried Mime carrying someone
To the Beautiful Gate Make an archway with your arms
To beg for money Cup hands to make a begging bowl
Peter said to the man Cup hand to mouth
‘Look at us!’ Point to your eyes
The man looked, hoping to get money Hold out cupped hands, looking hopeful
Peter said, ‘I have no money Shake head, showing empty hands
but I will give you what I have Hold out hands towards the man
in the name of Jesus Christ Hold arms out to the side making a cross
I order you to get up Raise your right hand
And walk! Walk on the spot
Peter took him by the hand Hold out hand toward the man
And helped him up. Mime a lifting action
At once, the man’s feet and ankles Point to your feet
Became strong Make fists to show strength
He jumped up Jump on the spot
Stood on his feet and ankles Walk carefully, testing your feet
And walked with them to pray. Walk around on the spot
The people saw him walking Put hand over eyes
And were amazed Look amazed
The end of the story Close hands as in closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 19 – Peter Heals in the Name of Jesus

Acts 3:1-10



Liquid Picture

Leader: Peter and John were going to the Temple to pray  
  when they saw a man who was lame, begging …

• Money!  Give me money!  Money!

• I cannot walk!  Can’t walk!  Can’t walk!

• I have no money!  No money!  No money!

• I give you what I have!  What I have!  What I have!

• In the name of Jesus!  Jesus Christ!  Jesus!

• Get up and walk!  Get up!  Get up!

• I can walk!  Praise God!  Praise God!

Leader: The people who recognised him as the man who was  
  lame and begged outside the Temple, were amazed.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 19 – Peter Heals in the Name of Jesus

Acts 3:1-10



1 day, 2 of the apostles, 1 was Peter and 1 
was John went 2 the gr8 Temple 2 pray at 3 
o’clock, the hour 4 prayer.  Be4 their 2 eyes, 
they saw a man who had been lame 4 all his 
life, sitting near the gr8 Temple, begging 
4 money.  Every day he was carried 2 the 
Beautiful Gate 2 beg.  

Peter saw him and said ‘I have no money, 
but I will give you what I have 2 give in the 
name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth.  I order 
you 2 get up and walk!’  Then Peter took 
him by the right hand and helped him 2 
stand.  At 1ce, the man’s 2 feet and 2 ankles 
became strong.  He jumped up, stood on 
his 2 feet and began 2 walk around be4 
them.  The people saw him walking on his 2 
feet and praising God and they were gr8ly 
amazed and surprised.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 19 – Peter Heals in the Name of Jesus

Acts 3:1-10



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Read a sharing story. E.g. Mr Nick’s Knitting  

   by Margaret Wild  
• Middle Primary Ask children to name some charities  

   that they know about 
• Upper Primary Discuss ways in which they could give to the  

   community. E.g. Surf Lifesaving, Clean-up Australia,  
   collecting bottles and cans for charity.

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children.  Say: Today we are going to hear another story from the Bible which tells us how the 
early followers of Jesus began to form themselves into a community of believers who shared what they 
owned with the needy, shared meals together and prayed together.  They listened to the teachings of the 
apostles and were of one mind and heart.

• Scripture: Read Acts 4:32-37 from your Bible

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)
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Love one another 

as I have loved you

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: A copy of Mr Nick’s Knitting  
  or similar 

• - Middle/Upper Primary: no resources required
• Other items to take: 

- Your Bible

Background for Instructors 
In this text from the Book of Acts, we read about 
the practice of the early followers of Jesus who 
joined the apostles and were of one heart and one 
soul.  Many sold their possessions and shared the 
proceeds with the community.  We also hear about 
Joseph from Cyprus who was called Barnabas, who 
sold a field he owned and gave the money to the 
apostles to share amongst those who needed it.  
Today, Christian churches still carry out this work 
by gathering on Sundays to preach the good news, 
listen to scripture, break bread together, and give to 
those in need and to pray for the needs of our world.  
Churches also have outreach teams who visit the sick, 
the needy, those in nursing homes, hospitals and 
prisons, and distribute food to the hungry.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have  
walked upon and cared for this land for thousands of  
years and acknowledge the continued deep spiritual  
attachment and relationship of Aboriginal and Torres  
Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Sharing All Things Together

Acts 4:32-37

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 20 – Sharing All Things Together



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Hands open as in reading a book
The early church Point behind you indicating a long time ago
The followers of Jesus Walk on the spot looking ahead as if following
Were filled with the Holy Spirit Touch your toes and rise up indicating filling up
And were of one heart Two hands over your heart
No one Cross over two index fingers and shake your head
Claimed anything was theirs Cross hands palms outwards away from you
But everything Make a large circle with both arms
they owned Make fists with your two hands
was shared with everyone Use arms to indicate everyone present
They told the story Cup hands around mouth
About Jesus rising from the dead Jump on the spot, arms raised above your head
And they knew God’s grace Hug yourself
Was with them Joy on your face, nod with certainty
And no-one was in need Shake head from side to side
For those that owned property Use thumbs to point to your chest
Sold it Use two arms in giving away gesture
And gave the money Use hands as though doling out money
To the apostles Bow down placing money at the feet of apostles
Who gave it to those in need Look of compassion, using hands to share
One man whose name was Barnabas Hold up one finger
Sold his field Use arms to indicate a tract of land
And gave the money to the apostles Mime laying money at the feet of the apostles
The end of the story Palms together as in closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 20 – Sharing All Things Together

Acts 4:32-37



Liquid Picture

Leader: When the church began, the followers of Jesus  
  were filled with holiness and knew that believing in Jesus  
  brought more happiness than owning lots of things …

• I have a field to sell!  Sell!  Sell!

• I have a house to sell!  Sell!  Sell!

• Here is the money!  Share it!  Share it!

• I am in need!  In need!  In need!

• Here is some money to help!  To help!  To help!

• Thank you!  Thank you! Thank you!

Leader: So the people gave the money to the apostles  
  who gave it to those in need.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 20 – Sharing All Things Together

Acts 4:32-37



When the Christian church began in 1AD, 
the 12 apostles and many others 2, believed 
with 1 heart and 1 mind and no1 claimed 
that they owned anything 4 themselves, but 
shared everything with every1 else.  

Filled with gr8 power, the 12 apostles told 
every1 about Jesus and his rising from the 
dead.  There was not 1 needy person among 
them 4 those who owned land or houses 
sold them and brought the money 2 the 12.  
They laid it at the 2 feet of the 12 apostles 
and the 12 shared it 2 those in need.  One 
man, called Barnabas, sold a field that 
belonged 2 him and gave the money 2 
the 12 apostles 2 share amongst any1 who 
needed it.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 20 – Sharing All Things Together

Acts 4:32-37



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Make a list of things that are purple in our world (E.g. Eggplant,  
  passionfruit, turnip, purple cabbage, rainbow, flowers, paint, pens).
• Middle Primary Provide a strip of purple paper (2cm x  21cm) for each child to  
  write a prayer. Collect and make into a Prayer chain stapling  
  each strip into a loop and linking together.
• Upper Primary Locate Philippi on a map.  Is it still in Macedonia?

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children.  Say: In the early days of the Christian church, people who wanted to follow Jesus 
were baptised in nearby rivers. As they were washed in the waters of baptism, they understood that all their 
brokeness, mistakes and regrets where being washed away. It showed that they were starting a new way 
of life and turning from their old one.  The Bible tells us about Peter, Paul and other apostles who baptised 
in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Today, Christian churches still baptise believers with 
water in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.  

• Scripture: Show where this story Acts 16:11-15 is located in your Bible and read it to the children. 

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)
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The Spirit will come, 

who reveals the truth 

about God.

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: no resources required 
- Middle Primary: strip of purple paper  
  (2cm x  21cm) for each child 
- Upper Primary: Map of Greece

•  Other items to take: 
- Your Bible

Background for Instructors 
In this story from the Book of Acts, we hear about the 
apostle, Paul, taking the story of Jesus to Europe, to 
Macedonia, now modern day Greece.  As was his custom, 
when he arrived in Macedonia and when he arrives in the 
city of Philippi, a Roman colony, he goes to where people 
gather for prayer, on the Sabbath.  Paul spends several 
days there preaching about Jesus and baptising many 
who came to believe in Jesus.  
Lydia, a dealer in purple dye, is one of those who were 
baptised by Paul.  Because purple cloth was worn by rich 
and important people, we can surmise that Lydia was a 
rich woman, dealing with rich customers.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Remembering Jesus – Lydia

Acts 16:11-15

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 21 – Remembering Jesus – Lydia



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Hands open as in reading a book
One day Hold up one finger
Paul and Timothy Use left hand then right hand
Followers of Jesus Walk on the spot, looking ahead
Sailed in a boat Rock from side to side
To Macedonia Right hand over eyes looking for land
They left the boat on the shore Throw out an anchor
And travelled inland Walk on the spot
To the city of Philippi Look around you, discovering a new place
On the Sabbath Join hands in prayer
They went to pray Walk on the spot
At the river bank Curve arms indicating a river
Where many gathered for prayer Indicate group
One woman Hold up one finger
Whose name was Lydia Indicate a name-badge
Made purple dye Indicate stained hands
Very expensive! Rub fingers
She listened carefully to Paul Put hand to your ear
And became a believer of Jesus Nod head
And was baptised in the river Sink down, then rise up
With her entire household Use arms to make a roof over your head
Then she invited them Use hand to welcome visitors
To her home Use arms to make a roof over your head
And they went to stay with her Walk on the spot
The end of the story Palms together as in closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 21 – Remembering Jesus – Lydia

Acts 16:11-15



Liquid Picture

Leader: Paul and Timothy, followers of Jesus,  
  travelled to Macedonia to tell others about him …

• It’s the Sabbath!  The Sabbath!  The Sabbath!

• Let’s pray at the river!  The river!  The river!

• My name is Lydia!  Lydia!  Lydia!

• I make purple dye!  Purple dye!  Purple!

• I believe in Jesus!  I believe!  I believe!

• I baptise you!  Baptise you!  Baptise you!

Leader: Lydia’s household were baptised too  
  and Paul and Timothy went to stay at her house.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 21 – Remembering Jesus – Lydia

Acts 16:11-15



Paul, who told every1 about Jesus and helped 
many people 2 become followers of Jesus, 
travelled 2 Macedonia with 1 friend, Timothy, 
who followed Jesus 2.  

They sailed in a boat, and then travelled on 2 
feet to the gr8 city of Philippi.  On the Sabbath, 
the 2 men went 2 the river 2 pray, knowing that 
others would be there praying.  

1 woman whose name was Lydia came 4 prayer.  
Lydia was a maker of purple dye, which only rich 
people could afford 2 buy, so she was probably 
rich herself.  She lis10ned 2 Paul and came 2 
believe in Jesus.  Paul baptised her in the river, 
as well as every1 in her household.  

Then Lydia invited the 2 men, Paul and Timothy, 
to stay 4 a few days, 2 or 3, so that she could 
lis10 2 more stories about Jesus.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 21 – Remembering Jesus – Lydia

Acts 16:11-15



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Draw a picture of a party
• Middle Primary Make a list of things needed for guests to feel  
  welcomed at a celebration.
• Upper Primary What things do you do to make guests  
  feel welcome? Discuss.

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and tell them that today’s story is about a wedding.  Ask children if they have ever 
been to a wedding.  Show your wedding photograph and talk about some of the many things that people 
do to prepare for a wedding. Comment that it often takes months to plan such a significant celebration.  

• Ask, has anyone ever done anything to help someone with a disability?  Take responses.  

• Scripture: Read John 2:1-12 to the children.

• Explain that in the time of Jesus, hospitality towards guests was hugely important.  If food or wine ran out, 
it would be very embarrassing for everyone.  Mary sees the need to intervene, knowing that her Son will 
do what is necessary and Jesus responds, a little unwillingly, to his mother’s request.

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)
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All authority in heaven 
and on earth has been 

given to me.

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: paper for drawing 
- Middle/Upper Primary: no resources required

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 
- Wedding photo

Background for Instructors 
This first miracle in John’s Gospel is a sign by Jesus that he 
is the long-awaited Messiah that Israel had been waiting 
for, the ‘new wine for new wine-skins’.  
On a more basic level for primary children, Mary provides 
us an example of prayer. Mary is concerned for the 
wedding couple and their embarrassment if there was no 
more wine for their guests. She brings this concern, this 
‘prayer’, to Jesus and persists with her ‘prayer’ even though 
Jesus is reluctant to intervene in the first instance. She 
reminds us to persist in prayer. She also gives advice to the 
servants which still holds true for all Christians. She says, 
‘do whatever he tells you’, knowing that whatever Jesus 
says will be the way to truth and life. 

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Wedding Feast at Cana

John 2:1-12

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 22 – Wedding Feast at Cana



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Open palms as in reading a book
Mary, Jesus and his disciples Count on your fingers
Went to a wedding Walk on the spot, waving arms in excitement
Mary noticed the wine had run out Hands to face, looking concerned
She told Jesus ‘They have no wine’ Cup hands around mouth
Jesus replied ‘I’m not ready’ Shake head from side to side
Mary told the servants Cup hand to mouth
To do what he says Nod head, point finger
Jesus told the servants Cup hand to mouth
To fill six jars with water Hold up six fingers
The he said ‘Take some to the steward’ Point away from you
For him to taste Sipping action
This is the best wine Two thumbs up
Most people serve the best first Nod head
But you have kept the best ‘til last Thumbs up, nodding with approval
The bridegroom was very pleased Smile, looking pleased
And only the servants, Mary and Jesus Indicate three different groups
Knew what had happened. Point to side of head, knowingly.

The end of the story Close hands as though closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus

John 2:1-12

Lesson 22 – Wedding Feast at Cana



Liquid Picture

Leader: Jesus’ mother, Mary, Jesus, and his disciples were guests  
  at a wedding when the wine ran out and Mary asked  
  Jesus to help the wedding couple …

• The wine has run out!  No wine left!  No wine!

• Do something Jesus!  Help them!  Help them!

• Fill six jars with water!  Water!  Water!

• Take it to the waiter!  To the waiter!  To the waiter!

• The best wine!  The best!  The best!

• You kept the best to last!  Best to last!  Best to last!

Leader: Jesus listened to his mother, Mary, and by this miracle,  
  saved the bridegroom much embarrassment.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus

John 2:1-12

Lesson 22 – Wedding Feast at Cana



1 day Jesus, the 12 disciples and his mother Mary, 
were invited 2 a wedding feast and while they 
were celebr8ing 2gether the wine ran out. Mary 
said 2 Jesus, ‘They don’t have any more wine’.  
Mary then said 2 the 6 servants, ‘Do whatever he 
tells you 2 do.’

Now there were 6 gr8 big stone water jars nearby 
and Jesus said 2 the servants 2 fill them with 
water.  After the 6 servants had filled 2 the brim 
the 6 jars, Jesus told them 2 take some and give 
it 2 the steward in charge.  When the steward 
took 1 sip he found that what was 1ce water had 
been turned in2 good wine, and he said 2 the 
bridegroom, ‘You have kept the best wine 4 last, 
4 most people serve the best wine at 1ce and 
then give guests the not so gr8 wine last’.

The 12 disciples believed in Jesus when they saw 
this amazing sign and went with him and his 
mother, Mary, 2 Capernaum where they stayed 4 
1, 2 or 3 days.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 22 – Wedding Feast at Cana

John 2:1-12



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Invite the children, who are able, to stand, stamp their  
  feet, wave their arms and move head from side to side.   
  Thank God for freedom to move.
• Middle Primary Invite the children to think of a time when they helped a  
  friend.  Take responses.  Discuss.
• Upper Primary Read the poem Footprints to the children. Discuss

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and tell them that today’s story is about true friendship and about four people who 
went to great lengths to bring their paralysed friend to Jesus.  Invite a show of hands if they have ever 
done something to help a friend. What did they do? Take responses.  

• Ask, has anyone ever done anything to help someone with a disability?  Take responses.  

• Scripture: Show where this story Mark 2:1-12 is located in your Bible and read it to the children.

• Ask the children what they heard, what they felt, what they saw as they listened to the story.   
Take responses.

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

23232323Encounters with Jesus
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Take up your mat 
and walk.

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower/Middle Primary: no resources required 
- Upper Primary: a copy of the poem Footprints

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible

Background for Instructors 
As the followers of Jesus gathered together and shared 
everything in common, they recalled many healing stories, 
as they broke bread together.  
This story is all about the power of Jesus to forgive and 
heal, and the faith and resourcefulness of the four friends 
- the paralysed man never speaks. The efforts of the four 
friends create the situation which results in the paralysed 
man’s sins being forgiven, and his body being healed. 
This story which comes so early in the Gospel of Mark, is 
signalling the fact that Jesus has the power to forgive sins 
and to heal the sick. It reveals again that Jesus is God as 
only God can forgive sin. At times in your life when you 
feel paralysed, who are the friends who ‘carry’ you to Jesus 
so that you too can recieve forgiveness and healing?

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Four Friends take a Paralysed Man to Jesus

Mark 2:1-12

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 23 – Four Friends take a Paralysed Man to Jesus



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Open palms as in reading a book
Jesus came home to Capernaum Use arms to make a roof over your head
The crowds gathered Indicate large group and jostling
Inside and outside Swing a door closed then open
Four friends came Hold up four fingers
Carrying a friend on a stretcher Indicate heavy lifting
When they saw the crowd Hand over eyes
They carried their friend up to the roof Indicate very heavy lifting
They dug a hole in the roof Digging action
And lowered the stretcher down Mime letting out a rope carefully
Jesus looked up Tilt head upwards
And saw their faith Nod approvingly
And said to the man ‘Your sins are forgiven’ Look compassionately
Some teachers of the Law began to grumble Stand up straight and look annoyed
‘God is the only one Hold up one finger
Who can forgive sins’ Wag finger
Jesus knew what they were thinking Point to side of head
And said ‘Which is easier to say? Hold out hands palms upwards
‘Your sins are forgiven’ Hold out one hand
Or ‘Get up and walk’ Hold out other hand
He said to the man ‘Get up, pick up your mat Use hands to indicate rising up
And go home’ Point away from you
And the man got up Look at legs and arms, stand straight
Picked up his mat Lift up with two hands
And hurried away. Run on the spot
All the people Indicate group
Were amazed and praised God Raise arms above your head
The end of the story Close hands as though closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 23 – Four Friends take a Paralysed Man to Jesus

Mark 2:1-12



Liquid Picture

Leader: Four friends brought their friend who was paralysed  
  to Jesus, but the house was so crowded that there was  
  no room even at the front door ...

• We want to see Jesus!  See Jesus!  See Jesus!

• It’s too crowded!  Too crowded!  Too crowded!

• Up to the roof!  To the roof!  To the roof!

• Your friends have great faith!  Great faith!  Great faith!

• Your sins are forgiven!  Forgiven!  Forgiven!

• Take up your mat and walk!  Walk!  Walk!

Leader: And the man got up, took up his mat and walked.  
  No-one had ever seen anything like this.  
  All were amazed and glorified God.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 23 – Four Friends take a Paralysed Man to Jesus

Mark 2:1-12



1 day Jesus came back 2 Capernaum 4 a rest, 
but when the people heard this a gr8 crowd 
gathered inside and outside the house where he 
was staying.  4 friends came carrying a man on a 
stretcher 4 he was paralysed, he could not move 
his 2 arms or his 2 legs.  

When the 4 friends saw the gr8 crowd they took 
their friend up on2 the roof of the house, dug 
a gr8 hole and lowered their friend down right 
be4 Jesus.  When Jesus saw the gr8 faith of the 4 
friends, he said 2 the man ‘Your sins are 4given’.  

Some teachers of the Law, maybe 4 or 5, began 
2 grumble and were at 6s and 7s.  Jesus knew 
what they were thinking and said 2 them ‘Which 
is easier 2 say ‘Your sins are 4 given’ or ‘Get up!  
Take your mat and go 2 your home!’  The man 
got up, picked up his mat and hurried away 2 his 
home.  

The gr8 crowd of people were amazed and gave 
praise 2 God.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 23 – Four Friends take a Paralysed Man to Jesus

Mark 2:1-12



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Invite the children to close their eyes and imagine  

   not being able to see. What does it feel like?   
   Discuss. Thank God for eyes that see.

• Middle Primary Give some examples of aids that help visually  
   impaired people get around (E.g. canes, traffic  
   lights, Seeing Eye dogs, Fred Hollows Foundation).

• Upper Primary Sometimes people are physically blind but  
   some people are ‘blind’ when they refuse to  
   ‘see’ another’s point of view.  Discuss.

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and tell them that today’s story is about a man who cannot see and calls out to Jesus 
to help him ‘see again’.  The crowds want to silence him because he is a beggar but he knows that Jesus 
will help him if his voice can be heard over the noise of the crowd. 

• Scripture: Show where this story Mark 10:46-52 is located in your Bible and read it to the children. 

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

24242424Encounters with Jesus

Je
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ays
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Come to me 
all you who labour and 
are heavy burdened and 

I will give you rest.

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- no resources required 

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
The story of Bartimaeus takes place when Jesus is on his 
way to Jerusalem to face suffering and death. It takes place 
in Jericho, a place of past glory for the Jewish people.  
Bartimaeus is a nobody in the world’s eyes, a sidelined 
person, a blind beggar sitting in the dust. When he raised 
his voice, people were quick to remind him that he was a 
nobody.  Shut up! Be quiet! No-one wants to listen to you! 
To the surprise of all, Jesus gives Bartimaeus his undivided 
attention. Jesus is not interested in status or importance, but 
sees Bartimaeus as a person in the image of God.  Jesus is 
never found sidelining the vulnerable. Intead he consistently 
responds to the so called ‘hopeless cases.’ Jesus is again the 
healer who rewards Bartimaeus’ faith by bringing sight to 
his blind eyes. Bartimaeus responds by following Jesus. We 
are challenged to be like Bartimaeus - to place our faith in 
Jesus and allow him to open our eyes in order that we can 
see Jesus, and follow him. 

Acknowledgement of Country: ‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon  
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the continued deep spiritual attachment  
and relationship of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Jesus Heals Bartimaeus

Mark 10:46-52

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 24 – Jesus Heals Bartimaeus



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
Jesus came to Jericho Walk on the spot
A large crowd followed him Walk on the spot, waving
Bartimaeus, a blind beggar Cover your eyes with both hands
Heard that it was Jesus passing by Cup hand to ear
So he cried out in a loud voice Cup hand to mouth
‘Jesus, son of David Cup both hands to mouth
Have pity on me’ Begging gesture
The crowd of people scolded him Wag your finger
And told him to be quiet Finger across lips – shoosh!
But he shouted all the louder Cup both hands to mouth, speaking louder
‘Son of David, have pity on me!’ Begging gesture
Jesus stopped and said ‘Call him’. Stand still, hand raised in STOP gesture
The crowd said ‘Cheer up! Smile encouragement
Get up!  Indicate rising with two hands
He is calling you!’ Cup hands to mouth
So Bartimaeus Cover eyes with both hands
Got up, threw off his cloak Jump on the spot, throwing off cloak
And came to Jesus Walk carefully, with hands out in front of you
‘What do you want me to do for you?’ Questioning look on your face
He answered Jesus Begging gesture
‘Teacher, I want to see again!’ Hold hands up to eyes
Jesus said to him Cup hand to mouth
‘Go!  Your faith has made you well. Point away from you
At once, he could see Pull hands away from your eyes, look in wonder
And he followed Jesus on the way. Walk on the spot as though following
The end of the story Close hands as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 24 – Jesus Heals Bartimaeus

Mark 10:46-52



Liquid Picture

Leader: One day, as Jesus and his disciples were leaving Jericho …

• Jesus, son of David!  Have pity!  Have pity!

• Be quiet!  Be quiet!  Be quiet!

• Jesus, help me!  Help me!  Help me!

• Bring him here!  Bring him here!  Here!

• Get up!  Get up!  Get up!

• What do you want?  What?  What?

• To see again!  To see!  To see!

Leader: Jesus said ‘Go, your faith has made you well!’ 
  And Bartimaeus could see again and followed Jesus  
  on the way.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 24 – Jesus Heals Bartimaeus

Mark 10:46-52



1 day, Jesus and the 12 disciples came 2 the gr8 
city of Jericho and as they were leaving a gr8 
crowd followed them.  

1 man, Bartimaeus, a blind beggar, was sitting by 
the roadside and when he heard that it was Jesus 
passing by he called 2 him in a loud voice ‘Jesus, 
Son of gr8 King David, have pity 4 me’.  The 
gr8 crowd spoke 2 him saying 2 him ‘Be quiet!’  
Bartimaeus shouted all the louder, ‘Son of gr8 
King David, have pity 4 me’.  

Jesus stopped and said 2 the gr8 crowd, ‘Bring him 
here 2 me’.  The crowd said 2 Bartimaeus ‘Get up!  
Jesus is calling you!’  He jumped 2 his 2 feet, threw 
off his cloak and made his way 2wards Jesus.  

Jesus said 2 him, ‘What do you want me 2 do 4 
you?’  Bartimaeus said 2 Jesus, ‘Teacher, I want 2 
see 1ce more!’  Jesus said 2 him, ‘Go, 4 your faith 
has made you well.  At 1ce, he was able 2 see and 
followed Jesus on the way.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 24 – Jesus Heals Bartimaeus

Mark 10:46-52



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Discuss/demonstrate ways people greet others  

    to show friendship (E.g. shaking hands).
• Middle Primary Distribute a hand shape to each child and invite  

   them to write the names of their friends on it.
• Upper Primary Invite the children to think about friendship and  

   consider that having friends makes for a rich life.

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and tell them that today’s story is about a man named Zacchaeus who was a rich tax 
collector and a short man.  Because he collected taxes for the Roman enemy, he was considered a traitor 
by his own people.  It seems that being rich was not enough to make Zacchaeus happy.  He had heard 
about Jesus and was curious, wanting to see him for himself.  

• Scripture:  Invite the children to listen to the story as you read it from your Bible Luke 19:1-10.

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

25252525Encounters with Jesus

Je
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I need to eat 

at your house

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Middle Primary: A hand shape for each child 
- Lower/Upper Primary: no resources required

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible

Background for Instructors 
The story of Zacchaeus captures the message of the 
Gospel and the transforming power of God’s grace. 
Zacchaeus was not a popular person at all. As a 
principal tax collector, his job was to raise taxes for the 
Roman government. This profession was notorious for 
corruption, so not only did he betray his own people 
by collecting taxes for the Roman emperor and the 
occupying forces, but he also lined his own pockets in the 
process.  He was indeed rich, but we can surmise from 
the story that he was not happy – that his life was lacking 
– hence his interest in Jesus.  
He goes to great lengths to see Jesus despite his short 
stature and the probable hostility of the crowd.  
When Jesus ‘sees’ him and calls him by name it turns  
his world upside down.  He now wants to make up for  
his dishonesty and repay anyone he has cheated 
according to the Law – ‘four times over’!  The story  
ends with great rejoicing by both Jesus and Zacchaeus.

 
Jesus Meets Zacchaeus

Luke 19:1-10

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 25 – Jesus Meets Zacchaeus

Acknowledgement of Country:  
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who  
have walked upon and cared for this land for thousands  
of years and acknowledge the continued deep spiritual 
attachment and relationship of Aboriginal and Torres  
Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
One day Hold up one finger
Jesus came to Jericho Walk on the spot
To see some friends Hand over eyes
Zacchaeus wanted to see Jesus Hand over eyes
But he could not Shake head from side to side
Because he was too short Use one hand to indicate a short person
He had no friends Pinch nose in disgust
Because he was a tax collector Keep pinching nose in disgust
And the crowds would not let him in Use elbows to keep people back
So he ran ahead Run on the spot
And climbed a tree Mime climbing 
And looked down over the crowd Cover eyes, looking down
Jesus came that way Walk on the spot
And looked up at Zacchaeus Tilt head back, looking up
‘Come down Zacchaeus Point down
I want to dine with you’ Rub your stomach
The crowds grumbled Shake a fist
And said unkind words about Zacchaeus Cover mouth with one hand
‘He’s no good Point at a spot away from you
He’s a sinner!’ Point with the other hand too
Zacchaeus spoke up Cup hand around mouth
And promised to change his ways Place hand over heart
And give back everything he had stolen Use hands to give to group
Four times over Hold up four fingers
Jesus was proud of Zacchaeus Pull shirt with two fingers on both hands
And they enjoyed a fine meal together Pat stomach
The end of the story Close palms as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 25 – Jesus Meets Zacchaeus

Luke 19:1-10



Liquid Picture

Leader: One day Jesus came to Jericho where lived a tax collector     
  named Zacchaeus who wanted to see Jesus …

• I’m too short!  Too short!  Too short!

• I’ll climb a tree!  Climb a tree!  Climb a tree!

• Come down Zacchaeus!  Come down!  Come down!

• I want to dine with you!  Dine with you!  With you!

• He’s a sinner!  A sinner!  A sinner!

• I will give back everything I’ve stolen!  Everything!  Everything!

• Four times over!  Four times over!  Four times over!

Leader: Jesus was proud of Zacchaeus and they enjoyed  
  a fine meal together.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 25 – Jesus Meets Zacchaeus

Luke 19:1-10



1 day Jesus went 2 Jericho 2 see some friends.  
1 man who lived there was a rich tax collector 
named Zacchaeus.  He wanted 2 see Jesus 4 
himself but could not because he was 2 short.  
He had not 1 friend because he was a tax 
collector and stole people’s money so he ran 
be4 the gr8 crowd and climbed a tree w8ing 4 
Jesus 2 pass by.  

Jesus looked up and said 2 him ‘Come down at 
1ce.  I am hungry and I want 2 dine with you.  
The gr8 crowd grumbled and complained and 
became agit8ed saying ‘He’s a sinner!  He’s 
no good!’  Zacchaeus spoke up 4 himself and 
promised 2 change his ways and become a 
better person and give back 2 any1 he had 
cheated, 4 times over.  

Jesus was proud of Zacchaeus and they enjoyed 
a fine meal 2gether.  

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 25 – Jesus Meets Zacchaeus

Luke 19:1-10



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Instruct children to close their eyes  

   and be quiet for one minute  
• Middle Primary Ask the children to discuss where they go to 

   reflect and think about things in their life.
• Upper Primary Discuss different ways Christians listen to Jesus

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and ask them if they ever argue with a brother or sister.  Tell them that today’s story 
is about two sisters who are very different – different talents, different responsibilities, different attitudes, 
but both are friends of Jesus and show their care for Jesus in different ways.  

Martha takes the responsibility of making guests welcome and preparing food for them – a huge task if 
Jesus has all twelve disciples with him!  Mary chooses to join the disciples to learn from Jesus by listening 
to him carefully and Martha complains about her lack of help. Jesus says that Mary has chosen wisely and 
that Martha need not be so ‘busy’ that she overlooks important things.  

• Scripture: Show where this story is located in your Bible Luke 10:38-42 and read it to the children.

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

26262626Encounters with Jesus
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You are worried about 

so many things, but only 

one is necessary …

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity: no resources required
• Other items to take: 

- Your Bible

Background for Instructors 
We hear of these two women only in this passage from 
Luke and in the Gospel of John where we are told they 
have a brother, Lazarus. (John 11:5).  These two sisters are 
disciples of Jesus and it seems that Jesus makes himself 
at home in their home. 
This story can teach us about finding balance in our faith 
lives, between the demands of hospitality and ministry 
and taking time out to listen and be in the presence of 
Jesus. It challenges us in that sitting at the feet of Jesus is 
often more important that doing things for Jesus.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Jesus Visits Martha and Mary 

Luke 10:38-42

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 26 – Jesus Visits Martha and Mary



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
One day Indicate with one finger
Jesus and his disciples Indicate group present
Came to Bethany Walk on the spot
Martha and Mary lived there Use each hand to indicate two people,  

make a roof over your head
‘Welcome, Jesus’ said Martha Arms open wide in welcoming gesture
‘Welcome, friends’ said Martha Arms open even wider towards group
‘Hello, Jesus’ said Mary Look excited at seeing Jesus, move from foot to foot
‘Teach me, please Jesus’. Look eager to learn
Sit with me, Mary Mime sitting at the feet of Jesus
‘I am so busy’, said Martha Hold hands up to head, looking everywhere
‘Tell Mary to help me, Jesus’ Put hands on hips, looking indignant
‘Martha, Martha!’ Shake head from side to side
Stop worrying about so many things! Hold up one hand in ‘stop’ gesture
Mary has chosen well! Nod head in an affirming way, thumbs up.
The end of the story Close palms as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 26 – Jesus Visits Martha and Mary

Luke 10:38-42



Liquid Picture

Leader: One day Jesus and his friends visited  
  Martha and Mary in their home ...

• Welcome to our home, Jesus! Welcome!  Welcome!

• Martha is so busy!  Busy!  Busy!

• Mary listens to Jesus!  Sits and Listens!  Listens!

• Jesus, tell my sister to help me! Tell her!  Tell her!

• Oh Martha, Martha! Martha!  Martha!

• You worry! Worry!  Worry!

• Mary has chosen well!  Be still!  Be still! 

Leader: Jesus wants us to balance our lives  
  between busyness and quiet prayer.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 26 – Jesus Visits Martha and Mary

Luke 10:38-42



1 day, Jesus and his gr8 group of disciples, 
came 2 the village of Bethany, near 2 the gr8 
city of Jerusalem.  2 sisters lived there – 1 was 
named Martha and 1 was named Mary.  1 sister, 
Martha, welcomed Jesus 2 their home and was 
busy with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 - many things.

1 sister, Mary, sat down 2 lis10 2 Jesus.  She sat 
at his 2 feet!  This Jewish custom is how people 
learned 2 be Rabbis.  Martha came 2 Jesus 
2 complain about Mary.  Jesus, tell my sister 
2 help me do the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 – many things, 
I have 2 do.  Jesus said 2 Martha, ‘Martha, 
Martha!  You are 2 busy with 2 many things 2 
do!  Your sister, Mary, has chosen 2 lis10 2 me 
and learn from me.  She has chosen well.  Do 
not take it away from her!

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 26 – Jesus Visits Martha and Mary

Luke 10:38-42



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Invite children to think about people who feed  

 them when they are hungry.
• Middle Primary Invite children to make a list of people  

 who provide food for them.
• Upper Primary Invite children to think about the many ways people  

 need to be fed in order to grow as fully alive human  
 beings (E.g. Physically, spiritually, psychologically,  
 emotionally).  Some people forget to feed the Spirit  
 with prayer, reflection, good deeds, love of neighbour.

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by  

setting up your Bible

• Greet the children and tell them that today’s story is one told a number of times in the Gospel writings, 
but this story has a boy willing to share the food he has to feed others.  Jesus accepts the offering, asks 
God to bless it, and instructs the disciples to share it amongst the people – 5000 men, not counting the 
women children.  Everyone is fed and there are plenty of leftovers gathered up.  

• Scripture: Read John 6:1-15 from your Bible.
• Ask the children if they have ever been to a party and been asked to ‘bring a plate’ to share?  

When everyone puts their small amount with everyone’s, there is plenty of food and leftovers as well.   
Christians believe that Jesus feeds us with spiritual food and they tell this story often in Sunday worship.  
Sometimes it is called ‘communion’ or ‘the Lord’s supper’ or ‘Eucharist’.  

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 
• Complete the Optional Activity
• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

27272727Encounters with Jesus

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity: no resources required
• Other items to take: 

- Your Bible

Background for Instructors 
The Gospels have a number of ‘feeding stories’ where Jesus 
feeds large crowds of people who come to listen to him.  
In this version from John’s Gospel, it is a boy who offers 
to share the food he has with others.  Jesus takes what is 
offered, asks God to bless it and then tells the disciples to 
distribute it amongst the people, everyone was satisfied and 
they gathered up twelve baskets of leftovers. Jesus takes 
something small and multiplies it. 
Feeding our hungry world may seem an impossible task 
and overwhelming, but Jesus teaches the disciples and 
therefore all Christians, that if we bring the little we have 
and offer it to God, God can do great things with our 
puny offerings. Jesus can take what we offer Him and 
multiply it. We are challenged to take what we have, 
knowing that it is insufficient, and place in the hands of 
Jesus who can make it an abundance. 

Acknowledgement of Country: ‘We acknowledge  
the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon and  
cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge  
the continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of  
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Jesus Feeds a Crowd of People

John 6:1-15

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 27 – Jesus Feeds a Crowd of People
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You, yourselves 

give them something 

to eat.



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
A large crowd Indicate group
Followed Jesus on foot Walk on the spot
He cured many people Lay hands on imaginary people
Jesus sat down with his disciples Sitting action indicate group
And saw many people coming towards them Hand over eyes
He said to Philip Cup hand around mouth
‘Where can we buy bread Questioning pose
For all these hungry people?’ Rub stomach
Philip said, ‘It will take lots of money Indicate empty pockets
To give all these just a little food’ One arm indicates crowd,  

on other hand rub fingers together
Andrew spoke up Cup hand to mouth
‘There is a small boy here Indicate a small person with your hand
With 5 loaves Hold up 5 fingers
And 2 fish Hold up 2 fingers
But that won’t feed many people’ Make a negative sweep with both hands
Jesus said ‘Everyone, sit down on the grass!’ Cup hand to mouth
5000 men sat down Sitting action
+ women Indicate women
+ children Indicate small people
Jesus took the loaves and gave thanks Hold up hands ‘holding’ the loaves
Then gave thanks for the fish Hold up hands ‘holding’ the fish
The people had enough to eat Hands to mouth
The disciples collected the leftovers Gather with arms
And filled 12 baskets full Indicate 12 with fingers
The people saw this sign from Jesus Hand over eyes
And knew he was the one they had been 
waiting for

Look awe-struck

The end of the story Close palms as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 27 – Jesus Feeds a Crowd of People

John 6:1-15



Liquid Picture

Leader: Jesus went up a mountain and sat down to teach his  
  disciples, but a large crowd followed them ...

• These people are hungry!  Hungry!  Hungry!

• We can’t feed them all!  We can’t!  We can’t!

• A boy has some food!  Some food!  Some food!

• Five loaves and 2 fish!

• Sit down!  Sit down!  Sit down!

• God bless this food!  Bless!  Bless!

• Take and eat!  Take and eat!  Take and eat!

Leader: Jesus fed 5000 men plus the women and children  
  that day and the disciples collected twelve baskets  
  full of leftovers.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 27 – Jesus Feeds a Crowd of People

John 6:1-15



1 day a gr8 crowd of people followed Jesus because 
they had seen him per4m miracles 2 heal the sick.  Jesus 
climbed a gr8 mountain and sat down 2 teach.  He asked 
Philip, 1 of the 12 disciples, ‘Where will we get enough 
food 2 feed this gr8 crowd?’  He was testing Philip – Jesus 
knew what 2 do.  Philip said 2 Jesus “It would take 1 year’s 
wages to feed this gr8 crowd.”

Andrew, Simon Peter’s brother, was 1 of the 12.  He said 2 
Jesus, “Here is 1 boy with 5 loaves and 2 fish, but that is 
not enough 2 feed this gr8 crowd of people.”

Jesus told the 12 2 tell every1 2 sit down on the grass.  
Then he took the 5 loaves, gave thanks 2 God and passed 
the bread 2 the people.  Then he did the same with the 
2 fish and every1 had plenty 2 eat.  Then the 12 disciples 
gathered up the leftovers 2 prevent waste and the 12 
gathered up 12 baskets full of leftovers from the 5 loaves 
and 2 fish.

When the people saw this gr8 miracle that Jesus per4med, 
they said that he must be the gr8 Prophet who is 2 come 
in2 the world.  Jesus realised that they would try 2 4ce 
him 2 be their gr8 king, so he went away 2 be alone.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 27 – Jesus Feeds a Crowd of People

John 6:1-15



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Give each child a piece of coloured paper to make a  

 Thank you note to someone who cares for them.
• Middle Primary Invite children to make a list of people  

 who care for them.
• Upper Primary What does it mean to have an ‘attitude of gratitude’?   

 Discuss.

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and tell them that today’s story is about a group of outcasts with a terrible skin 
disease who encounter Jesus and beg for his help. Jesus is moved with pity for them and heals them of 
their afflictions, tells them to go and show that they are cured to the religious authorities.  Of the ten 
people who were cured, only one returns to thank Jesus and he was a Samaritan, despised by the Jews.  
Once again, we find Jesus doing amazing and unprecedented things. He is no ordinary man. Here he heals 
the lepers, and the central figure of the story in Luke’s gospel is an enemy of the Jewish people, a man 
from Samaria.  Notice that Jesus touches these sick people when he heals them (something that no-one 
wanted to do for fear of catching the disease themselves).  

• Scripture: Read Luke 17:11-19 from your Bible

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

28282828Encounters with Jesus
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It is what comes out 

of a person that makes

 them unclean.

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or Liquid 

Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower: Coloured paper to make a Thank You card 
- Middle/Upper: no resources required

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
People with the leprosy in the time of Jesus were 
treated as outcasts and had to leave their families 
and villages and fend for themselves away from other 
people, for fear that others might catch this contagious 
disease from them.  
There are places in the world today, including the 
United States, who still have people with leprosy.  It is 
more commonly known today as Hansen’s disease and 
is treatable with medication.  Up to the 1950’s, in living 
memory, Brisbane used Peel Island in Moreton Bay as 
a place to send people with the disease.  It closed as a 
leper colony in 1959 and now is a place for camping, 
boating, and bushwalking.  

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Ten People with Leprosy

Luke 17:11-19

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 28 – Ten People with Leprosy



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
Jesus was going to Jerusalem Walk on the spot
When he met ten people Hold up ten fingers
Who were sick Hold hand to forehead, bend slightly
With a terrible disease Look frightened
Called Leprosy Cover mouth with hands in horror
A dreaded skin disease Touch arms and face
They called out to Jesus Cup hands to mouth
Heal us Jesus Begging posture
Jesus sent them to the Priests Point away from you
To show themselves Indicate arms, torso, legs
And as they went Walk on the spot
They were made clean Look amazed, touch arms and face
One man Hold up one finger
When he saw that he was healed Look at yourself in amazement and joy
Turned back to thank Jesus Turn around
He threw himself on the ground Point to the ground
Jesus said ‘Where are the others? Hold up nine fingers
Did they not want to praise God? Questioning look
Get up!  Go on your way! Gesture upwards and point away
Your faith has made you well. Nod in approval.
The end of the story Close palms as in closing a book

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 28 – Ten People with Leprosy

Luke 17:11-19



Liquid Picture

Leader: One day when Jesus was on his way to Jerusalem,  
  he met some sick people who kept their distance  
  and called out to him …

• Help us Jesus!  Help us!  Heal us!

• Go, show yourselves to the priests!  Show yourselves!  Show 
them!

• We are healed!  Healed!  Clean!

• Thank you Jesus!  Thank you!  Praise God!

• Where are the other nine? The others?  Others?

•  You are a Samaritan!  A Samaritan!  A foreigner!

Leader: Jesus told the man who came back to thank him  
  to get up and go on his way.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 28 – Ten People with Leprosy

Luke 17:11-19



1 day on the way 2 the gr8 city of Jerusalem, Jesus was 
going through the region between Samaria and Galilee.  
He went in2 a village, and 10 people with leprosy, a 
dreaded skin disease, came near 2 him.  

Keeping their distance, they called out 2 Jesus, saying, 
“Jesus, gr8 Master, have mercy on us!”

When Jesus saw them, he said 2 them, “Go and show 
yourselves 2 the priests.” And as they went the 10 were 
made clean 1ce more.

Then, 1 of them, when he saw that he was healed, turned 
back 2 Jesus, praising God with a loud voice.

He prostr8ted himself at Jesus’ 2 feet and thanked him. 
And he was a h8ed Samaritan.  Then Jesus said 2 the man, 
‘Were not 10 people made clean? The other 9 nine, where 
are they?’

Was 0 of them found 2 return 2 give praise 2 God except 
this 1 man, a foreigner?” Then Jesus said 2 the Samaritan, 
“Get up on your 2 feet and go on your way; your gr8 faith 
has made you well.” 

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 28 – Ten People with Leprosy

Luke 17:11-19



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Take some pumpkin, orange and apple seeds and the  

   matching vegetable/fruit to show how things grow from  
   seeds. Ask children to match seeds and vegetable/fruit.

• Middle Primary Place cotton wool in an egg carton and put birdseed on top.   
   Then spray with water, place in a sunny spot and watch the  
   seeds sprout and grow after a few days.

• Upper Primary Invite the children to discuss this parable in pairs and share 
   what they think it means.

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and tell them that today’s story is a parable.  This form of story was often used by 
Jesus to get his listeners to think and to understand more about God. 

• Tell them that today’s story is about someone called a sower who spreads seed by hand, scattering it in all 
directions.  This parable ‘or story with a deeper meaning’ is told by Jesus to describe how people respond 
to the gospel.  Only those who listen and put down deep roots of faith will bear fruit and spread God’s 
goodness to others. The important question for Christians is what kind of soil can I be? How will I respond 
to the seed of faith? Will I be like the path and reject Christ all together? Will I be rocky soil that begins 
well but later rejects Jesus? Will I have my faith choked by the weeds of this life? Or will I be good soil that 
grows deep in faith? 

• Scripture: Show where this story is located in your Bible Mark 4:1-9 and read it to the children.

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

29292929Stories Jesus Told
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The seed  
is the word of God

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: pumpkin, orange and apple  
  seeds and the matching vegetable/fruit 
- Middle Primary: cotton wool in an egg carton,  
  birdseed, water in a spray bottle 
- Upper Primary: no resources required

•  Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
This parable is a metaphor for the different responses that 
people have to the message of the Kingdom of God. Those 
people who hear the message but reject it are like the seeds 
that fall on the path.  The seeds that fall on rocky ground 
stand for people who receive the message gladly, but never 
go deeper, so they don’t last long.  They give up easily. 
Those seeds that fall among thorns are like people who hear 
the message, but the worries of this life and the influence of 
others choke the message, and they do not bear fruit.  Only 
those who put down deep roots can endure in faith despite 
the vagaries and trials of life and bear fruit.  

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
The Sower and the Seed

Mark 4:1-9

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 29 – The Sower and the Seed



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
Jesus was by the sea Sitting action 
But the crowds were so large Use two arms to indicate a large crowd 
That he got into a boat Mime climbing into a boat 
While the crowd stood on the beach Indicate gathered group 
He said “Listen to this parable” Put hand to ear, listening 
A sower went out to sow seeds Use arms in sweeping motion throwing 
Some fell on the path Indicate floor with hand 
And birds came and ate them up Make bird shapes with hands and swoop 
Some fell on rocky ground Make fists with hands and stack one on top of other 
They sprang up quickly Stand erect quickly
But the sun came out Shade face from the sun 
And the plants withered Bend knees, lowering body 
Some seed fell among thorns Use fingers to indicate sharp thorns 
And were choked Place both hands to throat
But some seed fell on good soil Mime digging in the garden
And brought forth grain Mime plants growing up out of the ground 
Some a hundredfold Indicate a large crop
Some sixty Indicate slightly smaller crop 
Some thirty Indicate slightly smaller crop again 
Let anyone with ears listen.” Put each hand to each ear 
The end of the story Close palms as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 29 – The Sower and the Seed

Mark 4:1-9



Liquid Picture

Leader: Jesus sat in a boat and told the crowd to listen  
  to this parable. ‘A sower went out to sow seeds …

• Some fell on the path.  The path!  The path!

• Birds ate them!  Ate them!  Ate them!

• Some fell on rocky ground!  and died! Died!

• Some fell among weeds and were choked!  Choked!  Choked!

• Some fell in good soil!  Good soil!  Good soil!

• And grew and grew and grew.

Leader: Jesus said, “Let anyone with ears, listen!”

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 29 – The Sower and the Seed

Mark 4:1-9



1 day Jesus was walking next 2 the sea of Galilee 
and sat there, but such a gr8 crowd gathered 
2 hear him that he got in2 a boat and began 2 
teach them in parables while the crowd stood on 
the 4shore.  

He said 2 them, Lis10!  1 man went out 2 sow 
seeds and some seeds fell on2 the path and birds 
came and 8 them up.  

Some seeds fell str8 on2 rocks where there was 
not 2 much soil.  They sprang up str8 away, but 
when the sun came out, they withered and died.  

Some fell among thorns which choked them 2 
death and some seeds fell in2 good soil and 
brought 4th 100 fold, some 60 fold and some 30.

Let any1 with ears lis10!

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 29 – The Sower and the Seed

Mark 4:1-9



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Name some people you trust.
• Middle Primary Make a list of qualities you would  

   find in a trustworthy person.
• Upper Primary Discuss how sometimes you might  

   be the first son and sometimes the 
   second son.

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space  

by setting up your Bible, 

• Greet the children and tell them that today’s story is about two sons who make very different responses 
to a request from their father.  One son who makes out that he will do what he is asked, but does not, and 
the other who blatantly refuses to do what he is asked, but then changes his mind.  

• Scripture: Show where this story is located in your Bible Matthew 21:28-32 and read it to the children

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

30303030Stories Jesus Told
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In the same way,  
let your light shine before others,  

so that they may see your good works 
and give glory to your Father  

who is in heaven.

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity: no resources required 
• Other items to take: 

- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
This parable is unique to Matthew’s Gospel and seems to 
be aimed at the religious authorities of that time – one 
son who appears to do the right thing (pays lip-service 
to doing the right thing, but does not) and the other 
rebellious son who ends up doing what he is asked, 
while at first, refusing.  Jesus says that the ‘sinners and 
outsiders’ are more likely to inherit the kingdom of God 
than the religious leaders who are supposed to do the 
right thing.  The Gospels are full of accounts of Jesus 
rebuking hypocrites.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
The Two Sons

Matthew 21:28-32

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 30 – The Two Sons



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
Jesus asked a question Head tilted to one side
Of the chief priests and elders Stand upright, arms folded, with authority
What do you think? Point at others
A man had two sons Hold up two fingers
He went to the older one Walk on the spot
Son, go Point away from you
Work in the vineyard today Mime digging in the soil
The son said Cup hands around mouth
‘I don’t want to’ Fold arms across chest looking stubborn
Later, Look at your watch
He changed his mind Point to head and nod
And went Walk on the spot
Then the father went to the other son Use left hand to indicate the other son
And said to him Cup hands around mouth
Work in the vineyard today Mime digging in the soil
The second son answered Cup one hand to mouth
‘Yes, sir!’ Give a mock salute
But he did not go! Shake head
Which one Hold up one finger
Did what his father asked? Shrug shoulders, hands open, questioning
The end of the story Close palms as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 30 – The Two Sons

Matthew 21:28-32



Liquid Picture

Leader:  Jesus told this story about a Father and Two Sons ...

• Son, go!  Work in the vineyard!  In the vineyard!

• No!  No!  No!

• I’ve changed my mind!  Changed my mind!   
 Changed my mind!

• Second son, go!  Work in the vineyard!  In the vineyard!

• Yes, sir!  Yes, sir!  Yes, sir!

• I’m not going to work!  Not going!  Not going!

Leader: Jesus asked, ‘Which son did what his father wanted?

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 30 – The Two Sons

Matthew 21:28-32



1 day Jesus put 1 question 2 the Chief 
Priests and Elders.  What do you think?  
There was 1 ce a man who had 2 sons.   
He went 2 the older 1 first and said 2 him, 
‘Son, go in2 the vineyard 2day and work 4 
me!’  This 1 said 2 his father, ‘No! I don’t 
want 2!  L8er, he changed his mind and 
went 2 the vineyard.  

Then the father went 2 the other son and 
said the same thing 2 him.  This 1 said 2 his 
father, ‘Yes, sir! But he did not go 2 do what 
his father asked.  Which 1 of the 2 did what 
his father wanted?  

They said 2 Jesus, ‘The older 1!’

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 30 – The Two Sons

Matthew 21:28-32



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Invite children to think about people  

 who take care of them. 
• Middle Primary Invite children to make a list of people  

 who are their neighbours.
• Upper Primary How do you take care of others in your world?   

 Discuss. Use a globe of the world and discuss  
 who in the world are our neighbours.

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim  

the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and tell them that today’s story is one that Jesus told to teach people what a good 
neighbour looked like. Jews and Christians are supposed to love God first and foremost, then love their 
neighbour as they love themselves.  So when a lawyer asks Jesus ‘who is my neighbour?’ Jesus responds 
with this story which has become very well-known over the centuries.  Children may have seen the 
expression ‘good Samaritan’ in newspaper headlines or heard the term from adults.  It is the perceived 
enemy who helps the man when his own countrymen leave him to die.  

• Scripture: Read Luke 10:25-37 from your Bible

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)

31313131Stories Jesus Told
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I was sick and 

you took care of me.

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower/Middle Primary: no resources required 
- Upper Primary: a globe

•  Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
Hostilities between Jews and Samaritans can be traced in 
the Bible over centuries, with each carrying many grievances 
of the other.  At the time of Jesus, the fact that there was 
such dislike and hostility between Jews and Samaritans is 
what gives Luke’s use of the Samaritan in the Parable of the 
Good Samaritan such force! The Samaritan is the one who 
is able to rise above the bigotry and prejudices of centuries 
and show mercy and compassion for the injured Jew after 
the Jew’s own countrymen pass him by!  
When Jesus told this story in response to the question 
from the Lawyer, his listeners might very well have been 
enraged that the ‘hero’ of the story was a hated Samaritan.  
The Lawyer can’t even say the word, but rather responds to 
Jesus’ question ‘who was a neighbour to the man who fell 
into the hands of robbers?’ with ‘the one who helped him’. 
In this story Jesus shows those who follow him, what it 
means to be a Christian – compassionate, peacemaker, 
care of neighbour and strangers in need, love of enemies.

Acknowledgement of Country: ‘We acknowledge  
the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon  
and cared for this land for thousands of years and  
acknowledge the continued deep spiritual attachment  
and relationship of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander  
peoples to this country.’  

 
The Good Samaritan

Luke 10:25-37

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 31 – The Good Samaritan



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
A lawyer asked Jesus Who is my neighbour? Stand upright looking with challenge
‘Jesus told this story Cup hands to mouth
A man was going from Jerusalem to Jericho Point in two directions, up then down
When he was attacked by robbers Pounce, covering your face
Who beat him and left him to die. Punch the air
A priest came down that road Walk on the spot
When he saw the man Hand over eyes
He passed by on the other side Carefully walk around, looking down
Then a temple worker came by Walk on the spot
When he saw the man Stop in your tracks
He too passed by on the other side Carefully walk around, looking down
Then an enemy of the man came by Hands on hips looking grim
When he saw the man Stop in your tracks, looking down
He was moved with pity Hold stomach, looking concerned
Bandaged him up Wrap bandage around head and arms
Put him on his animal Lift over your shoulder
And took him to an inn Walk on the spot, leading an animal
Where he took care of the man Use hands to show care
The next day Stretch and yawn
He gave the innkeeper some money Hand over coins from your pocket
To take care of him Nod in agreement
Jesus asked the Lawyer Cup hands to mouth
‘Who was a neighbour to the man? Questioning look
The one who helped him! Cup hands to mouth
Jesus nodded, ‘You are right. Go and do the same’ Point away from you.
The end of the story Close palms as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 31 – The Good Samaritan

Luke 10:25-37



Liquid Picture

Leader: One day a Lawyer wanted to test Jesus,  
  so he asked him ‘Who is my neighbour?’   
  Jesus replied with this story …

• Robbers!  Danger!  Help me!

• A Priest came by!  Saw the man!  Saw him!

• And walked by!  Blood!  Unclean!

• Another holy man saw the man!  Saw him!  Saw him!

• And walked by!  Unclean!  Don’t touch!

• I’ll help you!  Help you!  Help!

• An enemy!  A Samaritan!  Oh no!  

Leader: Jesus asked, ‘Who was a neighbour to the man  
  beaten by the robbers?’  
  The Lawyer replied ‘The one who helped him’.   
  Jesus said ‘Go and do the same!”

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 31 – The Good Samaritan

Luke 10:25-37



1 day Jesus and the 12 were in the Temple.  A Lawyer stood up and 
asked Jesus 1 question.  ‘Gr8 teacher, who is my neighbour?’  Jesus 
decided 2 tell this story.  

A man was travelling from the gr8 city of Jerusalem 2 the seaside 
town of Jericho when he fell in2 the hands of robbers who beat 
him, robbed him and left him 2 die on the road.  A priest came 
down the same road, and when he saw the man he was at 6’s and 
7’s – the poor man was bleeding, but the Law said he could not 
touch him – so he passed by on the other side.  Then a Levite, 
some1 who worked in the Temple, came by and when he saw the 
man he 2 passed by.  

Then a h8ed Samaritan, number 1 enemy of the man, came along, 
and when he saw the man he went 2 help him 4 he was filled with 
pity 4 him.  He poured wine and oil on his wounds, bandaged the 
poor man, put him on his animal and took him 2 an Inn where he 
took gr8 care of him.  He gave the innkeeper 1, 2, 3, 4 maybe more 
silver coins and told him 2 take gr8 care of him.

Jesus asked 1 question ‘Who was a neighbour 2 the man who fell 
in2 the hands of robbers?’  The Lawyer said ‘the 1 who helped 
him!’  Jesus said 2 the Lawyer, ‘Go and do the same!’  

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 31 – The Good Samaritan

Luke 10:25-37



Optional Activities
• Lower/Middle Primary Make a sheep using white  

    pipe cleaners and cotton  
    wool ball (see instructions)

• Upper Primary  Discuss what ‘lost’ might 
    mean in this story

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space  

by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the Children.  Tell them that today’s story is about being lost and found and involves one sheep 
who strays from the rest of the flock.  The shepherd (often used as a way to describe Jesus) notices that 
one sheep is missing and goes in search of it, leaving the others together. The key point of the parable is 
that God cares for every person with such intensity that he will leave the 99 to find the one that is missing. 
When the lost sheep is found, there is great celebration. This teaches us that God and all of heaven 
celebrates when someone who is lost returns to Jesus. 

• Scripture: Show the children where to find this story in your Bible Luke 15:1-7 and read it.  

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)
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Forgive seventy times seven

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower/Middle Primary: cotton wool and pipe    
  cleaners to make sheep 
- Upper Primary: no resources required

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
At its simplest, a parable is a metaphor or simile drawn 
from nature or common life, which attracts the hearer’s 
attention, because they often show unusual behaviour.  
This parable is the first of three, about lost and found, 
that Jesus tells in Luke.  When the lost are found, each 
story culminates in a party to celebrate the recovery of 
what was lost.  They tell us that God celebrates when the 
lost are found.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
The Lost Sheep

Luke 15:1-7

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 32 – The Lost Sheep



Materials needed:

• White Pipe Cleaners  
(available from newsagents and craft stores)

• Cotton wool balls

• Scissors

Method:

1. Provide 2 white pipe cleaners and 1 cotton wool ball per child 

2. Cut one white pipe cleaner in two (to make legs for the sheep)

3. Use the other white pipe cleaner to bend into the shape of a sheep by making a circle for the head 
and a larger circle for the body 

4. Take the two halves of the cut pipe cleaner and bend them in half to make the four legs for the 
sheep

5. Bend the legs over the body of the sheep and bend the ends to make feet.

6. Separate the cotton wool ball and place some in the circle for the head.

7. Place the remainder of the cotton wool ball into the circle for the body.

 
Extra Content

Luke 15:1-7

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 32 – The Lost Sheep

Make Your Own Sheep

Optional Activity - Further Instructions



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
Tax collectors Shake head from side to side, shocking!
And sinners More shaking of head and more shock
Were coming near to Jesus Creep forward
To listen to him Hand cupped to ear
But the Pharisees Fold arms across chest, look superior
And the scribes Pretend to write, looking righteous
Were grumbling Scowling face
That Jesus welcomed sinners Arms open in welcoming gesture
And even ate with them! One hand to mouth
So Jesus told this story … Cup hand to mouth
How many of you Questioning pose
Having 100 sheep Using arms, indicate a large flock
And losing 1 of them Hold up one finger
Would not leave the 99 Raise left arm to indicate the flock
and go Point away from you
In search for the one that was lost Walk on the spot, hand over eyes, searching
And when he found it Look overjoyed
Lays it on his shoulders Hold on to something draped on your shoulders
And rejoices! Jump around with joy
When he comes home Walk on the spot carrying the ‘sheep’
He calls his friends Cup hand to mouth
And neighbours together Cup other hand to mouth
‘Rejoice with me Dance around on the spot
For I have found my lost sheep!’ Hug yourself
There will be more joy in heaven Wave arms in the air
Over one sinner who repents Hold up one finger
Than over ninety-nine persons Indicate a large crowd
Who do not need to repent. Shake head from side to side.
The end of the story Close palms as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 32 – The Lost Sheep

Luke 15:1-7



Liquid Picture

Leader: Some tax collectors and sinners were coming  
  near to Jesus to listen to him,  
  but the Pharisees and Scribes grumbled about this.  
  So Jesus told this story …

• If you had 100 sheep, 100 sheep, 100 sheep

• And lost one!  Lost one!  Lost one!

• I must look for the lost one!  Look!  Look!

• I found it!  Rejoice!  Rejoice!

• Let’s have a party!  A party!  A party!

• I found my lost sheep!  My lost sheep!  My lost sheep!

Leader: There will be much rejoicing in heaven over the lost one 
than over ninety-nine who were not lost.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 32 – The Lost Sheep

Luke 15:1-7



Some tax collectors – maybe 5 – and some 
sinners – maybe 10 – came 2 Jesus 2 lis10 
2 him, but the Pharisees and the Scribes 
grumbled.  This 1, Jesus, welcomes sinners 
and even eats with them.

Jesus then told them 3 stories and this is 
1 of them.  ‘How many of you, having 100 
sheep and losing 1 of them, does not leave 
the 99 2gether and go 2 look 4 the 1 that 
was lost? And when he finds the lost 1, 
places it over his 2 shoulders and celebr8s.  
When he comes 2 his home, he calls 2 his 
friends and neighbours 2 celebr8 with him 4 
he has found the 1 that was lost.’  

Jesus said 2 them, ’I say 2 you, there will be 
more joy in heaven over 1 sinner who turns 
back 2 God than over 99 who do not have 2 
turn back 2 God.’

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 32 – The Lost Sheep

Luke 15:1-7



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Draw a picture of this Bible story
• Middle Primary Take some garden soil to class in a tub and tell  

  the children that the words humble/humility  
  mean ‘being grounded’.  Discuss.

• Upper Primary Being humble means having feet firmly planted  
  on the ground; being well grounded. Discuss

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and tell them that today’s story is about two different types of people, one who is 
admired and respected by the community and the other who was labelled as a sinner because of his 
choice of work as a tax collector.  Jesus, however, tells us in this parable (a story with a hidden meaning) 
that it is the obvious sinner in his humility, who is right with God.  Christians believe that God knows our 
inmost thoughts and motivations and prefers humility over pride and showing off, since Christians believe 
that all our talents and abilities are gifts from God.

• Scripture: Read Luke 18:9-14 from your Bible

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)
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The humble will be exalted

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: paper for drawing 
- Middle Primary: garden soil in a tub 
- Upper Primary: no resources required

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
Prior to this parable, Luke’s gospel has Jesus speaking 
about the kingdom of God, telling his disciples that it will 
be hidden, not obvious, but available to those who seek it 
in constant prayer and humility.  Those who seek God in 
the margins and edges of life and in lowliness, will find it.  
This is one of the reversals that we find in the Gospels 
and constantly presented by Jesus.  These reversals 
turn our self-righteous judging on its ear!  Jesus uses 
parables to discombobulate us – turn our thinking 
upside down and inside out.  This parable is a lesson in 
humility (knowing who we are in the sight of God) that 
can transform our attitudes to the poor, the outcast, the 
vulnerable and the humble.
Tax collectors were considered ‘sinners’ on two levels – 
one, that they dealt with the Roman occupying forces, 
and two, they betrayed their own people to gain riches 
for themselves.  A Pharisee was an upright Jewish citizen 
who did not taint himself with foreigners and upheld the 
religious Law.

Acknowledgement of Country: ‘We acknowledge the Traditional  
Custodians who have walked upon and cared for this land for thousands 
of years and acknowledge the continued deep spiritual attachment and 
relationship of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
The Tax Collector and Pharisee

Luke 18:9-14

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 33 – The Tax Collector and Pharisee 



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
Jesus told this story Cup hands around mouth
To people sure of their goodness Look self-important
who despised everyone else Look down your nose and turn head away
Two men Hold up two fingers
Went to the Temple Walk on the spot
To pray Hands in praying pose
One was a Pharisee Hold up one finger
And one was a tax collector Hold up one finger on other hand
The Pharisee stood apart Look down your nose and turn head from side to side
‘I thank you God Raise arms above your head
That I am not greedy or dishonest Move head from side to side
Like everyone else Look from side to side and around you
I am not like that tax collector Point away from you, looking superior
I fast twice a week Hand over stomach, looking superior
And I give you God Hands raised palms upwards
One tenth of all my money One finger, then ten fingers
The tax collector Bend low
Stood away, not raising his head Keep head bent
He beat on his chest Strike chest three times
Asking God for mercy One hand out, head bowed
Jesus said Cup hands to mouth
The tax collector Look puzzled
Went home right with God Walk on the spot, head bowed
But the Pharisee Look superior
Did not Shake head from side to side
The end of the story Close palms as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 33 – The Tax Collector and Pharisee 

Luke 18:9-14



Liquid Picture

Leader: Jesus told this story about two men who went to pray ...

•  I’m a Pharisee!  I’m good!  I’m terrific!

•  I’m better than other people!  Better!  Better!

•  Better than that tax collector!  Tax Collector!  Tax Collector!

•  I’m a tax-collector!  Dishonest!  Cheat!

•  I’m sorry for doing wrong things!  Sorry!  Sorry!

•  Forgive me!  Forgive me!  Forgive me! 

Leader: Jesus said, ‘the humble tax collector went home  
  at rights with God but the Pharisee did not. 

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 33 – The Tax Collector and Pharisee 

Luke 18:9-14



Jesus told 1 more parable 2 people who 
thought they were gr8 and who thought 
every1 else was not 2 good at all.  1 was a 
Pharisee and 1 was a h8ed tax collector.  

The Pharisee stood apart from every1 else and 
began 2 pray.  I thank you gr8 God that I am 
not greedy or dishonest like that 1 over there 
– that wicked tax collector!  I fast 2 times a 
week and I give you 1 10th of my money.

The h8ed tax collector stood some distance 
away from every1 else and did not raise his 
face 2 heaven but kept his head bowed and 
beat on his chest saying 2 God, ‘Have mercy 
on me, a gr8 sinner.  Jesus said 2 the people, 
‘I tell you, the tax collector went home right 
be4 God but the proud Pharisee did not.  4 
every1 who humbles 1self will be made gr8, 
but any1 who makes him/herself gr8 will be 
humbled.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 33 – The Tax Collector and Pharisee 

Luke 18:9-14



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Divide the class into 7 groups and give each  

   group one of the days of creation to act out.
• Middle Primary Use props such as a torch, umbrella, sunglasses, 

   bird, animal and fish pictures, pictures of people, 
   pillow/cushion, to retell the story.
• Upper Primary Invite group to close their eyes and listen for  

   the sounds inside the room, then outside the  
   room and invite them to notice their breath  
   going in and out of their bodies.  The word for  
   God’s Spirit is ‘Ruah’ meaning ‘breath’.
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The Sabbath 

was made for people

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Middle Primary: Props (E.g. torch, umbrella,  
  sunglasses, bird, animal and fish pictures,  
  pictures of people, pillow/cushion) 
- Lower/Upper Primary: no resources required

•  Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
This creation story was likely written between 900 bce 
and 600 bce and is placed at the beginning of the Bible 
although it is not the earliest text in scripture. Whilst much 
debate is made of how these texts are interpreted, it’s 
key is in what it tells us about God. God creates, out of 
nothing, with intentionality, and what is created is good.  
Some biblical scholars suggest it could be a hymn of 
praise to God used in ancient worship since it uses 
a repetitive refrain ‘God was pleased with …’ and 
‘night came, morning came …’.  This depicts the God 
of the Judeo/Christian tradition as creator, relational, 
compassionate, life giving and sustaining.  

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
A Story of Creation

Genesis 1:1-31, 2:1-3

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 34 – A Story of Creation

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and tell them that this first creation story in the Bible was written by ancient authors 
who saw that God had created a world full of beauty and wonder. The first line, ‘in the beginning God...’ 
teaches us that God is beyond time and space, and is the one that started life as we know it. This also 
means that no-one created God, because for God to be God, God cannot be created. The bible tells us 
that God always was, always is, and always will be.

• Scripture: Read Genesis 1:1-31, 2:1-3 from your Bible, showing children the passage in your Bible.

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
In the beginning Make a large circle with arms
The earth was dark Cover eyes with one hand, feel your way with other
God’s Spirit hovered Wave arms
God said ‘Let there be light’ Cup hand to mouth
And there was light Blink eyes, getting used to light
And darkness Cover your eyes with both hands
And waters above Use arms to show rain falling
And waters below Use arms to show rivers, oceans
And plants Bend one arm and move other hand upwards
Sun, moon and stars Sweep arms above head, indicate sky
Birds Link thumbs and wriggle fingers
And sea creatures Use arms in a swimming action
Wild animals Roar like a lion
And tame animals Use hand to pat a pet
And people Point to those present
Then God rested. Hands behind head, lounging back.
The end of the story from the Bible Palms closed as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 34 – A Story of Creation

Genesis 1:1-31, 2:1-3



Liquid Picture

Leader: In the beginning God created …

• Light and darkness!  Light!  Darkness!

• Waters above!  Waters below! Above and below!

• Earth! Oceans! Plants! Fruit!

• Sun! Moon! Stars!  Sun!  Moon!  Stars!

• Birds! Sea creatures!  Birds!  Sea creatures!

• Animals, wild and tame!  Wild and tame!

• People!  People!  People!

Leader: God was pleased with all creation and then God rested.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 34 – A Story of Creation

Genesis 1:1-31, 2:1-3



This is the story of the 7 days of creation.  

In the beginning the earth was 0, but God’s gr8 
spirit was there.  

On day number 1, God said ‘Let there be light and 
darkness, day and night!  And there was!  

On day number 2, God separ8ed the waters above 
from the waters below. God was gr8ly pleased.  

On day number 3 God made the dry land appear 
and plants begin 2 grow.  

On day 4 God cre8ed the Sun, moon and stars.  

On day 5 God cre8ed birds and sea creatures and 
God cre8ed animals, tame and wild.  

On day 6, God cre8ed people and God was gr8ly 
pleased.

On day 7 God rested. 

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 34 – A Story of Creation

Genesis 1:1-31, 2:1-3



Optional Activity
Discuss these questions: 
• Why am I here?  
• What is my purpose in life?
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Do not worry about 

what you are to eat 

or what you are to wear …

Preparation 

• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity: no resources required
• Other items to take: 

- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
This ancient creation story reveals a truth for us all, that 
God is creative and life giving.  
Scientists can hypothesise how the world came into being 
and how old the world is likely to be, but the question 
for faith is why? Why does the world exists, and why do 
people exist? To make it personal, what is my purpose?  
Why am I here?  
These creation accounts help us to understand the 
human relationship with a creative God who is full of 
tenderness, compassion and mercy and designs us for 
relationship with God and each other.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Another Creation Story - Adam and Eve

Genesis 2:7-25

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 35 – Another Creation Story - Adam and Eve

Lesson for Older Children

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and introduce this story as a second creation account. In this account we learn 
something about the need for humanity to live in relationship - that is - to not be lonely! We also explore 
the relationship between humans and animals and learn more about a creative, loving, giving God.

• Scripture: Read Genesis 2:7-25 from your Bible

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer  
(see prayer ideas)



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
In the beginning Make circle with hands
God took soil Scooping action with hands
To form a living being Move hands (palms inwards) up and down  

in front of self
God breathed Breathe on right hand
And the human breathed. Breathe on left hand
Then God planted a garden Digging action
For the human to look after Hand over eyes looking ahead
God said ‘Eat any fruit Plucking and eating action
Except from that tree.’ Arm extended, finger pointing
God took soil Scooping action with hand
To form animals and birds Mime animal and bird actions
And the human named them. Write on palm of hand with finger
God put the human to sleep Place head on hands as though sleeping
Then took a rib Place a hand on your rib cage
And created another human, woman Move hands (palms inwards) up and down body
As a partner for the man Clasp hands together
The man and woman were equal Bring open hands together to form praying hands
They were happy – for a while Smiling face, then shake head
The end of the story from the Bible Palms closed as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 35 – Another Creation Story - Adam and Eve

Genesis 2:7-25



Liquid Picture

Leader: In the beginning, God made a human being  
  from the earth ...

• Breathe human!  Breathe!  Breathe!

• Here is a garden for you!  Plants!  Fruit!

• Don’t eat that one!  No!  No!

• Animals and birds for you!  Animals and birds!   
 Animals and birds!

• Here is a woman for you!  For you!  For you!

• At last!  My other half!  Other half!

Leader: The two humans lived in the garden  
  until they disobeyed God’s instruction about  
  eating the fruit from the forbidden tree.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 35 – Another Creation Story - Adam and Eve

Genesis 2:7-25



This story of cre8ion is about 2 people, 1 was 
called Adam meaning earth being, and 1 was 
called Eve, meaning mother of all life.  The first 
thing God did was 2 make the man from the soil.  

Next God planted a garden 2 provide all the 
food and shelter the man needed.  Next God 
made animals from the soil and brought them 2 
the man 2 be named.  

The man could not find a companion, a m8, 
amongst any 1 of these.  So God put the man 
in2 a deep sleep and took 1 of his ribs 2 make 
a woman.  Then the man said 2 the woman, ‘At 
last I have some1 2 be my companion and m8.  

And the 2 people were happy in God’s garden 
for a little while but that’s 1 more story 4 
another time.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 35 – Another Creation Story - Adam and Eve

Genesis 2:7-25



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Take an umbrella and galoshes and discuss 

  things that you can do in the rain.
•  Middle Primary Where does the water go when it rains?   

  Discuss
• Upper Primary What would happen if we did not have clean  

  water?  Discuss

36363636Stories Jesus Knew
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Consider 

the birds of the air …

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: umbrella, galoshes 
- Middle/Upper Primary: no resources required

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
This ancient flood story is one of the oldest in the Bible, 
with some scholars dating it back 4,000 years. Although 
so old, it still has relevance for us today.  
The task of believers and teachers of the next generation 
is to allow children to hear the story in the hope that they 
will find meaning for their own lives.  This story serves 
as a warning to humanity – then and now – that how we 
live, and how we relate to each other and to the world 
really matters. Noah and his family’s listening to God and 
living with integrity brings hope for humanity.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Another Creation Story - Noah

Genesis 6:9-22, 9:8-13

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 36 – Another Creation Story - Noah

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children In this ancient account we discover Noah and his family who are faithful to God and live 
in right relationship to God and others.  Noah lives at a time when many other people were doing terrible 
things to each other. Noah is warned by God of a great flood coming and asked to build a large vessel so 
that he, his family, and the animals can be saved. Noah warned others to turn from there bad choices, but 
no-one would listen. The flood comes and once it recedes, Noah, his family and the animals begin a new life. 
God shows Noah a rainbow as a sign of the promise that God will never flood the earth again.

• Scripture: Read Genesis 6:9-22, 9:8-13 from your Bible

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
A long time ago Look backwards, point over shoulder
Noah and his wife Indicate two people with each hand
And their family Look to either side of you
Walked with God Walk on the spot
God warned them Hold up one hand – STOP
That a flood was coming Use arms as a wave washing over you
Build and ark Arms above head like a roof, rock from side to side
Collect all the animals Use arms to gather
Put them in the ark Arms above head like a roof, rock from side to side
It’s raining!  All aboard! Hands over head, run on the spot
It rained! Hands over head
And rained Hands over head
For forty days Hold up 10 fingers and pump four times
And forty nights Head on hands, sleeping
When the rain stopped Hand to ear listening for rain
Noah sent birds to find dry land Link thumbs together and flutter hands like a bird
A dove returned with a twig Flutter hands
They had found dry land Jump on the spot with excitement
The family began again Mime rolling up sleeves for hard work
And remained faithful to God Hands in prayer pose
The rainbow in the sky Draw an arc in the air
Is a reminder then and now Point to head with forefinger
That God cares for all creation Make a circle with two arms
And so should we! Point to self, nodding your head.
The end of the story from the Bible Palms closed as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 36 – Another Creation Story - Noah

Genesis 6:9-22, 9:8-13



Liquid Picture

Leader: This is the story of Noah and his family  
  who lived a long time ago …

• A flood is coming!  A flood!  A flood!

• Noah, build an ark!  An ark!  An ark!

• Save your family!  Save your family!  Save your family!

• Save the animals!  The animals!  The animals!

• Rain, rain go away!  Rain go away!  Go away!

• The rain stopped! Wind blow!  Waters go down!

Leader: God said, ‘The rainbow will remind you  
  that you are my people and I am your God’.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 36 – Another Creation Story - Noah

Genesis 6:9-22, 9:8-13



1ce, a long time ago, there lived a man named Noah 
who loved God and listened 2 God’s word. Noah had a 
wife 2, and also 3 sons.  Each 1 of his sons had a wife 2.  

1 day God said 2 Noah that a flood was coming 2 
destroy all living things, so God said 2 build an ark 2 
house his family and animals of every kind.  When the 
rains came the family and the animals went in2 the 
ark, 2 by 2 and all were safe aboard the gr8 ark. Every1 
must have been at 6s and 7s. 

It rained 4 4ty days and 4ty nights and when it 
stopped the ark settled on top of a gr8 mountain.  The 
gr8 ark was surrounded by water, so they sent out 
birds to find dry land and finally a dove brought back 
2 the gr8 ark a twig.  Dry land at last!  

Noah and his family let the animals go free and 
the family began 2 rebuild their lives.  They saw a 
beautiful rainbow in the sky and God said it was 2 
remind them that God was with them always.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 36 – Another Creation Story - Noah

Genesis 6:9-22, 9:8-13



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Give each child a cardboard star to remember the story
•  Middle Primary Provide a cardboard star for each child and ask them  

  to write the names of family members on it.  
•  Upper Primary People of any age can be used by God for good.   

  Discuss this statement.

37373737Stories Jesus Knew
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I was hungry and you 

fed me, I was thirsty 

and you gave me a drink

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: 1x cardboard star per child 
- Middle Primary: 1x cardboard star per child 
- Upper Primary: no resources required

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
Abram/Abraham is the first of the Hebrew patriarchs and a 
figure revered by the three great monotheistic religions—
Judaism, Christianity and Islam. According to the book of 
Genesis, Abraham left Ur, in Mesopotamia, because God 
called him to found a new nation in an undesignated land 
that was later identified as Canaan.
This ancient story recounts God’s covenant with God’s 
people.  Four thousand years ago, the world worshipped 
many gods and sacrificed animals, people and often 
children to these gods.  Abraham and Sarah become a 
people who reject child sacrifice and worship the one true 
God.  God makes a covenant with Abraham and promises 
that through Abraham and his descendants, “all the 
families of the earth shall be blessed.”
We can gain comfort from this story that God keeps promises 
and is always faithful – nothing is impossible for God.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Abraham and Sarah

Genesis 17:1-7, 15-16

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 37 – Abraham and Sarah

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and tell them that this story is another ancient story about two old people, Abram and 
Sarai, who hear God speak a promise that they will be the parents of a great nation, as many as the stars 
of heaven!  When they enter into this Covenant with God, they are old and childless, but have relatives, 
land, flocks and wealth.  God asks them to leave their land and go to a place that they will be shown – the 
Promised Land.  God promises them a son and God delivers on this promise. The son’s name is Isaac and 
so begins the story of the Hebrew people.

• Scripture: Read Genesis 17:1-7, 15-16 from your Bible, showing the passage to the children

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
Abram was walking with God one 
night

Walk on the spot

God spoke to Abram Cup hand to mouth
See all these stars Sweep one arm above your head – look up 
Your family will be as many as these Sweep one arm above your head - look up
I make you this promise Right hand up as in making an oath
A new life Hand over eyes, looking into the distance
A new land Shake head in wonder
A new covenant Link hands together in front of you
Now I call you Abraham Point to a space
And your wife is now Sarah Point to another space
She will have a son in her old age Cradle arms as in holding a baby
All this happened as God promised. Link hands together in front of you
Sarah’s baby was called Isaac Cradle arms as in holding a baby
‘Isaac’ means laughter Mime laughing – ha ha ha!
The end of the story from the Bible Palms closed as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 37 – Abraham and Sarah

Genesis 17:1-7, 15-16



Liquid Picture

Leader: A long time ago, Abram and Sarai lived in Mesopotamia  
  and this is their story …

• Abram!  Walk with me!  Walk with me!

• Yes God!  Yes God!  Okay God!

• Look at the stars!  Look!  Look!

• I will give you many descendants!  Many descendants!  Many!

• I promise!  I promise!  I promise!

• Isaac was born!  Isaac!  Isaac!

Leader: They became Abraham and Sarah and started a new life  
  in a new place and were faithful to God always.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 37 – Abraham and Sarah

Genesis 17:1-7, 15-16



A long, long time ago, 4 thousand years or 
so, 1 man called Abram and 1 woman called 
Sarai (his wife) heard God speak promising 
that these 2 people would have as many 
descendants as the stars of heaven.  They 
were old and had 0 children, but they 
trusted God 2 deliver this promise.  

God said, ‘Leave here and go 2 a place that 
I will show you’, so taking their flocks, their 
nephew and everything that belonged 2 
them, they left Ur and walked be4 God, and 
went 2 the land God showed them.  

God’s promise of a son 4 the couple came 2 
be and they called their number 1 son, Isaac, 
which means ‘laughter’.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 37 – Abraham and Sarah

Genesis 17:1-7, 15-16



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Ask children to draw the people in their  

   family and count them. 
• Middle Primary Draw/design a coat of many colours
• Upper Primary What do you do when you are angry  

   with a brother or a sister?  Discuss.

38383838Stories Jesus Knew
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It is right to celebrate 
for this brother of yours 
was lost and has been 

found

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower/Middle Primary: paper for drawing 
- Upper Primary: no resources required

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
The story of Joseph, his treacherous brothers, his dreams 
and his adventures in Egypt is a saga worthy of a 
Hollywood epic – in fact we have such a film in The Prince 
of Egypt, which some children may have seen. A story of 
sibling rivalry, jealousy, favouritism, immaturity, treachery, 
wisdom, God’s hand guiding events and eventual 
reconciliation.  Joseph is the eleventh son of Jacob, who 
is the son of Isaac and Rebekah, the son of Abraham and 
Sarah – therefore great grandson of Abraham with whom 
God made a Covenant. 
There are many things that can be drawn out of 
this account, but it is in many ways a story of God’s 
providence both for the individual and for God’s people. 

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Joseph and His Brothers

Genesis 37:5-36

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 38 – Joseph and His Brothers

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and tell them that this story is another ancient story that was made into a movie called 
Prince of Egypt.  Ask children if anyone has seen this film. Then ask if they have brothers and/or sisters 
who sometimes make them angry or jealous.  Comment that these feelings are quite normal and parents/
grandparents, trusted adults, can help them sort out these feelings.  Christians pray to God to ask God to 
help them sort out their feelings and overcome them.  

• Scripture: Read Genesis 37:5-36 from your Bible or precis the story.

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
One night Hold up one finger
Joseph, son of Jacob and Rachel Hold up one hand, then the other
Had a dream Hold hands to head
All his brothers Hold up 10 fingers
Were like sheaves of wheat Stand tall as though tied up
And were bowing to Joseph Bow down
In a second dream Hold up two fingers
The sun, moon and 11 stars Raise one hand, then the other,  

then twinkle fingers
Were also bowing to Joseph Bow down
His brothers were angry Make a fist and scowl
When his father, Jacob Hold up one hand
Gave Joseph a special coat Drape shoulders
His brothers refused to bow down to him  Turn back on group, arms folded
And they plotted to get rid of him Arms in a circle as though in a huddle
They sold him to camel traders Rub fingers as though counting money
And told Jacob that a wild animal Growl and hold hands like claws
Had killed Joseph Look sad.
They put blood on his special coat Shake head from side to side
To ‘prove’ that he was dead Continue shaking head from side to side.
The brothers do meet Joseph again Nod head
And Jacob sees his son again Cross arms across chest
The end of the story from the Bible Palms closed as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 38 – Joseph and His Brothers

Genesis 37:5-36



Liquid Picture

Leader: Joseph, son of Jacob, son of Isaac, son of Abraham,  
  had ten older brothers …

• Brothers, bow down to me!  Bow down!  Bow down!
• Sun, moon, stars bow down!  Bow down!  Bow down!
• Never!  Never!  Never!
• Take this coat!  Take this coat!  This coat!
• You are my favourite!  My favourite!  Favourite!
• Let’s get rid of him!  Rid of him!  Rid of him!
• Sell him!  Sell him!  Sell him!

Leader: Joseph was sold to traders who took him to Egypt  
  as a slave and his brothers told Jacob  
  that he had been killed by a wild animal.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 38 – Joseph and His Brothers

Genesis 37:5-36



Hundreds and hundreds of years ago, there lived 
a man named Jacob who had 12 sons.  1 son, 
number 11, whose name was Joseph, was Jacob’s 
favourite son and his 10 older brothers were very 
jealous of him.  When Joseph had a dream 1 night 
about every1 bowing down 2 him, his 10 older 
brothers said they would never bow down 2 him.  

When Jacob gave his number 1 favourite son, 
Joseph, a very special coat, the 10 older brothers 
h8ed him 4 this and plotted 2 get rid of him.  They 
sold him 2 passing camel traders who took Joseph 
2 Egypt as a slave and took his coat back 2 their 
father, and said 2 him that Joseph had been killed 
by a wild animal.  

His father, Jacob, was at 6s and 7s at this terrible 
news and grieved 4 his son that he thought was 
lost 4ever.  But this is not the end of the story – 
the family do meet Joseph again and eventually 
all is 4given.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 38 – Joseph and His Brothers

Genesis 37:5-36



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Draw some people who keep you safe  
•  Middle Primary Use the letters M O S E S and invite children  

  to write an acrostic – words beginning with each  
  of the letters (E.g. M - miracle)

•  Upper Primary Christians believe that God has a plan for each  
  person’s life.  Discuss

39393939Stories Jesus Knew

Jesus Says

Jesus Says

Everything written 
about me in the law of Moses,
 the prophets, and the psalms 

must be fulfilled

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children in your 

own words, being careful not to frighten children 
with lurid details

• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or Liquid 
Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower/Middle Primary: paper for drawing/writing 
- Upper Primary: no resources required 

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
This story begins the account of Moses which took 
place a long time ago. 
Jewish and Christian people recognise in this story, 
the hand of God guiding and protecting Moses. 
When he grows up, he will fulfil God’s plan to save 
the Hebrew people from slavery at the hands of 
Pharaoh in Egypt. 
Today, Christians recall the stories of Moses in 
their worship services, and recognise that the New 
Testament writings sometimes portray Jesus as the 
new Moses.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
The Birth of Moses

Exodus 2:1-10

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 39 – The Birth of Moses

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and tell them that this story is another ancient story that Christians believe helps 
followers to understand God’s plan for every person.  All Christians are called to pray and discern God’s 
plan for their lives.  God’s plan for Moses was that, when he grew to be a man, he would save all the 
Hebrew people from slavery in Egypt.  God will also “give” Moses the Ten Commandments.  We will hear 
these other stories in upcoming lessons.

• Scripture: Read Exodus 2:1-10 from your Bible or precis the story.

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
The king of Egypt, Pharaoh Stand erect, looking imperious
Was worried Frown, shake head
Hebrews were growing in number Count on your fingers, looking worried
So he ordered boy babies Cradle a baby in your arms
To be killed Look of horror
Moses was a beautiful baby Cradle a baby in your arms
His family had a secret plan Finger to lips in secrecy
They hid him in a basket Turn away, looking over shoulder
And floated him in the river Bend down, floating a basket
His sister, Miriam, kept watch One hand over eyes, crouching
The basket floated downstream Look worried
Where the Princess was bathing Rub arms as though with soap
A Hebrew baby Look surprised
He shall be mine Cradle a baby in your arms
I know who can feed him Cup hands around mouth
Let him go with this girl Arms outstretched, handing over the baby
Until he is old enough Use arm to indicate growing
To live with me Point to self
In the palace Use arms to make a roof over your head.
The end of the story from the Bible Palms closed as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 39 – The Birth of Moses

Exodus 2:1-10



Liquid Picture

Leader: This is the story of the birth of Moses …

• A beautiful baby boy!  A boy!  A boy!

• Danger!  Danger!  Danger!

• Hide him!  In the river!  In the river!

• I found a baby!  Found a baby!  A baby!

• Who will feed him?  Feed him?  Feed him?

• His mother!  His mother!  His mother!

Leader: And thanks to his clever sister and the brave Princess,  
  Moses was safe with his family until he was old enough  
  to live in the Palace with the Princess.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 39 – The Birth of Moses

Exodus 2:1-10



Pharaoh, the gr8 king of Egypt, was at 6s and 7s 4 he was 
afraid of the Hebrew people living in his land because they 
were growing in number and becoming gr8.  He ordered the 
midwives 2 kill the boy babies when they were born, but 2 brave 
midwives, 1 was Shiphrah and 1 was Puah, refused 2 do this 
and put themselves in gr8 danger.  So the gr8 Pharaoh ordered 
every1 of the boy babies 2 be killed, thrown in2 the Nile River.  

When Moses was born he had 1 brother, Aaron and 1 sister, 
Miriam.  His mother hid him from Pharaoh 4 3 months.  When 
he could not be hidden any longer, she placed him in2 a water-
tight basket and floated him in the river until the soldiers had 
gone.  His sister, Miriam, looked out 4 him on the riverbank, but 
the basket floated down 2wards Pharaoh’s daughter who was 
bathing with her maids.  

This brave woman knew that the baby belonged 2 the Hebrews 
but she took him as her own child.  His brave sister, Miriam, 
offered 2 find some1 2 feed him and Pharaoh’s daughter agreed 
2 this plan.  So Moses was safe with his family until he was old 
enough 2 live in the palace with Pharaoh’s daughter and there 
he grew 2 be a man. 

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 39 – The Birth of Moses

Exodus 2:1-10



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Invite children to draw a burning bush
• Middle Primary Invite children to draw the story
• Upper Primary In what ways does God call people today?   

   Discuss
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Blessed are those 
who hunger and thirst 

for righteousness, 
for they will be filled.

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children in 

your own words, being careful not to frighten 
children with lurid details

• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 
Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower/Middle Primary: paper for drawing 
- Upper Primary: no resources required 

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
After fleeing Egypt, God calls Moses, who is tending 
the sheep of his father-in-law, Jethro.  God speaks and 
instructs Moses to remove his sandals for he is standing 
on holy ground, then God sends Moses to Pharaoh to 
plead for the Hebrew people to be released from slavery.  
Perhaps this story could lead us to reflect on: how God 
might be trying to gain our attention; how God’s world is 
sacred; how God’s call comes while we are going about 
our daily work; and how God equips us to do what God 
asks of us.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
God Calls Moses

Exodus 3:1-6 

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 40 – God Calls Moses

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and ask if anyone can remember the name of the baby we learned about last week. 
Take answers and then say that this week the story of Moses continues.  Now he is a grown man who 
has run away from Egypt and the palace, has married Zipporah and is now a shepherd looking after the 
sheep of his father-in-law, Jethro.  God has other plans for Moses and speaks to him from a burning bush.  
God sends Moses back to Pharaoh to ask for the Hebrew people to be released from slavery, but Moses 
doesn’t want to do it.

• Scripture: Read Exodus 3:1-6 from your Bible or tell it in your own words.

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
Moses grew to be a man Use an arm to show growing from child to adult
And saw Egyptians being cruel Hand over eyes, looking sad
To the Hebrew slaves Raise arms to protect your face
He was very angry Raise one arm as a fist
And killed the Egyptian Use an arm to strike a blow
He ran away Run on the spot
And became a shepherd One hand over eyes, the other holding a crook
One day Hold up one finger
He saw a bush blazing Use hands to cover face from blaze
But it was not burning up Scratch head, looking puzzled
God called ‘Moses, Moses’ Cup hand around mouth
Take off your sandals Indicate your feet
This is holy ground Tip toe gently on the spot
God said ‘Go to Pharaoh and say Point arm away from you
Let my people go Wag finger
Moses said ‘I can’t speak Cover mouth with one hand, shake head
God said ‘Aaron will go with you’ Walk on the spot
Moses and Aaron went together Link hands in front of you
The end of the story from the Bible Palms closed as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 40 – God Calls Moses

Exodus 3:1-6 



Liquid Picture

Leader:  Moses was in the field, taking care of some sheep …

• Fire!  Fire! Bush on fire!

• Come no closer!  No closer!  No closer!

• Take off your sandals!  Your sandals!  Sandals!

• This is holy ground!  Holy ground!  Holy ground!

• Go to Pharaoh!  Go!  Go!

• Set my people free!  Free!  Free!

Leader: Moses did as God commanded,  
  and took his brother Aaron with him.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 40 – God Calls Moses

Exodus 3:1-6 



1 day, when Moses was 10ding the sheep out 
in the fields, he saw a burning bush that was 
not burning up.  He was at 6s and 7s at this 
strange sight and went closer 2 see 4 himself.  

God spoke 2 him, ‘Do not come any closer.  
Take your sandals off your 2 feet.  This is 
holy ground.  I am the God of your ancestors, 
1 Abraham, 2 Isaac and 3 Jacob.  

I have a job 4 you 2 do, Moses.  Go 2 
Pharaoh and tell him 2 let my people go, 4  
I have seen their suffering as slaves in Egypt.  
Moses said 2 God, ‘I do not speak very well’.  
God said 2 him, ‘I will send your brother 
Aaron with you 2 speak 4 you 2 Pharaoh.  

So Moses and Aaron went 2 Pharaoh 2 do as 
God commanded them.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 40 – God Calls Moses

Exodus 3:1-6 



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Draw Moses going up the mountain 

   to talk to God
• Middle Primary Make a list of things that could happen  

   if we did not have rules and Laws
• Upper Primary Laws are necessary to keep us safe.   

   Discuss.
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I give you

a new commandment

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to tell the Bible story to the children in 

your own words or read it from your Bible.
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: paper for drawing 
- Middle/Upper Primary: no resources required 

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
The Moses saga continues in this lesson, after the people 
have been liberated from slavery, escaped from the 
Egyptians and led by Moses, Aaron and Miriam into the 
desert.  These Ten Commandments were presented to the 
people as a way forward, a way to be a nation that lives 
in right relationship with God, neighbour and all creation.  
These Commandments represent a vision, a blueprint for 
a new nation committed to God’s justice and compassion.  
They form the basis of some laws here in Australia.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Moses and the Ten Commandments

Exodus 20:1-17

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 41 – Moses and the 10 Commandments

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and tell them that the story of Moses continues in this lesson where we hear the story 
of Moses receiving the Ten Commandments from God.  The people accepted these as a way to define who 
they wanted to be as a nation faithful to God and in right relationships with all people and all creation.  
Many of Australia’s laws are based on these Ten Commandments. 

• Scripture: Read Exodus 20:1-17 from your Bible or precis the story.

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
Moses went up the mountain Climbing action on the spot
And God spoke to Moses Hand to mouth
‘I am the Lord your God. Worship 
me alone

Bow down

Use my name with respect Cover mouth with your hand
Keep the Sabbath holy Join hands in prayer
Respect and honour your parents Hand to ear, listening
Respect and honour all life Cross hands, palms outward
Be faithful to your promises Raise hand as in taking an oath
Respect the property of others Palms pointing out
Respect everyone’s good name Sweep hand across the whole group
Do not accuse falsely Point finger away from yourself
Do not envy what belongs to others Use hands in a grabbing gesture.
Moses went down the mountain Walk on the spot
And gave God’s Law to the people Hold out hands in front of you.
The People said Cup hand to mouth
‘We will live by these Laws’ Raise hand as in taking an oath
The end of the story from the Bible Palms closed as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 41 – Moses and the 10 Commandments

Exodus 20:1-17



Liquid Picture

Leader: Moses went up the mountain  
  and God gave these Laws …

• I am your God!  Respect my name! 

• Keep the Sabbath holy!  Holy!  Holy!

• Respect parents and all life!  Respect!  Respect!

• Keep your promises! Be faithful!  Faithful!

• Do not steal!  Do not steal!  Do not steal!

• Do not tell lies about others!  Do not!  Do not!

• Be satisfied with what you have!  Be satisfied!  Satisfied!

Leader: The people accepted God’s Ten Commandments.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 41 – Moses and the 10 Commandments

Exodus 20:1-17



1 day Moses went up the mountain 2 speak 2 
God and God gave him 10 commandments 2 help 
the people live 2gether in peace and harmony, 
justice and compassion 4 they wanted 2 become 
a nation committed 2 these 1derful things.  

3 thousand years l8er, gr8 nations still observe 
these 10 Laws as a good way 4 people to live 
2gether.  These 10 Laws can be summed up as 
God’s gr8 laws of love.  

The first 2 are about reverencing God and 
God’s name.  The next 2 are about respecting 
our parents and all the living.  The next 2 are 
knowing what is yours and what is not and 
keeping your promises.  The last 2 are about 
being gr8ful 4 what you have and not envy what 
others have.  

Keep these and you shall not be at 6s and 7s,  
but will find true happiness.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 41 – Moses and the 10 Commandments

Exodus 20:1-17



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Draw David looking after the sheep 
• Middle Primary Make a list of ways that oil is used today  

   (E.g. cooking, sunscreen for protection,  
   ointment for healing).

• Upper Primary What qualities would be needed in  
   a good leader?  Discuss
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The humble will be exalted

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to tell the Bible story to the children in 

your own words or read it from your Bible.
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: paper for drawing 
- Middle/Upper Primary: no resources required 

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
This story of David’s anointing by Samuel should appeal 
to young people because they may identify with a young 
person being chosen by God when seven older brothers 
were not. 
Not only was David a skilled shepherd, especially with 
a slingshot, but he was also a gifted psalmist whose 
many hymns of praise to God we read and pray today, 
thousands of years later.  

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
David is Anointed

1 Samuel 16:1-13

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 42 – David is Anointed

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and tell them that the story of David is one of the most important in the Hebrew Bible 
and connects the First Testament with the Second Testament and connects Jesus with his ancestors.  The 
children may recall that in the story of Bartimaeus, he cries out ‘Jesus, son of David, have mercy on me!’  
This is a reference to King David.

• Scripture: Read 1 Samuel 16:1-13 from your Bible, or precis the story.

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
God spoke to Samuel Hand cupped to mouth
a great prophet Stand tall, looking important
‘Go to Bethlehem Point away from you
To Jesse Walk on the spot
Who has 8 sons Count eight persons
One of them Hold up one finger
Will become King Place an imaginary crown on your head
Instead of Saul Shake head from side to side
Seven sons Count seven
came before Samuel Walk on the spot
but God chose none of these shake your head
I have 1 more son Hold up one finger
My youngest Indicate a small person beside you
He is looking after the sheep Hold imaginary crook, keeping watch
Call him here Point to the ground in front of you
David came to Samuel Walk on the spot
And God chose him Indicate a crown on your head
Samuel anointed David Mime pouring oil over someone’s head
In front of all his family Sweep arms indicating group
God’s spirit was with him. Clasp hands together in front of you
The end of the story from the Bible Palms closed as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 42 – David is Anointed

1 Samuel 16:1-13



Liquid Picture

Leader: God told the prophet Samuel to go to Bethlehem  
  to the family of Jesse to choose a new king  
  to replace King Saul …

• Send your sons to me!  Eight sons!  Eight sons!

• No, not that one!  Or that one!  Or that one!

• No, not that one either! Or that one!  Or that one

• No, No, No!

• One more son!  Looking after sheep!  The sheep!

• I choose this one!  David!  The shepherd!

Leader: God chose David to be the new king  
  and Samuel anointed him with oil.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 42 – David is Anointed

1 Samuel 16:1-13



God spoke 2 the gr8 prophet Samuel, ‘I am 
sending you 2 Jesse of Bethlehem 2 anoint 1 of 
his 8 sons as a new king instead of Saul’.  

Samuel was gr8ly afraid of Saul but did as God 
indic8ed.  7 sons of Jesse passed be4 the gr8 
prophet, Samuel, but God chose not 1 of these 7.

Samuel said 2 Jesse, ‘Are all your sons here?’  
Jesse said 2 him, ‘No, the youngest 1 is 10ding 
the sheep’.  The gr8 prophet ordered Jesse 2 
send 4 his youngest son.  This number 8 son was 
named David and he was ruddy, had 2 beautiful 
eyes and was handsome.

God said 2 Samuel, ‘This is the 1.’  The gr8 
prophet, Samuel, anointed the 8th son of Jesse 
with oil and 1 day David would be the number 2 
king of Israel.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 42 – David is Anointed

1 Samuel 16:1-13



Optional Activities
•  Lower Primary Draw a picture of David and Goliath 
•  Middle Primary Make a list of qualities displayed by  

  David in this story
•  Upper Primary Can little people defeat the powerful?   

  Discuss
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The first shall be last 

and the last first…

Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: paper for drawing 
- Middle/Upper Primary: no resources required 

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
The story of David and Goliath is an inspirational 
example of how the small with faith can succeed 
against all odds.  
There is no need to give the gory details of the 
fate of Goliath after David fells him, but rather to 
emphasise how with God, all things are possible.  
There are many challenges or ‘goliatths’ in our lives 
that will need to be overcome. Like David, we can take 
on these ‘goliaths’ just like David ‘in the name of the 
Lord of hosts’ for it is the Lord who ‘will deliver’ us. 

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
David and Goliath

1 Samuel 17

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 43 – David and Goliath

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and tell them that this lesson is going to continue the adventures of David as a young 
boy.  He is sent by his father to take provisions to his older brothers fighting a battle with their enemies, 
the Philistines, when he takes up the challenge to fight the mighty and fierce warrior, Goliath, in the faith 
that God will deliver him. David declares to Goliath, ‘I come to you in the name of the Lord of hosts, the 
God of the armies of Israel, whom you have defied. This very day the Lord will deliver you into my hand.’ 
David goes to battle using just his skill with a slingshot, his courage and great faith.

• Scripture: Read 1 Samuel 17 from your Bible, or precis the story.

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
The Philistines Hold out left arm
And the Israelites Hold out right arm
Were enemies. Show fists
Goliath, the Philistine Hold out left arm
Was a giant of a man Hold hands as high as possible
He wore a bronze helmet Hold hands around head
And armour on his body Pass hands down your body
And metal covered his legs Run hands down your legs
He held a spear Action of throwing a spear
And a shield-bearer went in front of him Mime carrying a protective shield
‘Send someone to fight me’ Goliath said Cup hands to mouth, shouting
Now David was too young for battle Indicate a shorter person
And told King Saul Indicate crown on head
That he would fight Arms up, hands balled into fists
He chose 5 smooth stones Indicate 5 with your hand
And put them in his pouch Indicate pouch around waist
And went to meet Goliath March on the spot
Goliath laughed at David Ha ha ha ha
David chose a stone Hold one in your hand
Put it in his sling Hold up other hand
And swung it above his head Mime this action
It hit Goliath in the forehead Smack forehead
And he fell down Lean over 
The Philistine army ran away Run on the spot, looking frightened
The Israelite army cheered for David Jump up and down with excitement.
The end of the story from the Bible Palms closed as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 43 – David and Goliath

1 Samuel 17



Liquid Picture

Leader: Jesse, David’s father sent him to bring food  
  to his brothers on the battlefield …

• Send someone to fight me!  Fight me!  Fight!

• King Saul will give a reward!  A reward!  A reward!

• David heard all this!  All this!  All this!

• I will fight!  I will fight!  I will fight!

• Five smooth stones!  5 stones!  5!

• Swing!  Swing!  Swing!

Leader: Goliath fell down and died  
  and the Philistine army ran away.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 43 – David and Goliath

1 Samuel 17



1 day, the boy David, was sent 2 the battlefield by 
his father 2 bring provisions 2 his brothers fighting 
against the gr8 army of the Philistines.  Their 
number 1 soldier was a giant called Goliath who 
terrified the army of the Israelites who were at 6s 
and 7s about how 2 defeat their enemy.  

King Saul offered a reward 4 any1 2 fight Goliath.  
David stepped 4ward 2 volunteer.  King Saul and 
every1 else thought he would be killed 4 he was 
only a young boy.  He took his trusty slingshot, 
chose 5 smooth stones, placed these 5 stones in his 
pouch and went out 2 meet Goliath.  Be4 the giant 
man had time 2 use his weapon, David put 1 of the 
5 stones in his sling and swung it around his head.  
The stone flew out of the sling and hit Goliath in 
the 4head.  At 1ce, he fell 2 the ground and was 
killed by David.  

The army of the Philistines were now at 6s and 7s 
and ran away.  David was a hero and was taken in2 
the King’s gr8 palace.  

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 43 – David and Goliath

1 Samuel 17



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Invite children to draw a tree with birds and  

  a nest 
• Middle Primary Show your seeds and ask children to guess 

  what plant they might grow to become.
•  Upper Primary What changes have you noticed since the  

  change of season? Discuss
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Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or  

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: paper to draw on 
- Middle Primary: Some different types of  seeds  
  (E.g. pumpkin, apple, orange, watermelon, sunflower) 
- Upper Primary: no resources required

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors  

When we look at seeds, it is sometimes difficult 
to comprehend that they can grow to such 
enormous plants, trees, shrubs, but it is worth 
spending time in prayer and reflection about 
how God’s world is so amazing and marvellous.    
The mustard seed provides us with a powerful 
illustration of how the kingdom of God would 
grow from Jesus and his 12 Apostles to what 
is now some 2.3 billion Christians in the world 
today. 

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

Mark 4:30-34

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 44 – ... A Mustard Seed

The Kingdom of God is Like ... 
A Mustard Seed

if God so clothes  
the grass of the field,  

which is alive today and 
tomorrow is thrown into  

the oven, will he not much  
more clothe you!

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and ask them if someone could name a plant that begins in a tiny seed and grows 
really large. Explain that the church that Jesus founded has grown like this. There are some 2.3 billion 
Christians in the world today, and Christianity continues to grow and spread throughout the world in the 
most unlikely places and under at times severe persecution. This is in part because no matter what the 
situation, Christians believe that the deepest desire of all humanity, is to encounter God.

• Scripture: Read Mark 4:30-34 from your Bible

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer  
(see prayer ideas)



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
Jesus said to the people Left hand to mouth, right arm indicating people
What is the kingdom of God like? Sweep both arms in front of you
Or what parable can we use? Hand under chin, wondering
It is like Look around you,
A mustard seed Indicate something small in your hand
Which when sown upon the ground Scattering seeds around you
Is the smallest Indicate something small between two fingers
Of all the seeds on earth Make a circle in the air with arms
Yet, Hold up one finger
When it is sown Mime digging in the ground with a garden fork
It grows up Start low to the ground and stretch upwards
And becomes the greatest of all shrubs Spread arms wide
And puts forth large branches Use arms to indicate branches 
So that the birds of the air Link thumbs and flutter hands
Can make nests Cup hands together, making a nest
In its shade. Use arms to make a shelter over your head.
The end of the story from the Bible Palms closed as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime
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Option two

Liquid Picture

Leader: Jesus spoke to the people asking  
  ‘What is the kingdom of heaven like?’ …

• A tiny mustard seed!  Tiny, tiny!, Tiny!
• When it is planted!  Planted in the ground!  Planted!
• It grows!  And grows! And grows!
• Into a large shrub!  A large shrub!  A large shrub!
• It has branches!  Big branches!  Branches!
• Birds of the air!  Birds!  Birds!
• Nest in its shade.  Nest!  And Rest!

Leader: That is one way to think about the Kingdom of God.  
  It gives us rest and shelter.

Leader: Jesus told his disciples that the kingdom of God is like  
  a tiny mustard seed which, when planted in the ground,  
  grows to a large tree giving shelter and shade.

• From little things!  Little things!  Little things!
• Big things grow!  And grow!  And grow!
• Everything large!  Big! Enormous!
• Started small!  Very small!  Tiny!
• Every small act of kindness!  Act of kindness! Kindness!
• Helps us become kind people! Kinder!  Kinder!
• Every word of thanks!  Thank you!  Thanks!
• Grows gratitude!  Gratitude!  Gratitude!
• Nest in its shade.  Nest!  And Rest!

Leader: If we never plant, then nothing can grow.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture
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Jesus also said 2 the people gathered be4 
him, With what can we compare the gr8 
kingdom of God, or what parable will we 
use 4 it 2 describe it?  

It is like 1 mustard seed, which, when put 
in2 the ground, is the smallest of every1 of 
the seeds on earth; yet when it is sown in2 
the ground, it grows up and becomes the 
gr8est of all shrubs, and puts 4th gr8 big 
branches, 1, 2, 3, 4 - so that the birds of the 
air can cre8 nests in its shade.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story
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Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Invite children to draw a treasure chest
• Middle Primary Invite children to write a list of things  

   they treasure
• Upper Primary What do you treasure more than  

   everything you own?  Discuss
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Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: paper for drawing 
- Middle Primary: paper to write list on 
- Upper Primary: no resources required

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 
- Treasure Chest or Gold Box 

Background for Instructors 
In this simple but profound parable, we are asked to 
ponder the question ‘For what would we sell everything 
that we own?’ In this parable, the kingdom of God is 
recognised as being more valuable than everything we 
own. The life changing encounter with God through 
Christ is worth more than anything this world has to offer. 
Elsewhere in the Bible Jesus encourages his followers to 
store up treasure in heaven rather than earthly wealth 
and possessions that can decay, or be stolen or eaten by 
moths.  Take time to pray and reflect on the things that 
you treasure most.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

The Kingdom of God is Like ... 
A Treasure Hidden in a Field

Matthew 13:44

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 45 – A Treasure Hidden in a Field

Where your heart is 

so your treasure will be.

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible and Treasure Chest.

• Greet the children and and show your treasure chest or gold box.  Ask children what it is and take 
responses.  Then ask children to think about the things that they treasure.  Ask the question, ‘What would 
they put into their treasure chest, if they had one?’  Tell them that today’s story is about someone who 
finds a treasure buried in a field. In this parable, the treasure is God’s kingdom. It teaches us that the life 
changing encounter with God through Christ is worth more than anything this world has to offer.

• Scripture: Read Mark 13:44 from your Bible

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer  
(see prayer ideas)



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
Jesus said to the people Cup hand to mouth
‘The kingdom of heaven is like this Make a large circle with your arms
Someone is digging in a field Mime using a shovel to dig
And finds a hidden treasure Look surprised, mouth open
Then covers it up again Mime shovelling dirt 
The person is so happy Dance around on the spot
And excited Jump up and down
That they sell everything Use one hand to give and the other to take
Then goes back Walk on the spot
And buys the field Use two arms to hand over everything
The kingdom of heaven Make a large circle with your arms
Is more precious Hug yourself
Than anything we own. Wave arms with open hands, letting go
The end of the story from the Bible Palms closed as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime
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Liquid Picture

Leader: Jesus told this parable to the people …

• The kingdom of heaven!  Heaven!  Heaven!

• Dig in the field!  Dig!  Dig!

• Buried treasure!  Treasure!  Treasure!

• So happy!  Happy!  Happy!

• Hide it again!  Hide it!  Hide it!

• Sell everything!  Sell!  Sell!

• Buy the field!  Buy!  Buy!

Leader: Jesus said … ‘this is what the kingdom of heaven is like’.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 45 – A Treasure Hidden in a Field

Matthew 13:44



1 day Jesus told this gr8 story 2 the people 
who were lis10ing 2 him.  ‘The gr8 kingdom 
of heaven is like some1 who is digging in a 
field and finds a buried treasure. The person 
is at 6s and 7s 2 be so lucky and so excited 
2 find this gr8 treasure.  

They bury the treasure again and go quickly 
2 sell everything they own.  Then they go 
back 2 where they found the treasure and 
buy the field.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 45 – A Treasure Hidden in a Field
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Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Invite children to draw a vine  

   with branches
• Middle Primary Provide a leaf shape for each child,  

   invite them to write their name on  
   it and attach it to the rope to make  
   a ‘vine’.

• Upper Primary What does it mean to stay connected  
   to Jesus, the true vine?  Discuss
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Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children in 

your own words or read it from your Bible.
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: paper for drawing 
- Middle Primary: Green rope, Leaf shapes 
- Upper Primary: no resources required

•  Other items to take: 
- Your Bible 

Background for Instructors 
Israel is referred to in the Bible as a vineyard and God as 
the gardener or vinegrower.  This passage elaborates on 
that theme, as John describes Jesus as the true vine and 
his followers as the branches.   
Reflect on your life and think about the parts of you that 
have been ‘pruned’ and, as a result, have borne much 
fruit and those parts of you that have not borne fruit.  
Reflect on ways that you stay connected to Jesus, the 
true vine.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Jesus is the True Vine

John 15:1-5,7-8

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 46 – Jesus is the True Vine

If you stay connected to me,

 you will bear much fruit.
With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible.

• Greet the children and ask them to name some vines that they might have seen growing  
(E.g. passionfruit, pumpkin, grapes).  In this parable we learn that Jesus is the source of all life. If we, the 
branches, are cut off from Jesus, the vine, we will wither and die. Christians believe that staying connected 
to Jesus through prayer, reading the Bible and learning more about Jesus can help them to grow in their 
understanding of who they are in the sight of God.

• Scripture: Read John 15:1-5,7-8 from your Bible

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
Jesus said Cup hand to mouth
‘I am the true vine Snake one arm like a strong vine
And God is the gardener Mime digging in a garden
God breaks branches Hold arm out straight then drop
That do not bear fruit Shake head from side to side
And prunes every branch Make a scissor shape with fingers
That does bear fruit Nod head in approval
To bear more fruit Mime plucking fruit from a tree
Stay united to me Link hands together
And I will stay united to you Change linked hands
A branch can’t bear fruit by itself Shake head from side to side
It needs to be part of the vine Link hands together again
Jesus said ‘I am the vine’ Cup one hand to mouth, the other raised
And you are the branches Use two arms to snake like branches  

growing on a vine
Remain in me and bear much fruit.’ Mime plucking fruit from a tree
The end of the story from the Bible Palms closed as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime
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Liquid Picture

Leader: Jesus says ‘I am the vine’ …

• Stay joined to me!  Stay joined!  Joined!

• Learn from me!  Learn from me!  Learn!

• Listen to my word!  My word!  My word!

• Pray always!  Pray!  Pray!

• Stay joined to me!  Joined!  Joined!

• Bear good fruit!  Good fruit!  Good fruit!

Leader: … and God is the gardener!

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture
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1 day Jesus said 2 the 12 disciples, ‘I am the 
true vine and God is the gr8 gardener’.  God 
breaks off every1 of the branches that does 
not bear fruit and prunes every branch that 
does bear fruit.  

Remain united 2 me and I will remain united 
2 you 4 a branch cannot bear fruit if it is not 
connected 2 the vine.  It can only bear fruit 
if it is connected 2 the vine.  

I am the true vine and you are the branches 
4 if you remain in me and I in you, you will 
bear much fruit.  

Lis10 2 my words and you will ask 4 
anything and you shall have it.   In this 
way you will become my disciples and bear 
much fruit.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story
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Optional Activity
Discuss with the children how messages are sent today.  
Give each child a post-it note and invite them to write a 
message of hope or encouragement.

With the Children
• Greet the children: Say that today you have brought along a game to play. Invite a show of hands and 

ask if anyone has played Pass the Parcel.  Invite one person who raised a hand to explain how to play.  
Then begin by handing the parcel to a child and start the music. The children pass the parcel to the next 
child until the music stops.  Without looking, stop the music randomly.  The child holding the parcel peels 
off a layer and reads the message written on the Post-it, to the group. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)
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Preparation 
• Using sheets of newspaper assemble a parcel to 

play the game ‘Pass the Parcel’.  Prepare enough 
layers for one per participant.

• Place in each layer a message from Jesus written 
on a Post-it note (see list on the next page).  

• Plan to play music as the parcel is being passed 
around the group

• Optional Activity:  
- 1 x post-it note per child 

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible

For Instructors 
This lesson is provided as a fun lesson that might be 
offered at the end of a term.  
It is designed to reassure children that Christians believe: 
that Jesus cares about them; wants to be their friend and 
confidante; that they can rely on Jesus in good times; in 
difficult times; when a difficult choice needs to be made 
and in all of life.  
These ‘messages’ have been chosen so that children can 
learn to trust Jesus and deepen faith.

Acknowledgement of Country: 
‘We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years and acknowledge the  
continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
Jesus Says...

Bonus Lesson

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 47 – Jesus Says...

 I have said these things 
to you so that my joy 

may be in you, 
and that your joy 
may be complete.



Activity

Getting to Know JesusGetting to Know Jesus Lesson 47 – Jesus Says...

Bonus Lesson

• Do not Judge or you too will be judged   (Matthew 7:1-5)

• Let Your Light Shine before others so they may see your good deeds  
and glorify God (Matthew 5:14-16)

• Do not be afraid (Matthew 10:31)

• Peace be with you  (John 20:19)

• I came that you may have life to the full (John 10:10)

• Do not let your hearts be troubled  (John 14:1)

• I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life  (John 14:6)

• I am the Good Shepherd  (John 10:11)

• I am the Vine, you are the branches (John 15:1-5,7-8)

• Keep My Commandments (John 14:15)

• Love One another  (John 13:43)

• I am with you always  (Matthew 28:20)

• I am the Bread of Life  (John 6:35)

• Come follow me (Luke 18:22)

• Blessed are the poor for theirs is the kingdom of heaven (Matthew 5:3)

• Do this in memory of me (Luke 22:19)

• Do not doubt, but believe (John 20:27)

• Forgive seventy times seven (Matthew 18:22)

List of Scripture Messages from Jesus 
to put on Post-it notes

I am 
the way

Do not 
 be 

afraid

Peace
 

be t
o 

you

  I am    he brea  f life
Love one another
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Catholic Addendum:
Lesson 48 The Feast Day of St Mary of the Cross MacKillop Matthew 6:25-34

Extra Content Catholic Corner
Mysteries of the Rosary

While Getting to Know Jesus can be used in any Christian setting, it was necessary for those who 
instruct Catholic children only, to have additional material.  This addendum includes an extra lesson 
and Catholic Corner.

Catholic Corner
While this Resource is suitable for use by a wide Christian audience, it was suggested that some basic 
information regarding Catholic practice would be helpful for those who work with Catholic children only 
in State School Religious Instruction, in parishes, in Catholic schools and in out-of-school activities with 
Catholic children.  So ‘Catholic Corner’ has been written for each of the lessons in this resource and are 
listed at the end of this section.  These 4 pages could be printed out to have on hand. 

Setting up a Prayer Space
Whether using this resource in a classroom or parish setting, it is important to set up a space that 
provides a visual focus for children.  It can include coloured cloth such as the liturgical colours of 
the various liturgical seasons (Purple for Lent, Red for Palm Sunday of the Passion of the Lord and 
Pentecost, White/Gold for the Easter season, Green for Ordinary Time, Light Mauve/Blue for Advent, 
and White/Gold for Christmas.

Other items you might add to the Prayer Space would be a battery operated candle, Rosary Beads, 
Missal,  Bible, Good News Story Stole and other props relating to the lesson (E.g. band aids, Globe of 
the world, treasure chest).

Catholic Addendum



Optional Activities
• Lower Primary Draw a picture of birds and flowers.
• Middle Primary Make a list of things that you need to live and a list of  

    those things you want but don’t really need. Share ideas.
• Upper Primary How does buying more and more things that we don’t  

    really need damage our planet?  Discuss. OR 
    How did Mary MacKillop care about others rather than  
    herself?  Discuss.

With the Children
• Set-up: Greet the classroom teacher and claim the space by setting up your Bible

• Greet the children and tell them that today we will hear the story of Australia’s first Saint, Mary of the  
Cross MacKillop and the Scripture story is the Gospel reading for the feast day of Saint Mary MacKillop.   
The gospel passage invites believers to think about the choices we all make as we journey through life.   
It puts before believers the challenge to choose ways that put God first.  When believers do this they often 
find that everything else in life falls into place.  

This lesson could also be a chance to consider our actions and  
our attitude to ‘having things’ that we may not really need.   
This consumer mentality is doing damage our fragile planet.  

Saint Mary MacKillop took this message from Jesus to heart  
in her care for the poor and education of children.

• Scripture: Read Matthew 6:25-34 from your Bible

• Re-tell the story using the Echo Mime, Liquid Picture and/or Number story provided. 

• Complete the Optional Activity

• Prayer: Finish the lesson with an invitation to prayer (see prayer ideas)
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Preparation 
• Read the Bible text and pray with it before class
• Plan to read the Bible story to the children
• Choose the Echo Mime or Number Story or 

Liquid Picture (or as many as you have time to do)  
- Print these off to take to class

• Optional Activity:  
- Lower Primary: paper for drawing 
- Middle/Upper Primary: no resources required

• Other items to take: 
- Your Bible

Background for Instructors 
Australia’s first saint and founder of the Sisters of St Joseph, 
Saint Mary of the Cross MacKillop was born of Scottish 
parents in Fitzroy, Victoria, Australia.  She, with Fr Julian 
Woods, started a school and founded the religious Order, the 
Congregation of the Josephites.  Many more schools were 
opened as she travelled around country Australia educating 
children.  Mary was canonised by Pope Benedict in 2010 and 
her feast day is celebrated on 8th August.

This Gospel text is read at the Mass for her Feast Day, and is a 
beautiful instruction from Jesus which brings comfort and solace 
to those who are burdened and who perhaps are torn between 
God and possessions.  It follows on from the instruction not to 
store up riches on earth where they can be destroyed or stolen 
but rather to reflect on where your heart lies, for that is where 
your treasure will be found.  This message from Jesus might 
bring new insight to young people as they explore what this 
means for themselves and the planet. 

Acknowledgement of Country: ‘We acknowledge 
the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon 
and cared for this land for thousands of years 
and acknowledge the continued deep spiritual 
attachment and relationship of Aboriginal  
and Torres Strait Islander peoples to this country.’  

 
The Feast Day of St Mary of the Cross MacKillop

Matthew 6:25-34
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Do not be afraid I am with you.  
I have called you by your name, 

you are mine.



SAY DO
A story from the Bible Palms open as in reading a book
Jesus taught his disciples Cup hands around mouth
‘You cannot serve God and money’ Use each hand to indicate the two, shake head
So, do not worry about food Mime putting fork to mouth
Or drink Cup hand, tilt back head
Or what you wear Indicate clothes
Life is worth more Open arms wide to indicate more
Look at the birds Shade eyes with one hand, look skyward
Look at the wildflowers Change hands and look outwards
They do not sow or gather seed One hand throwing seed, the other gathering in
God cares about birds One hand raised to the sky
Wildflowers Sweep other arm outward
And all creation Use two arms to shape our world
Like a good Father Nod head in approval
Who knows what you need Tap forehead, nod
God will provide Nod head with certainty
Care for others Sweep arm around the group
And do not worry about tomorrow Shake head from side to side
But live well today Indicate with pointing fingers where you stand
The end of the story Close palms as in closing a book.

Echo MimeEcho MimeEcho Mime
On the left side of the table is the story rewritten in simple sentences. In the right hand column a suggested 
action is given for each statement. A leader is chosen to say the statement and perform the action.  
The rest of the children copy or ‘echo’ the leader. 
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do an Echo mime
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Liquid Picture

Leader: Jesus taught his disciples  
  not to worry about themselves …

• God! Money!  God?  Or Money?  God? Or Money?

• Me?  Me?  Me?

• No, others!  Others!  Others!

• Look at birds!  Birds!  Birds!

• Flowers!  Flowers!  Flowers!

• Live in the now!  Live!  Live!

Leader: Jesus said, ‘God knows what you need  
  and will take care of you’.

Liquid Picture
Choose a child to say each statement two or three times and then do a simple action that is held in a ‘frozen 
pose’ until the end of the story. Alternatively choose two children for each statement – one to say it and the 
other child to do the action. Have the children line up facing the rest of the group. 
One by one the children say and ‘act’ their line a couple of times, then freeze. A simple statement to both 
introduce and conclude the liquid picture is provided. The leader or an older child could read these.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Liquid Picture
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1 day Jesus said 2 his 12 disciples and a gr8 
crowd who was gathered 2 lis10 2 him, ‘Choose 
God over money and possessions and do not 
worry about what you are 2 eat or what you are 
2 drink or what you are 2 wear.  4 life is more 
precious than any 1 of these things.  

Look at the birds of the air and the wildflowers!  
They neither plant seeds nor gather in2 barns 
but they are more beautiful than gr8 King 
Solomon’s finest robes.  Take gr8 care of others 
and creation and God will take gr8 care of you.  

Do not worry about 2morrow 4 it will come 
soon enough!  Live 4 2day and 4 those who 
have nothing and 2morrow will take care of 
itself.

NumbEr Story
This storytelling technique replaces words with numbers where possible. It requires the leader to indicate 
numbers by either holding a sign or showing the requisite number of fingers. Children join in the storytelling 
by saying the numbers when indicated by the leader.
Refer to the Getting to Know Jesus Guidelines for more detailed instructions on how to do a Number Story
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Catholic Corner
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Jesus’ Ministry:
Lesson 6
Jesus Calls Four Fishermen

Catholics regard Peter as the rock upon which the Christian church is built, 
and the first Pope.

Lesson 7
Jesus Heals Many People

Catholics take the healing ministry of Jesus very seriously and have built hospitals 
to care for the sick and have missionaries throughout the world.

Lesson 8
Jesus Rides into Jerusalem

Catholics celebrate this story on Palm Sunday (also known as Sunday of the 
Passion of the Lord) at the commencement of Holy Week.

Lesson 9
Jesus has a Last Supper 
with his Disciples

For Catholics, when we celebrate Eucharist, the last supper is brought into the 
present at every Mass. At Mass it’s as though we are actually there with Jesus 
in the Last Supper. 

Lesson 9b
Jesus Makes Enemies,  
Judas Betrays Jesus

Catholics pass the Sign of Peace before receiving the Eucharist at the Mass. 
This reminds us that we must be at peace with others and forgive those who 
have hurt us before we are ready to receive Christ’s body and blood.  

Lesson 10
Jesus is Killed on a Cross

Catholics have crucifixes in their churches to remind them that before we can 
celebrate Resurrection, we need to acknowledge the suffering of the cross and 
Jesus’ triumph over evil and death.

Introducing Jesus:
Lesson 1
Jesus Blesses the Children

Catholics offer sacramental initiation of children through Baptism, 
Confirmation and First Holy Communion as a way to bring children to Jesus.

Lesson 2
The Birth of Jesus

Catholics reflect on this story when they pray the third Joyful Mystery of the 
Rosary.  For Catholics Mary is the model for obeying the will of God.

Lesson 3
Good News Messengers

Catholics believe that Angels are ‘good news messengers’ from God and  
come to us in all kinds of ways.
‘To be Christian means to enlighten others’ lives.’ Pope Francis explains that the 
Christian is called to be light of the world and the salt of the earth, just as Jesus said in 
the Gospel. This means that all of your attitudes should positively impact those around 
you. (www.themessageoftheday.com 12/2/19)

Lesson 4
Jesus Grows Up

Catholics reflect on this story when they pray the fourth Joyful Mystery of the 
Rosary.

Lesson 5
Jesus is Baptised and Tested

The story of the temptations of Jesus is read at Mass on the First Sunday of 
Lent each year.

The Risen Jesus:
Lesson 11
Jesus is Alive

On Easter Sunday Catholics renew their baptismal promises. The priest 
sprinkles holy water on the people to remind them of their Baptism.

Lesson 12
Jesus Says ‘Peace Be with You’

This story is read on the second Sunday of Easter each year.

Lesson 13
Jesus Appears to Thomas 
and the Other Disciples

The apostle, Thomas, is said to have travelled to India to spread the Gospel.   
A shrine has been built to honour him in Chennai, India.

Lesson 14 
The Disciples Catch Many Fish

Like the disciples, all Catholics are called to share their faith with others.

Lesson 15
Jesus Farewells His Disciples

Catholics celebrate Jesus’ commission and his ascension on Ascension Sunday 
which is on the 40th day of Easter.
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Early Church - In the Spirit of Jesus:
Lesson 16
The First Community in Jerusalem

Catholics are called to live out their faith in community with other 
Catholics, just like this first community in Jerusalem.

Lesson 17
The Birthday of the Christian Church

Catholics celebrate the descent of the Holy Spirit on Pentecost Sunday at 
the end of the Easter Season (50 days after Easter Sunday). The sacrament of 
Confirmation perpetuates the grace of Pentecost.

Lesson 18
The Common Life of Believers

Catholic parishes have teams of people who take Communion to the sick.

Lesson 19
Peter Heals in the Name of Jesus

Catholics regard the Pope in Rome as the successor of Peter. The line of 
Popes can be traced from Pope Francis right back to St Peter.

Lesson 20
Sharing All Things Together

St Vincent de Paul Society has a branch in most Catholic parishes to serve 
the poor and needy in the community.

Lesson 21
Remembering Jesus – Lydia

The Sacraments are before all else the action of Jesus Christ, risen 
from the dead and alive in his Body the Church.  They are celebrated 
communally with the active participation of the parish.
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Encounters with Jesus:
Lesson 22
Wedding Feast at Cana

Just as Jesus turned water into wine at Cana, Catholics believe Jesus turned 
wine into blood at the last supper. This same miracle takes place at every 
Mass when the priest concecrates the wine and it becomes for us the blood 
of Christ.

Lesson 23
Four Friends take a Paralysed 
Man to Jesus

The Catholic Sacrament of Penance or Reconciliation celebrates the mercy 
and forgiveness of God.

Lesson 24
Jesus Heals Bartimaeus

Catholics recognise that miracles still happen today. When a person is 
canonised (becomes a saint), there must be proof that at least two confirmed 
miracles have taken place as a result of their intercession.

Lesson 25
Jesus Meets Zacchaeus

The Church which is the sacrament of Christ is called to carry on his 
ministry and mission to the world.  It is to be the sign of his love, and this 
automatically includes his willingness to forgive.   
It is by its very nature a reconciling community.

Lesson 26
Jesus Visits Martha and Mary

Catholics have Retreat Centres all around the world which are places of 
contemplation and prayer. They enable people to take time to ‘sit at the 
feet of Jesus’, as Mary did.

Lesson 27
Jesus Feeds a Crowd of People

The Eucharistic prayer said at Mass echoes the words of Jesus in this 
story – ‘He took the bread, said the blessing, broke it and gave it to his 
disciples …’

Lesson 28
Ten People with Leprosy

St Damian of Molokai dedicated his life to serving the people of this 
island who were afflicted with leprosy.
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Stories Jesus Told:
Lesson 29
The Sower and the Seed

Catholics demonstrate that they are ‘good soil’ by practicing their faith. This 
includes going to Mass on Sundays, observing Lent and Advent, and going to 
Reconciliation.

Lesson 30
The Two Sons

In Queensland, only about 10% of Catholics practice their faith. It is in practicing 
our faith that we ‘do as the Father asks’ and in this we find the mercy, life and 
love of God. 

Lesson 31
The Good Samaritan

The Good Samaritans are a Catholic Religious Order of nuns who take this story 
to heart by serving the poor and needy.

Lesson 32
The Lost Sheep

Catholics believe that God seeks out the lost and welcomes sinners. The 
Sacrament of Penance (or Reconciliation) is offered as a way for people to bring 
their brokeness to Jesus and recieve his healing.

Lesson 33
The Tax Collector and 
Pharisee 

Many Catholic hospitals and schools were founded to care for the poor and 
disadvantaged.
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Stories Jesus Knew:
Lesson 34
A Story of Creation

We rest on Sunday because God rested. “Sunday is the day on which the paschal 
mystery is celebrated in light of the apostolic tradition and is to be observed as the 
foremost holy day of obligation in the universal Church”. (CCC 2177)

Lesson 35
Adam and Eve

Just as the Bible teaches that Jesus is the new Adam and through his death on 
the cross reconciles God and the world, so Catholics recognise Mary as the new 
Eve. (CCC 975)

Lesson 36
Noah

Pope Francis has written a letter to the people called Laudato Si’ – On Care for 
Our Common Home, which recognises our need to care for God’s creation.

Lesson 37
Abraham and Sarah

Abraham and his descendants where joined in covenant with God through 
circumcision. In the same way, Catholics recognise that we are joined in Christ’s 
new covenant through baptism.

Lesson 38
Joseph and His Brothers

These twelve brothers form the twelve tribes of Israel and are the basis for Jesus 
gathering twelve apostles as his closest confidantes.  In the Catholic Church it is the 
bishops who carry on the ministry of the Apostles. (CCC 77)

Lesson 39
The Birth of Moses

“The inspired books teach the truth... we must acknowledge that the books of 
Scripture firmly, faithfully, and without error teach that truth which God, for the 
sake of our salvation, wished to see confided to the Sacred Scriptures”. (CCC 107)

Lesson 40
God Calls Moses

The burning bush was a physical sign of God’s presence. In a similar way, Catholics 
understand the sacraments as physical signs of spiritual realities. (CCC 1146)

Lesson 41
The Ten Commandments

Catholics believe that the church and all its members are to continue the mission 
of Jesus … to bring good news to the poor, to proclaim release to captives, to let 
the oppressed go free …

Lesson 42
David is Anointed

The Catholic Sacraments of Baptism, Confirmation and Holy Orders use oil of 
Chrism to anoint candidates.

Lesson 43
David and Goliath

One of the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit is Fortitude/Courage conferred in the 
Sacrament of Baptism and strengthened in Confirmation.  The other six are: Wisdom, 
Understanding, Knowledge, Counsel, Piety and Fear of the Lord
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Messages from Jesus:
Lesson 44
 … a Mustard Seed

In his Encyclical ‘Evangelii Gaudium’ (#13) Pope Francis states, “In Baptism 
believers remember the great creative and ongoing works of God”.

Lesson 45
 … a Treasure Hidden in a Field

Because the Eucharist is understood in the Catholic faith as Jesus real presence, 
in many ways the Eucharist is the treasure - worthy of the highest price.

Lesson 46
Jesus is the True Vine

Catholics believe that we are all connected, sustained and strengthened through 
the celebration of the Eucharist.  

Lesson 47
Jesus Says … 

Jesus proclaimed the good news of salvation.  He came so that people could be 
saved and come to enjoy the freedom of the sons and daughters of God.  Salvation 
means being released, set at liberty, freed from all that oppresses and enslaves.   
It means being freed from sin, but also from fear, from ignorance, from injustice.   
It means being enabled to fulfil the potential for which a person was created.
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Catholic Lesson:
Lesson 48
The Feast Day of St Mary  
of the Cross MacKillop

Mary MacKillop, although excommunicated on false grounds, was, a year later, 
absolved from all accusations and exonerated.

Joyful Mysteries
• The Annunciation to Mary
• The Visitation of Mary to Elizabeth
• The Birth of Jesus
• The Presentation of the child Jesus in the Temple
• The Finding of 12 year old Jesus in the Temple

Sorrowful Mysteries
• The Agony of Jesus in the Garden
• The Scourging at the Pillar
• Jesus is Crowned with Thorns
• Jesus Carries his Cross
• Jesus Dies on the Cross

Glorious Mysteries
• The Resurrection
• The Ascension of Jesus
• The Descent of the Holy Spirit
• The Assumption of Mary into Heaven
• The Crowning of Mary, Queen of Heaven

Luminous Mysteries
• Jesus is Baptised in the Jordan
• The Wedding at Cana
• The Proclamation of the Kingdom
• The Transfiguration
• The Institution of the Eucharist

Mysteries of the Rosary


